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For the Proletarian Dic tatorship

All revolutionaries, in day-to-day work, are confronted by the question "What kind of

state are we fighting for?" The proletarian dictatorship, or the workers ' state has been

defined by Marxists as the indispensable framework for socialist reconstruction of human

society. During the transition towards socialism, the proletarian dictatorship works to

establish a planned economy and to mobilize the masses against any efforts at restoration

of bourgeois power.

In the United States, as in other nations where the capitalist mode of production hold

sway, there is no shortage of moth-eaten arguments against destroying the capitalist state.

Even when Marxists emphasize that bourgeois democracy is, in fact, a dictatorship of the

bourgeoisie , where "democracy" or "freedom" is dished out in portions determined by the

millionaire class, anti-Marxists hasten to dream up arguments in defense of the
'

millionaire!! '

political instrument.

One of the most pervasive and most insidious counter-revolutionary dogmas is that •tan

existing workers' state is a "totalitarian dictatorship" ruled by a new class of explo.1 t < i a

.

The anti-communist, whether a reactionary or a "liberal',' shrieks about bourgeois "freedom"

and frantically tries to conceal the enormous material advances that have occurred in even

the smallest and most economically deprived workers' state. To the red-baiter, it makes no

difference that the masses in the Soviet Union or People's China or the Democratic Repub
I I

C

of Vietnam no longer starve. A vague, never-defined "freedom" is counterposed against 1 ire

dom from starvation and exploitation.

We communists reply that, without the freedom of workers and peasants to eat or to boiiM-

fit from their own labor power, it is pointless to talk of any other kind of "freedom".

Today, the Marxist duty of directly confronting naive and groundless arguments for boui

geois "freedom" is gravely hindered. For nearly a decade, bitter divisions between the llnvh i

Union and People's China have been a serious obstacle to the struggle for international
lism. Leaders of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union have labelled People's China n "mill

tary dictatorship," while leaders of the Communist Party of China retort that the Sovld llnl<ni

Is "capitalist" or even "fascist".

Clearly, both views cannot be correct .. .and, indeed, we contend that both are dead w y,.

The capitalist mode of production has been abolished in both the Soviet Union and Chin...

Both are workers ' states , and it is the duty of revolutionary Marxists to defend both ugiiliinl

capitalist. attacks, in spite of contradictions between their leaders. Such a perspectlvo

clearly excludes uncritical support of either the Soviet or Chinese leadership. Irreupmm II. I

.

acceptance of either the "Moscow line" or the "Peking line" proves to be a dead end that can

only cripple the struggle against capitalism.

For our own organization, the methods established by Leon Trotsky and the Fourth Inter-

national are indispensable to successful struggle against bourgeois anti-communism in both
its reactionary and "liberal" variations. Without a consistent application of these methodu,

one risks a plunge into unthinking adulation of one workers' state over another or into self-

defeating vagueness concerning the goals of revolutionary struggle.



In the Soviet Union, China, and other workers' states, the means of production have bill
torn from the hands of capitalists and feudalists. As Trotsky and his comrades understoinl

,

this momentous economic transformation does not obligate revolutionaries to render uncriii ||

obedience to the political leadership of any workers' state, but it does demand a persistent
effort to explain the progressive economic foundation of the workers' states to the massen.
Between capitalist expropriation of human labor and the abolition of capitalist robbery, l In >

is no "third camp" where one can find political refuge.

Yet we would not disagree with comrades who point out that many nominally "Trotskyism "

tendencies have adopted "left" variations upon bourgeois anti-communism. For these org.ni!

zations, "defense of the Soviet Union" or "defense of People's China" have merely become
empty, high-sounding phrases with no relationship to daily thought and practice.

On many occasions, members of our organization have said that "Trotsky was a communlfii

first and a Trotskyist second." We now consider it timely to expand upon this concept, to

wage war against any misinterpretations that may remain. The effort to meet this respond I

bility will be reflected not only by our practical work, but by our efforts to establish A

set of documents that can encourage other comrades to join us in the struggle for a remv 1

1

of Marxism-Leninism.

Trotsky's Last Struggle

It is not widely known that one of Leon Trotsky's last struggles, beginning in Septanilu

1939, was against a petty bourgeois American tendency that affirmed that the Soviet Union wn"

capitalist and imperialist . Comrades who are unfamiliar with Trotsky's life or the his:
of the Fourth International sometimes wrongly assume that Trotskyism is, first and fori

an opposition to the means used by Joseph Stalin to lead the Communist Party of the Sovi.

Union and its associated parties within the Third International.

On the contrary, left opposition to Stalinism arose as an opposition to the reformli
and anti-Marxist theories and strategies adopted by the Communist International after 192

For Trotsky and his comrades, the number one flaw of Stalinism was its content , its rejai Eiui

of a world revolution perspective. For this reason, Trotsky always considered it esseni I .1

to defend the enormous material gains made by the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917—whether
pro-Stalin sycophants or against petty bourgeois dabblers who criticized Stalinism's metln»i

but not its reformist content.

Within the small Socialist Workers Party, the American affiliate of the Fourth Interni
tional, an "opposition" current, led by Max Shachtman and James Burnham, arose immediately
following the joint Soviet-German invasion of Poland of 1939. The Shachtman-Burnham groupifl
argued that the Soviet Union, by its pact with Hitler and its participation in the invasion.
was acting as

"capitalist state" whose foreign policy was not different from that of an Lmpi

rialist power. In order to buttress this charge, the petty bourgeois bloc concocted the
theory of "bureaucratic collectivism"—claiming that the 1917 Revolution had brought to potftl

a new exploiting class of "red bosses" led by Stalin,

Against this concoction, Trotsky and the majority tendency
painstakingly demonstrated that there was no bourgeoisie in the
true that the Russian masses did not directly hold state power,
in workers' and peasants' ownership of the means of production .

a_ class , but a^ parasitic caste that bore down upon the masses.
economy stood in fundamental contrast to the capitalism mode of
while struggling against the bureaucracy's conservatism and its

of the Socialist WorkerH 1

Soviet Union. While i

I

the Stalin regime was tl

The ruling bureaucracy ui

The Soviet Union's plun I

production, and Trol '

timidity in fighting 1

,

lism, also saw it as their duty to defend the progressive foundation of the Soviet State.

The Soviet Union was defined as a workers' state, but a deformed workers ' state , whose
deformity consisted in a concentration of political power in the hands of a bureaucracy and
not in the hands of the workers and peasants. This contradiction between economic foundation
and political super-structure was the basis for the Trotskyists' struggle to achieve politi-
cal overthrow of the bureaucracy and a_ restoration of Leninism .

With the recognition that even the bureaucray itself was not politically homogeneous,
the comrades of the Fourth International emphasized that there were forces both to the right
and to the left of Stalin and his followers. Thus, "defense of the USSR" was to mean develop-
ment of a clear-cut stand on all internal struggles in the Soviet Union:

"If tomorrow the bourgeois-fascist grouping, the faction of 'Butenko*',
so to speak, should attempt the conquest of power, the faction of 'Reiss*'
inevitably would align itself on the opposite side of the barricades.
Although it would temporarily find itself the ally of Stalin, it would
nevertheless defend, not the Bonapartist clique, but the social base of the
U .S . S ,R. , i.e. the property wrenched away from capitalists and transformed
into state property. Should the faction of Butenko prove to be in alliance
with Hitler, then the faction of Reiss would defend the U.S.S.R. from mili-
tary intervention, inside the country as well as on the world scene. Any
other course would be a betrayal."

The Death Agony of Capitalism and the Tasks
of the Fourth International , 1938

Because of its firm differentiation between the social base of the U.S.S.R. and the
moment- to-moment political turns of the ruling bureaucracy, the Fourth International was
prepared for the crisis that occurred in 1939, when Soviet leaders entered the non-aggression
pact with Hitler and subsequently joined in the Invasion of Poland and the Baltic countries.
In contrast to the Fourth International, Stalin's Third International suffered widespread
defections, particularly within Communist parties in the imperialist nations. The non-aggres-
sion pact had come on the heels of the Comintern's prolonged efforts to curry favor with the
"democratic" bourgeoisies (U.S., Britain, France), and the Soviet bureaucrats or Communist
leaders in other countries were incapable of providing plausible explanations for the sudden
turn.

Within the U.S., the Communist Party, led by Earl Browder, suffered mass defections as

it embarked upon an "anti-war campaign," calling for American neutrality in the conflict that
pitted Britain and France against Hitler. Meanwhile, the bulk of the American bourgeoisie,
in accord with its class interests, began preparing for a world war that would permit its
emrgence as the leader of the imperialist system. At this particular moment, its chief ploy
was to claim that the "democratic rights" of Poland and Finland were to be defended against
invasion by either Germany or the Soviet Union .

As bourgeois sympathy for Poland and Finland (both ruled by fascist dictators as despi-
cable as Hitler !) swelled to a roar, innumerable social democrats and ex-Communists hopped on

the bandwagon. Within the Socialist Workers Party, the small "Burnham-Shachtman opposition"
capitulated to the bourgeois hysteria, but the majority of the party held firm, thanks to

the ideological guidance offered by Leon Trotsky and James Cannon.

*—Butenko was a right-wing bureaucrat who defected to the West in the 1930's, while Reiss

was a former Stalinist who joined the Fourth International.
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The principal documents of the struggle have been compiled in two books, Trol .1

In Defense of Marxism and Cannon's The Struggle for a Proletarian Party . These two
constitute an invaluable basis, not only for developing a revolutionary Marxist .in.il i

of the workers' states, but for orienting a party toward its duty of combatting bourgVHl
ideology and petty variations. The Schachtman-Burnham clique, whose followers main I

v

1 " '

to the student-based Young People's Socialist League, not only argued for condemn;]! i Oil

Soviet Union as an "imperialist power", but for a rejection of dialectical materiallmii m

"outmoded" world-view. Pretending the Socialist Workers Party was dominated by a"burtaill
tic" bloc led by Cannon, they proposed a"revitalization" that would have given politic I

leadership to the party's youth, rather than its tested militants who were implanted hi l

trade union struggle.

Even before the petty-bourgeois opposition declared its split from the Socialist Wen I
. .

Party, Trotsky had written:

When the representatives of the opposition raised the hue and cry
that 'the leadership is bankrupt ',' the prognoses did not turn out to be
correct', 'the events caught us unawares', 'it is necessary to change
our slogans', all this without the slightest efforts to think the ques-
tions through seriously, they appeared fundamentally as party defeatists . .

.

iThe task that stands before the party is to break up the old clique
ties and to dissolve the best elements of the propagandists past in the
proletarian party.]

"The Organizational Question," December 15, 1939

Similarly, in a speech to the party's New York membership, on October 15, 1939, James
Cannon had emphasized that defense of the Soviet Union non-capitalist economic foundations
was the duty of every serious revolutionary:

There has been much talk of 'independence' on the Russian question.
That is good. A revolutionist who is not independent is not worth his salt.
But it is necessary to specify : Independent from whom? What is needed by
our party at every turn is class independence, independence from the Sta-
linists, and, above all, independence from the bourgeoisie. Our program
assures such independence under all circumstances. It shall not be changed!

"Speech on Russian Question"
Struggle for a Proletarian Party

The Burnham-Shachtman clique, after the April, 1940 convention of the Socialist Workers
Party, openly declared itself unwilling to abide by party discipline, even as a"minority ten-
dency" holding its own views on the class nature of the Soviet Union. In the process, the
"opposition"seized control of the funds and facilities of the party's theoretical organ, Th t-

Mew International , which they began to publish as their own. Their new "independent" politi-

cal formation was to be called the"Workers Party", which advocated a "third camp" opposed to
both capitalism and Stalinism.

Trotsky said of this step:

But, as always, the petty bourgeois camouflages his 'camp' with the
paper flowers of rhetoric. Let us lend our ears' Here is one camp:
France and England. There's another camp: Hitler and Stalin. And a
third camp: Burnham, with Shachtman. The Fourth International turns
out for them to be in Hitler's camp. (Stalin made this discovery long
ago.) And so, a new slogan: Muddlers and pacifists of the world, all
ye suffering from the pin-pricks of fate, rally to the "third" camp.

"Petty Bourgeois Moralists," April 23, 1940

To this description he added:

Only the other day Shachtman referred to himself in the press as

a "Trotskyist". If this be Trotskyism, then I at least am no Trotskyist.

Ibid .

The subsequent political trajectories of Burnham, Shachtman, and their followers, confirm

the accuracy of Trotsky's and Cannon's severe judgments (and indeed, their wretched careers

offer a warning to all petty bourgeois intellectuals who avoid a proletarian analysis of

the workers' states!). James Burnham, within weeks of his departure from the Socialist

Workers Party, also resigned from Shachtman' s "Workers Party" claiming that "Marxism was

obsolete". He later gained notoriety as the author of The Managerial Revolution , in which

he promoted the spurious theory that the means of production in the U.S. were no longer con-

trolled by capitalists, but by "technocrats". Shachtman himself persevered with the counter-

feit "Workers Party" until 1958, continually advancing his own brand of hysterical 'anti-

Stalinism.' At that point, he merged his handful of followers into the anti-communist

Socialist Party of Norman Thomas.

During the 1960's, Max Shachtman emerged as the Socialist Party's chief defender

of the "Bay of Pigs" invasion of Cuba (1961), claiming that Kennedy and the C.I.A. were

"fighting Stalinism." James Burnham, sharing the same position, surfaced as an editor of

the Rational Review , a periodical owned by the millionaire fascist William F. Buckley, Jr.

Considering the fate of the SWP "petty bourgeois opposition", whose rallying

cry was "Soviet imperialism", we take great pride in reprinting Trotsky's "Again and Once

Again on the Defense of the U.S.S.R." as the first section of the present document. We do

so conscious that we are continuing within a revolutionary tradition whose threads are unbreak-

able and whose power will some day lead the American Working Class to its own Bolshevik October.

"Trotskyism" Deserts Trotsky: 1945-1959

The initial defeat of the petty-bourgeois deviations of Shachtman and Burnham is in no

way to be underestimated, but a battle cannot be confused with a war. Anyone who can recall

historical examples of degeneration within revolutionary parties can readily comprehend that

the Socialist Workers Party, by virtue of the internal struggle of 1939-40, did not win a

permanent guarantee against anti-Marxist currents. This would be no less true of the Fourth

International, the "international party of the proletarian revolution."

The degeneration of the Socialist Workers Party following the Second World War is, like

all contemporary social phenomena, a reflection of the global struggle between capitalism and

the oppressed masses. Whereas Trotsky had predicted that the inter-imperialist war between

bourgeois "democracies" and the Axis (Germany-Italy-Japan) would create the basis for great

advances in the proletarian revolution, his prediction did not come true in a "chemically

pure" form.

The imperialist system was decisively weakened by the severe destruction that the war

dealt to Germany, France, Italy, Japan, and Britain, but the United States emerged as its

undisputed leader, having within its borders 80 percent of the world's industrial capacity

by 1945, when the war ended. In this way, Europe and Japan would be forced to "eat American

rations" their bourgeoisies, in order to survive, would have to open their doors to American

capital.

The Soviet leadership, through its wartime "united front" with Roosevelt, Churchill,

DeGaulle, Chiang Kai-Shek, and company, had moved even further away from proletarian interna-

tionalism. In 1943, the Comintern—one of the Bolsheviks' proudest creations—was dissolved,

without a peep from the leaders of its member parties. At Yalta, Stalin conducted a wretched



horse-trading session with Roosevelt and Churchill, winning recognition of Eastern Europe

as a "sphere of influence" for the Soviet Union. In exchange, it was agreed that the Soviet

Union would not "intrude" upon the regions that Western imperialism carved out for itself,

such as Greece, Turkey, or the Far East.

Yet, in Eastern Europe, as the Red Army expelled the Nazi occupiers, the foundations were
laid for the emergence of new workers states. Driven by its own defensive needs, the Soviet

bureaucracy unwittingly dealt the death-blow to Stalin's former notion of "socialism in one

country.

"

In Western Europe, the Nazi occupation (1940-1944) dealt severe blows to the Trotskyist
movement. As a consequence, Stalinist and social democratic parties were able to re-establish
their pre-war hold upon the proletariat and to pursue freely the policy of entering bourgeois

democratic coalition govenments . "Communist" leaders such as Maurice Thorez (France) or Pal-

miro Togliatti (Italy), in accord with the Yalta agreements, openly cooperated with the1 bour-

geoisie in disarming the powerful and largely proletarian organizations that had fought the

Nazis.

Meanwhile, the American Socialist Workers Party, which was the largest and most proleta-

rian-based party within the Fourth International, began to develop an isolationist outlook
on international questions. In its 1946 convention resolution, "The Coming American Revolu-
tion," the SWP under-estimated the renewed energy that the war's outcome had given to American

capitalism and suggested that, during the post-war period, the United States itself would be

a primary crucible of the international class struggle.

Wholly unprepared for the American bourgeoisie's declaration of the Cold War and the mas-

sive witchhunt directed against all "reds" within the trade union movement, the SWP was in no

position to assists its European comrades' efforts to re-orient their parties. Demoralization

and decay within the European Trotskyist movement were inevitable as Stalinism pursued its

zig-zag course—capitulating to capitalism in Western Europe and the colonial world, but using

the Red Army to sponsor "revolution from above" in Eastern Europe.

The first reflex of some Trotskyist leaders was a descent into Stalinophobic formulations

not unlike those of Burnham and Shachtman. At the instigation of a revisionist French Trotsky-

ist, Michel Pablo, the International Secretariat wrote in 1947 that "What remains of the con-

quests of October is more and more losing its historic value as a premise for socialist deve-

lopment" and suggested that, in Eastern Europe, the newly installed pro-Soviet governments

would be incapable of expropriating the bourgeoisies.

In 1948, when Yugoslavia's Tito broke with Stalin, leaders of the Fourth International
further revealed their .disorientation by describing the Titoists as "left centrist comrades.

The SWP itself compounded the error by addressing "Open Letters" to Comrade Tito, expressing
the hope that his party would "become the effective collective expression of the interests
and desires of the Yugoslavian proletariat." The hasty assumption that Tito's "anti-Stalinism 1

reflected a genuine left opposition to bureaucratic rule in Eastern Europe ominously foresha-
dowed the 1956 capitulation on the Hungarian Question.

During the same period, the Fourth International was unable to develop a Marxist analysis
of the Chinese Revolution and the Korean War. The vital role of the Chinese peasantry in the

defeat of Chiang Kai-shek and his imperialist backers was a situation that American and Euro-

pean Trotskyists could not competently explain. Confusing form with essence, many made the

error of concluding that China could not be a workers' state because its working class had no I

served as the backbone of the Red Army. A similar view was held with regard to the small Ko-

rean workers' state, even as it was being invaded by counterrevolutionary armies led by the

United States (1950).

One of the few Trotskyists to swim against the current was Sam Marcy of the Socialist
Workers Party who was one of the first to attempt a Trotskyist analysis of China:

. . .Of course Trotsky had in mind a genuine Communist party grounded
in revolutionary Marxism and geared to the perspective of the world re-

volution, rather than the party of Mao Tse-tung and Chou En Lai, which in

every way represents a negation of those ideas. But then the latter have
not been the architects and guides of the revolution, as was the case

with the party of Lenin and Trotsky. On the contrary, the present Chinese

leaders have been catapulted into power by the torrential revolutionary
pressure of the Chinese peasants and workers. But there is nonetheless

a dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasantry no matter how distor-
ted and mutilated by Stalinist practices, dogmas and perspectives unless

we are willing to assume that the Communist Party of China is a non-working
class organization and does not base itself on the workers and peasants.
In such a case, we shall, of course, have to revise our whole theoretical

approach to the question.
Marcy, "The Global Class War," 1950

Marcy, unlike many Trotskyists, clearly understood that emergence of new workers' states,

despite their deformities, was a blow against imperialism.

If we adopt the global class war as the scale of measurements, then

we can see that the overturns in Eastern Europe and in China have materia-
lly changed the relationship of forces between the world bourgeoisie and

have been a heavy blow to imperialism by circumscribing the orbit of its

deadly operations, i.e. the extraction of surplus value, the super-exploi-
tation of the people abroad in order to better enslave the people at home.
This in itself is a progressive development.

Marcy, "The Global Class War," 1950

During the fifties, the small "Marcy tendency" centered mainly in industrial cities

such as Buffalo, New York, and Youngstown, Ohio would be viciously red-baited as "crypto-
Stalinists" or "Maoists" by the Dobbs-Hansen apparatus that was steadily consolidating its

grip upon the Socialist Workers Party. As the party's trade union base continued to shrink
under the hammer blows of the McCarthy period, the stage was being prepared for the disas-
trous 1956 capitulation on the Hungarian Question, and the accompanying "tactical turn" away
from the American proletariat.

In Europe, the disorientation of Trotskyist formations grew more acute. Michel Pablo
temporarily reversed his Stalinophobic stance of earlier years and began to advocate a long
term entry into Stalinist and reformist parties. Some leaders, such as Ernest Mandel (Ger-

main), correctly identified Pablo's proposals as a road to liquidation, but incorrectly prai-
sed right wing opponents of Stalin such as Tito:

What matters above all in the present period is to give the prole-
tariat an international leadership capable of coordinating its forces and

proceeding to the world victory of communism. The Stalinist bureaucracy,
forced to turn with a blind fury against the first victorious proletarian
revolution outside the USSR (Yugoslavia), is socially incapable of accom-
plishing any such task.

E.Germain, "Ten Theses," 1951

When the Fourth International's Third World Congress was held in 1951, Pablo's stra-
tegy won majority acceptance, following the capitulation of such "non-entrists" as Mandel
himself. However the Socialist Workers Party and a faction within the French Parti Communiste
Internationalists soon formed the "International Committee" in order to oppose "Pabloism."



In 1954, the "International Committee" also drew the support of the Healy grouping in Britain,
which had previously advocated an "entrist" perspective toward the British Labor Party. Pablu
and his followers continued to call themselves the "International Secretariat" while certain
other formations, such as the Lanka Sama Samaja Party of Ceylon, took a "neutral" stand on

the split.

Joseph Stalin's death and subsequent crises within the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe
had an additional impact upon the now-divided world Trotskyist movement. The first attempts
at "de-Stalinization" and the first insurrections against the East European bureaucracies
were impress ionistically hailed as omens of progressive change within the workers' states.

In February, 1956, at the 20th Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union,
Nikita Khrushchev delivered his now-famous denunciation of Stalin and urged adoption of'peace-
ful coexistence" with imperialism. Many of the world's "Trotskyist" parties applauded Khrush-
chev's denunciation of Stalin, but they committed the deadly error of seeing Khrushchev's"antl-
Stalinism" as a left-ward shift. "Peaceful coexistence"— the other half of Khrushchev's coin

—

was overlooked.

The Socialist Workers' Party and its "Trotskyist" colleagues in other countries had failed
to recognize that bureaucracies within workers' states can be composed of competing "left",
"center", and "right" currents. Khrushchev's declarations and his ensuing purge of some of
Stalin's most faithful followers reflected the rise of a "right current" which had already
existed under Stalin. The consolidation of power in the hands of this current did not qua-
litatively transform the economic foundations of the Soviet State, (as the Maoists would later
assert) , but it did manifest itself by an explicit rejection of such fundamentals of Leninism
as the inevitability of violent conflict between imperialism and the world's oppressed. The
groundless notion of an era of "ideological competition" between communism and capitalism repri*

sented an overt formalization of the non-internationalist practices which had characterized
three decades of Stalinist leadership.

In October 1956, when the Hungarian uprising occurred, the leadership of the Socialist
Workers' Party assumed that this, too, was"anti-Stalinist" and, hence, worthy of support.
After the Red Army's intervention to restore a bureaucratic regime in Hungary, the Militant
(organ of the Socialist Workers' Party) advanced the profoundly anti-Marxist notion that the
Soviet intervention had prevented a "revolution," instead of halting a capitalist-inspired
counter-revolution

:

Had the Kremlin stayed out of the national picture, the class strug-
gle that had been driven underground by the Soviet occupation in 1945 bet-
ween the working class and the capitalist class would have broken out again
n u orce—

The Militant , November 19, 1956

In essence, the Militant called for a restoration of capitalism in Hungary so that the
class struggle could "break out again". Its editors had forgotten or had buried the fact that
capitalist production had been abolished in Hungary in 1948. Because of the post-World War I

I

transformation of Hungary's economy (even when this transformation had been guided by a para-
sitic bureaucracy!), there was no longer a basis for comparing the class struggle within Hun-
gary to the class struggle within capitalist nations. The key question was whether Hungary
was to remain free of capitalist exploitation or to be re-integrated into the world capital l«l

system (as many of the 1956 "freedom-fighters" advocated) . Despite their rightist line on l hi
antagonism between imperialism and the workers' movement, Khrushchev and his colleagues cor-
rectly understood that Soviet "non-intervention" would have weakened every workers' statu,
including the Soviet Union.

The Socialist Workers Party's outcry against the Soviet intervention was a histOl Ll WBtm

shed—definitively marking the glide toward a Shachtmanesque stand on the workers' states.

Just as Sam Marcy and his comrades had earlier struggled for a Trotskyist analysis of People's

China, they now offered a Trotskyist defense of the Red Army's intervention in Hungary. In

contrast to the Militant editors who pretended that non-intervention would have allowed the

class struggle to "break out again" in Hungary, V.Grey (Vincent Copeland) asked:

Do the comrades really mean to say this? Would they say that it could

be all right to remove the Stalinist dictatorship of the Soviet Union this

way? That is— to replace the Stalinist administration with a capitalist

administration, all in the interests of seeing the struggle of workers a-

gainst capitalism "break out again in full force." Surely the Soviet Red

Army should defend the present government from such an overthrow.

V.Grey, "The Class Character of the Hungarian
Uprising," 1956

Grey's document on the Hungarian uprising, in which the counter-revolutionary nature of

the short-lived Nagy regime is painstakingly exposed, stands as one of the few Marxist inter-

pretations of events in Hungary. Whereas the Soviet party and its comrade parties (including

the Chinese and American parties) clumsily insisted that the Hungarian masses' revolt had

been Inspired by "fascists", Grey demonstrated that eight years of bureaucratic rule had failed

to inspire Hungarian workers and peasants with the desire to defend communism . Ideologically

disarmed, the workers and peasants were easy prey for the demands raised by bourgeois elements,

such as "protection of Hungary by the United Nations" or "freedom of action for all political

parties (including the bourgeois Smallholders Party)".

While the Socialist Workers Party and other Trotskyist formations in the world tended to

attribute a wholly progressive character to the "workers' councils" that had arisen during the

Hungarian revolt, Grey correctly warned that workers' councils "must be more opposed to capi-

talism that the leadership that they are opposing." Even after the Red Army intervention, Hun-

gary's workers's councils had demanded a re-ins tatement of Imre Nagy's coalition of "liberal"

communists and bourgeois spokesmen. In contrast to the leadership of his own party, Grey empha-

sized that the Stalinist Kadar regime had to be critically defended against the hysteria being

promoted by the world bourgeoisie:

But to use the yardstick of popularity, even popularity with the wor-

kers, in determining the class nature of a regime, is a very dangerous busi-
ness for u Marxist. And because the Kadar regime is 'detested by the free-

dom fighters" (who, to be sure, are adored by the bourgeois world), we cannot

therefore conclude that it is 'counter-revolutionary.' It is of course' coun-

ter-revolutionary insofar as it is Stalinist , and, as compared with Trotskyist

or independent proletarian tendencies. But as compared with the Nagys,

the bourgeois parties, the Mindszentys, etc., it is revolutionary , and it is

they who are counter-revolutionary.
V.Grey, "The Class Character of the Hungarian

Uprising," 1956

The Revolutionary Communist League-Internationalist takes great pride in printing the

document of V.Grey (Vincent Copeland), which, unfortunately, has never been publicly distribu-

ted, even by Grey's comrades within the present-day Workers' World Party. We regard the Hun-

garian question, no leas than the "Russian Question" of 1939/40, as a watershed in the history

of the American Loft. In the earlier struggle against Burnham and Shachtman, the majority of

American Trotskyiuto resolutely fought against petty-bourgeois "anti-Stalinism", but, in 1956,

the majority gravitated to the wrong side of the class 1 ine .

It is to bo noted that, within the Socialist Workers Party, the "Stalinophobic" outlook
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was advanced not only by the Dobbs-Hansen apparatus, but by younger members such as Shane

Mage who later undertook a struggle against the party's class collaborationism:

Could capitalism have been restored in this way? Certainly, if the

Hungarian revolution had been allowed to develop freely, there is a possi-
bility that this would have happened. (Of course, even if this development
were certain , which is not at all the case, the actual Russian intervention
would still be an impermissible denial to the Hungarian people of the right

to choose their own social system.)
Shane Mage, "The Hungarian Revolution,"

Young Socialist , 1958

Echoing the party leadership's notion that a "renewed class struggle"in Hungary would

have been preferable to a deformed workers' state, Mage toyed with the "possibility" that

the uprising, if uninterrupted, would have restored capitalism. Idealistically treating

Hungarian "self-determination" as an absolute, instead of examining Hungary's place within

the global class war, Mage failed to ask the burning question, "Could world imperialism re-

frain from absorbing Hungary if the Soviet Union and other workers' states were to avoid de-

fense of the Hungarian bureaucracy?"

Subsequently, Mage and his comrades within the "Revolutionary Tendency" of the Socialist

Workers' Party continued to refer to Hungary's thwarted counter-revolution as a "revolution".

Like the party's Shachtmanized majority, they continued to flirt with the fantastic notion

that Khrushchev's "de-Stalinization" was paving the way for the ascent of a Marxist-Leninist

opposition throughout Eastern Europe and within the Soviet Union.

In 1959, three years after the "Hungarian Question" had come to the fore, the small

Marcy tendency, which had consistently fought for a Trotskyist analysis of the workers' stateu,

was undemocratically expelled from the Socialist Workers Party. Their expulsion was the first

in a series of efforts by the Dobbs-Hansen apparatus to purge all of its left opponents.

Reconstituted as the Workers World Party, Marcy and his followers embarked upon a course

of "continuing Trotsky's conceptions" without publicly defining themselves as Trotskyists.

This "tactical" concession to three decades of anti-Trotskyist fabrications within the main-

stream of the American Left precluded efforts to win new adherents from the degenerating Socia-

list Workers Party or to seek contacts with Trotskyist militants outside the United States.

Having burned its bridges with Trotskyism and "Trotskyism", the Workers World Party soon aban-

doned a firm stance with regard to Eeople's China, thereby rendering itself incapable of car-

rying out a successful struggle against uncritically "pro-Chinese" or hysterically "anti-Chi-
nese" currents that would emerge in the sixties.

Thus, the "Hungarian Question"—the second great watershed of American Trotskyism—had

an impact far different from that of the "Russian Question" of 1939/40. Rejecting any concept

of the progressive economic basis of the Soviet state, the Burnham-Shachtman grouping had

split to the right , while the party majority had stood firm. In 1956, however, the dispute

over Hungary involved a rightward-moving majority, with only the "Marcy tendency" resisting

the pressure of bourgeois opinion. The majority's rejection of Trotskyism in 1956—except

as an organizational label— was the mirror inversion of Workers World's later illusion that

revolutionaries could and should advance Trotskyist ideas, but never mention where those ideas

originated.

"Trotskyistn" in the Sixties

As we have shown, the Socialist Workers Party and other sections of the Fourth Interna-

tional became profoundly incapable of applying Trotsky ' s analytical methods to such momentous

events of the post-World War II period as the Chinese Revolution or the Hungarian uprising.

This theoretical paralysis coincided with the fragmentation of the world Trotskyist movement

into rival tendencies, each proclaiming itself as the sole standard-bearer of genuine Marxlwii
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Leninism. During the sixties, as the global class war took on new and more complex forms

and as deep fissures developed within the "official" international communist movement, the

now- fragmented Trotskyist movement proved even less capable of applying the lessons of Bol-

shevism.

In 1962, when Soviet leaders capitulated to American demands for removal of missiles
from Cuba and when they endorsed India's imperialist-inspired war against People's China,

"Communist" parties throughout the world were thrown into turmoil. Previously the Communist

Party of China had avoided public criticism of the 20th Congress (1956), where the anti-Marx-

ist notion of "peaceful coexistence" with imperialism had been adopted, but, now, they char-

ged that Khruschev and his co-thinkers were "social imperialists" and "revisionists."

While Khrushchev and his adherents crudely sought to isolate "Maoism", the Chinese party

and the Albanian party demanded a "return to Marxism-Leninism", emphasizing the necessity of

a renewal of revolutionary struggle, particularly in the colonial world. Concurrently, they

demanded the ouster of Khrushchev and his supporters in Eastern Europe, thereby evoking shrill

cries of "Trotskyism!" from the pampered Soviet bureaucrats and their lieutenants within the

"fraternal parties".

While presenting many formally correct criticisms of Khrushchev's rotten international
policies, Mao Tse-tung and his adherents failed to recognize that Soviet "revisionism" was a

more blatant but perfectly logical extension of policies that Stalin himself had followed.

In this sense, their calls for a "return to Marxism-Leninism" were only a limited step forward

,

despite the rapid rightward retreat of the Soviet bureaucracy. While it was the duty of

revolutionaries to support the Chinese bureaucrats against the glaring anti-Marxism of Khrush-

chev and his adherents, it was no less a duty to pose the necessity of a full regeneration
of Bolshevism as the key to the defeat of imperialism.

As the Sino-Soviet dispute deepened, the fragments of the Fourth International remained

incapable of analyzing the class orientations of Khrushchevism and Maoism. The Socialist Wor-
kers Party, which had purged the "pro-Chinese" Marcy tendency in 1959, revelled in Shachtma-

nesque denunciations of both "Soviet Stalinism 1

? and "Chinese Stalinism", thereby shirking the

difficult task of taking a side:

The Chinese Communists have views close to the Cubans on a series of key
issues connected with the major problems of anti-imperialist action. But

apart from their inconsistencies in these areas, their resistance to the

processes and proponents of de-Stalinization arrays them against the forces

striving for democratization of the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.
—William F. Warde , "Moscow vs. Peking, the
Meaning of the Great Debate," The Militant ,

April 8, 1963

The SWF leadership's characteristic failure to recognize that there were currents to

the right of either Mao or Khruschev even led them to denounce China's correct opposition' to

Tito. (It should be noted that, as early as 1960, Yugoslavian leaders had condemned China and

Albania for "Trotskyist" adventurism for their refusal to accept the concept of peaceful co-

existence with imperialism)

:

(Mao and his comrades) are antagonistic toward Yugoslavia, not simply

for its ideological deviations and excessive adaptations to capitalism, but

because its decentralized administration, experiments in workers' control of

enterprises, and flexibility of agrarian policy stand in such contrast with

their own supercentralization and monolithism.
—Warde, "Moscow vs. Peking"

In his zeal to pardon Tito's "ideological deviations" or "excessive adaptation to

capitalism", William Warde (George Novack) was manifesting the same bourgeois Stalinophobia
that, in 1956, had drawn the Socialist Workers Party into cheering for the Hungarian
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"freedom fighters."
camp" in our era!

Such are the symptoms of tieo-Shachtmanisra— the quest for a safe "third

The Workers World Party, in pronounced contrast to the degenerating Socialist Workers
Party, had earlier taken a clear stand against Khrushchev's illusory brand of "de-S talinizal i i

For a long time now, the bourgeoisie has been bestowing accolades
on Khrushchev for his ouster of old "Stalinists" and the process of "de-
Stalinization". This chorus of applause ranges all the way from the
semi-official organ of the State Department, the New York Times , to

their social-democratic lackeys.

But while the so-called "de-Stalinization" has found a welcome recep-
tion among the ruling classes, it has not found such a reception anywhere
among class-conscious Communists in the world. On the contrary, it has
met with stubborn resistance. For what the bourgeoisie and its agents
call"de-Stalinization" is, in reality, appeasement and capitulation to

imperialism.
Sam Marcy, editorial, Workers World , December 22, 1961

As the"great debate" unfolded, Marcy and his comrades gave unstinting support to China's
correct criticisms of Soviet policies. However, their language, at many points, failed to

offer a clear distinction between critical and uncritical support of the Communist Party of

China:

The working classes and the anti-imperialist movement throughout the
world have every reason to firmly support the fundamental position of the
Chinese CP in this dispute. In doing so, they will also be rendering the

firmest support to the Soviet Union, to all the socialist countries, and to

the world cause of socialism,
Sara Marcy, editorial, Workers World, January 25, 1961

Although one cannot discount the powerful negative stimuli offered by the hysterical
anti-Maoism of the American bourgeoisie and the two largest American left parties— the C.P.
and the S.W.P.— , Workers World, at this point and at later junctures, refrained from pro-
viding a comprehensive analysis of China's policies. Failing to emphasize that its support
of China was critical, rather than uncritical, Workers World often shrank from the struggle
to persuade American Maoists that there was a higher stage of "anti-revisionism"—namely the
struggle to build an authentic movement based upon the principles of Lenin and Trotsky.

Within the Socialist Workers Party, more than one opposition current arose during the
early sixties. At one pole, another "China tendency" was led by the well-known SWP veteran
Arne Swabeck. Paradoxically, Swabeck, even while he remained inside the SWP, outdid Marcy
in urging support for Mao Tse-tung's positions:

Let us accept the inescapable conclusion. It demands steps necessary
to end this confusion: firstly, by dropping the absurdities about refor-
med revolution, Stalinist regime, and political revolution in China; second-
ly, by adopting a position of critical support to the Mao Tse-tung regime
and its basic policies.

Arne Swabeck, "On Evaluating the Chinese Revolution," October
1962—reprinted in Revo lutionary Age, vol.11, #3, 1972

Although Swabeck, unlike Marcy, employed the term "critical support," he invested it
with a meaning that was more clear than Marcy 's "firm support". Fpr Swabeck, "critical sup*
port" to the Chinese leadership implied a rejection of the conventional "Trotskyist" position
on at least one of the existing workers' states. Marcy, on the other hand, hedged his bets
throughout the sixties, neither affirming nor denying the need for the development of authentic
Marxism-Leninism in People's China.
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At an opposite pole from Swabeck, there arose the"Revolutionary Tendency" of the Social-

ist Workers Party, led by younger members such as James Robertson and Shane Mage. Its oppo-

sition to the Dobbs-Hansen regime was fueled by the leadership's stand on the "Cuban Question".
Having defined Fidel Castro as an "independent" (that is, "non-Stalinist") Marxist, the leaders

of the Socialist Workers Party entered re-unification negotiations with Michel Pablo's "Inter-

national Secretariat", which shared a similar perspective. It is significant that the Dobbs-
Hansen apparatus and the "Pabloists" also acknowledged a shared Shachtmanesque interpretation

of the so-called "Hungarian Revolution". This factor, and subsequent events, strongly suggest

that their initial support for Cuba's Revolution came from the right , reflecting an estimation

of Fidel Castro as a candidate for membership in a "third camp" that would not be contaminated

by comradely relations with "Stalinist" workers' states.

When the Socialist Workers' Party consummated its reunification with Pablo and his follo-

wers in 1963, forming the "United Secretariat of the Fourth International", the "Revolutionary

Tendency" within the SWP challenged this "capitulation" to Pablo. At that time, its own sym-

pathies within the world "Trotskyist" movement were directed toward the SWP's former anti-Pa-

bloist partners, the Healy (Britain) and Lambert (France) formations. Nevertheless, the

"Revolutionary Tendency"—in spite of certain correct criticisms of the SWP's gravitation to-

ward reformist domestic positions, shared the party majority's revisionist stance toward the

Soviet Union and China. In one early document, the 1956 uprising in Hungary is compared to

the Paris Commune of 1871:

The suppressed Hungarian and Polish revolutions showed that proleta-
rian democracy can only be won through the smashing of the Stalinist bu-

reaucracy and police apparatus by revolutionary mass action. These strug-
gles and their represssion by the monolithically united counter-revolution

definitively verified Trotsky's program of political revolution . Political

revolution—successful repetition of the Budapest commune [sic] in Moscow
and Peking— will be the climax of the movement of the Soviet proletariat.

"Resolution submitted to 1963 conference of the Socialist
Workers Party", reprinted in Spartacist , #3, Jan. -Feb. 1965

Not realizing that the Polish workers in their 1956 revolt had never demanded the over-

throw of communism or that the leadership of the Hungarian revolt had, indeed, demanded a

United Nations intevention, the "Revolutionary Tendency" merely echoed the Shachtmanesque per-

spectives of its bitter adversaries. Like the leadership of the Socialist Workers Party, Ja-

mes Robertson and his comrades naively assumed that working class participation in "anti-

Stalinist" upsurges was by itself a sufficient guarantee against cooptation by a Tito, a Nagy

,

or a Dubcek.

Similarly, the Robertson group failed to recognize that China's leaders had been impelled

by the dynamics of the global class war to oppose Nikita Khrushchev's escalating capitulations
to imperialism. Not aware that China's leaders stood to the left of the "de-Stalinizing"
Khrushchevites, the "Revolutionary Tendency" saw People's China in these terms:

The success of Mao Tse-tung and his followers in channeling and dis-

torting into the form of a national-bureaucratic straight-jacket the so-

cialist drives of the Chinese revolution testifies to the thoroughly and
consistently counter-revolutionary nature of the Maoist bureaucracy [ s ic ]

.

The petty-bourgeois nationalist nature of Chinese foreign policy is demon-
strated most dramatically by the fact that Peking's border claims against
New Delhi are supported by the Chiang Kai-shek regime occupying Formosa.

"Resolution submitted to the 1963 conference of the Socialist
Workers Party," reprinted in Spartacist , #3, Jan. >-Feb . ,1965

The bogeyman vision of a "thouroughly and consistently counter-revolutionary bureaucracy"

is a far cry from Trotsky's keen awareness of "right-left" contradictions within the unstable
ruling bureaucracy of a deformed workers' state. In particular, it is to be noted that the

"Revolutionary Tendency" saw People's China, rather than world imperialism, as the provoker of



clashes along the Indian border. Incapable of considering whether struggles between "right"

and "left" bureaucrats could transcend national borders in an era when there were more than

one workers' state, Robertson and his co-thinkers defined Mao's foreign policy as:

...a consistent reflection of international isolation, insuperable

economic difficulties, and an inability to make any real concessions to

the demands of the Chinese people for greater freedom except at a_ deadly

risk of political revolution (sic).

"Resolution submitted to the 1963 conference of the Socialist

Workers Party", reprinted in Spartacist , #3, Jan. -Feb., 1965

In this way, the Robertson group would persist with a methodology that interpreted China's

foreign policies as merely a left-sounding variation upon Khruschev's eagerness to appease the

West—adopting a comfortable neutrality with respect to the Sino-Soviet debate. In 1963, the

Dobbs-Hansen apparatus engineered the expulsion of the "Revolutionary Tendency", using methods

remarkably similar to those employed against the "Marcyites" in 1959. Reconstituted as the

Spartacist League, the Robertson group committed itself to pursuit of the same "anti-Stalinist"

and "anti-Pabloist" orientation that had guided its earlier existence within the Socialist

Workers Party.

Initially, the Spartacist League actively pursued unification with the "International

Committee", the wing of the Fourth International that had been abandoned by the SWP in 1963.

The "anti-Pabloist" cause, however, received a severe blow in 1964, when Pablo himself was

expelled from the allegedly "Pabloist" United Secretariat of the Fourth International.

Like other "anti-Pabloists," such as the "international Committee," the Spartacist League

failed to realize that Pablo and the leadership of the Socialist Workers League had extended

"uncritical"support to Cuba in order to fabricate a "left" cover for deep-seated reformism and

petty bourgeois Stalinophobia, . These traits, even without the guiding hand of Michel Pablo,

would continue to dominate the Socialist Workers Party and the so-called United Secretariat

of the Fourth International.

In 1966, the "International Committee's' London conference had as its central topic the

"Reconstruction of the Fourth International, Destroyed by Pabloism". Here, James Robertson

of the Spartacist League took issue with other "anti-Pabloists" on the Cuban Question:

the Pabloites have been strengthened against us, in our opinion, by this

simplistic reflex of the I.C., which must deny the possibility of a social

transformation led by the petty bourgeoisie in order to defend the validity

and necessity of the revolutionary Marxist movement. This is a bad method:

At bottom it equates the deformed workers' states with the road to socialism;

It is the Pabloite error turned inside out and a profound denial of the Trot-

skyist understanding that the bureaucratic ruling caste is an obstacle which

must be overthrown by the workers if they are to move forward.

"Spartacist Statement to the International Conference",

Basic Documents of the Spartacist League , Part I

Whereas Healy (Socialist Labor League) and Lambert (Organisation Communiste Internatio-

nale) were defining Cuba as a state where the bourgeoisie still held power, Robertson correcl

I

understood that Cuba was a workers' state. Nevertheless, his accompanying oomments reflected

a proclivity to minimize or overlook differences among the workers' states:

Only those such as the Pabloists who believe that (at least some) Stali-

nist bureaucracies (e.g. Yugoslavia, or China, or Cuba) can be a revolutionary

socialist leadership need see in this understanding a denial of the proleta-

rian basis for social revolution.
On the contrary, precisely, the petty-bourgeois peasantry under the most

favorable historic circumstances conceivable could achieve no third road, nei-

ther capitalist nor working class. Instead, all that has come out of China
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and Cuba was a state of the same order as that issuing out of the poli-

tical counter-revolution of Stalin in the Soviet Union, the degeneration

of October.
"Spartacist Statement to International Conference"

Although Robertson recognized that there can be no "third camp" between imperialism

and the workers' states, he failed to see that the post-Stalin fragmentation of the "socia-

list camp" reflected differences among the workers' states and differences in imperialist

pressures upon these states. Whereas state control of the means of production was only four

years old in Cuba or sixteen years old in China, these states faced far more intense imperia-

list encirclement than the Soviet Union in 1966. Their exposure of and their resistance to

imperialism's designs, even if it were a temporary condition, deserved at least critical

defense from revolutionaries—regardless of the stance of the"Pabloists" at any given moment!

The "International Committee's" 1966 conference resulted in a sharp rupture between the

Spartacist League and the Healy-Lambert pairing. Within the United States, the banner of the

"International Committee" was taken up by the small"American Committee for the Fourth Inter-

national" (later to become the "Workers' League" led by Tim Wohlf orth) . Despite the divisions

among these self-styled"orthodox oppositions" to the right opportunist United Secretariat,

their common insistence upon the "Stalinist essence" of the workers ' states in the colonial

world would be symptomatic—no less than the United Secretariat's shameless opportunism—of the

degeneration of the world Trotskyist movement. Floating withing their respective flasks of

sectarian formaldehyde, the Spartacist League and the Workers League, in the United States,

would prove equally incapable of a serious struggle against the Socialist Workers Party, which,

by now, had centered its hopes upon the "radicalization" of white, middle-class youth— the same

social stratum that had served as Shachtman's Holy Grail, both before and after his 1940 break

with Trotskyism.

Even though the "Marcy tendency," while still within the SWP, had been the first segment

of the American left to call for a Marxist evaluation of the Chinese Revolution of 1949, the

Progressive Labor Party became the most widely known"pro-Chinese" grouping of the sixties.

Having been originally expelled from the CPUSA in 1962 for their support of Albania

Khrushchev's bullying, the founders of Progressive Labor attracted the attention of many young

militants who honestly detested the escalating class collaborationism of the Communist Party

and the Socialist Workers Party (typified by the fact that the central committees of both par-

ties had issued statements deploring the 1963 assassination of John F. Kennedy or that both

actively collaborated in the pacifist-dominated "Vietnam Peace Parade Committee".

However, Progressive Labor's protracted organizational instability and its abrupt changes

of line on domestic questions ultimately took their toll. On international questions, PL quick-

ly developed an ultra-sectarian line. As early as 1967, its leaders began to refer to such lea-

ders as Fidel Castro, Ho Chi Minh, and Kim II Sung as"agents of Soviet revisionism"— thereby

adopting a stance significantly different from that of the Chinese leaders whom they professed

to admire. These utterances, coming from a "Maoist" formation within the imperialist United

States—which, at that time, was bombing the Democratic Republic of Vietnam arid was maintaining

its military-political siege of Cuba and the Democratic Republic of Korea—stood out as a bla-

tant renunciation of the rudiments of proletarian internationalism. Yet it is indicative of

the deep weaknesses of American "Trotskyism" that none of its offshoots was armed with an ade-

quate theoretical basis for confronting PL's thrusts.

During this period, the Workers World Party, which remained smaller and less well-known

than Progressive Labor, vocally pressed for a militant defense of the beleaguered Vietnamese

workers' state, distinguishing itself both from the opportunists who did not want to offend the

bourgeois liberals within the "anti-war movement" and from the sectarians who hastened to offer

"revolutionary" criticisms of the Vietnamese leadership. Although Workers World practices

(including an effort to organize within the imperialist army via the American Servicemen's

Union) can be contrasted favorably to the capitulations or abstentions of other tendencies, the
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present generation of revolutionaries can only benefit from asking, "Why was Workers World un-

able to assume leadership of the opposition to the imperialist Indochina War?" Even though

Workers World occasionally sought to enter united fronts, such as the New York-base "CO-AIM"

(Coalition for an Anti-Imperialist Movement) in 1968, its organizational methods remained essen-

tially spontaneist. While defending the Democratic Republic of Vietnam and emphasizing the

interconnections between the Vietnamese struggle and those elsewhere in the world, Marcy and

his followers often shrank from the duty of struggle against the ideological weaknesses of the

American Left. Falling to recognize that effective criticism of the stances of right and left

opportunist competitors was a vital necessity, Workers' World could only treat the imperatives

of revolutionary leadership flirtatiously, seldom pursuing formally correct positions to their

practical conclusions.

This flaw, in retrospect, can be related to weaknesses in Workers' World's approach to

the course taken by China's leaders after 1962. Whereas China's earlier clashes with India had

led it to seek ties with the reactionary regime controlling Pakistan, Workers World, focusing

upon the"essentials" of the Sino-Soviet dispute, did not develop an analysis of "secondary" as-

pects of China's foreign policy. Similarly, Workers World avoided the need to analyze China's

support for the post-1964 rightward shift that occured in Algeria under Col, Houari Boumediennr

.

The 1965 right-wing coup in Indonesia that overthrew Sukarno offered ample indications of

deficiencies in the CCP's relationships with fraternal parties. China's "post-Bandung" (1955)

support for the "patriotic nationalist" Sukarno can be closely compared to the uncritical sup-

port that the Soviet leadership had given to Nasser in Egypt or to Kassem in Iraq. Even though

the large Communist Party of Indonesia had solidarized with China against the Khrushchev line

of"peaceful coexistence", its leaders continued their wholehearted participation in Sukarno's

"National Front", asserting that "national capitalism" was a bridge to socialist revolution.

After the 1965 disaster, when rightwing generals trained by the U.S. overthrew Sukarno

and massacred at least one million Indonesian Communists, the Chinese press only rendered per-

functory comments. Within the U.S., the best-known "maoist" formation, Progressive Labor,

wholly ignored the American role in the 1965 coup and advanced the notion that Soviet aid to

the Suharto-Nasution dictatorship was the principal factor thwarting mass resistance.

Although Workers World played an exemplary role in organizing street demonstrations againut

the Suharto-Nasution dictatorship and in exposing the role of American imperialism, its analysln

of the Indonesian Communist Party was restricted to the most elementary points. The principal

document on the 1965 coup— Indonesia : The Second Greatest Crime of the Century by Deirdre Grid-

wold (1970) — currecLly criticized the abstentionism of other tendencies and scrupulously docu-

mented the machinations of the State Department and C.l.A. against Sukarno. Nevertheless, Grl»-

wold's 96-page pamphlet carefully skirts the relationship between China's leaders and the ill-

fated Aidit leadership of the Communist Party of Indonesia (PKI) . Even though the final chaptm

paraphrases the self-criticism offered by a PKI leader prior to his execution at the hands ol

the Suharto clique, there is not a single word concerning China's earlier uncritical support

for Sukarno or China's failure to analyze the 1965 coup.

This "omission"—ostensibly unimportant in relation. to Workers World's exemplary efforts

to publicize the atrocities of the puppet regime installed by American imperialism— can be soeti

in its proper perspective when one examines Workers World's approach to China's Cultural Revo-

lution or to the Soviet Invasion of Czechoslovakia. In 1967, Workers World announced its sup-

port of the Cultural Revolution, correctly interpreting it as a struggle to crush right-wing

tendencies within the CCP and correctly pointing out the support of both American imperialism

and the Soviet leadership for an overthrow of Mao Tse-tung. Yet Workers World's articles on

the Cultural Revolution reverberate with statements of uncritical support for Mao Tse-tung,

such as

:

For our part, whatever the shortcoming and however profound the dif-

ferences over the problems that are raised by the character of the current

struggle, we believe that no real progressive or socialist, let alone

a genuine communist, can fail to give unequivocal support to the cul-

tural revolution and the leadership at its head.

Sam Marcy, "Stakes in China's Struggle,"

Workers World , January 20, 1967

Even though Workers' World, unlike the other "Trotskyist" organizations in the United

States, did not commit the Shachtmanesque error of condemning both sides in China's internal

struggle, Marcy's call for "unequivocal support" must be measured in terms of his failure to

discuss China's foreign policies or his failure to question the authenticity of Mao's charges

against Liu Shao Chi and other veteran leaders of the CCP. In a February 3, 1967 article, Mar-

cy went so far as to claim that "dual power" existed in China, with the party's alleged "capi-

talist roaders" constituting a "managerial class" [sic]. This careless assertion—embodying

an implication that the 1949 revolution had not destroyed the Chinese bourgeoisie (or else that

Mao and his comrades had allowed a new counter-revolutionary class to be created after 1949)

—

typifies Marcy's gullible approach to Maoism. In the same article, he said:

There is no reason whatsoever why full faith and credence should not

be given to the pronouncements of the revolutionary leadership of the

Chinese people in the context of present historical circumstances. The

possibility of making them a living reality seems highly favorable and in

any case such efforts are a healthy antidote to the regressive social ten-

dencies in other socialist countries.
Sam Marcy, "China's Internal Struggle,"

Workers World , February 3, 1967

Although the Internationalist comrades support the Cultural Revolution as a noble effort

to drive back the rightist elements of the CCP, we do not render uncritical homage to the Mao

Tse-tung wing of the Communist Party of China. While there can be no doubt that rightist ele-

ments existed, it is also necessary to ask who had led the party from 1949 to 1966, prior to

the Cultural Revolution . We unconditionally support the struggle of the Chinese masses to

prevent a rightward retrogression, but we cannot give unconditional support to leaders who had

allowed the rightist elements to exist undisturbed fornearly twenty years. At the same time,

we consider it a duty to urge other comrades to with-hold uncritical acceptance of the official

charges made against such individuals as Liu Shao Chi... just as we urge skepticism concerning

the official charges later made against Lin Piao for "ultra-leftism".

Workers World's lack of a full analysis of the crucial spliL in the "socialist camp", coup-

led with its overly enthusiastic approach to the Cultural Revolution, constituted more than a

temporary"shortcoming." Despite its ability to advance correct positions on fundamental class

issues, Workers' World was unable to live up to the long-term imperatives of revolutionary lea-

dership precisely because its leadership shirked the responsibility of establishing a clear de-

markation between uncritical support of the Mao Tse-tung leadership and a Marxist analysis of

Chinese society.

The flaws in Workers' World methodology were again illustrated with regard to Kosygin's

famous 1967 call for overthrow of the "dictatorial regime of Mao Tse-tung". Although the dan-

gers of a potential U.S.-U.S.S.R. "united front" against China's leaders were duly recognized

by Sam Marcy in an article entitled "Is there a U.S.-U.S.S.R. Alliance Against China?" (Workers

World, February 17, 1967), the analysis of imperialist aims and of the class character of the

world's two key workers' states was limited to the most rudimentary points.

Reminding his readers that class antagonisms between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. had not

been eliminated, but "had been driven beneath the surface," Marcy avoided discussion of the

profound theoretical implications of Kosygin's threats. Was it not a paradoxical vindication

of Trotsky's analysis in 1940 of the Soviet bureaucracy that, three decades later, Soviet bureau-

crats would adopt an openly Shachtmanesque stance toward People's China— calling for an over-

throw of its leadership, while ignoring the bitter realities of imperialist encirclement? Was
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it not the hour for a self-styled upholder of Trotsky's analysis of the workers' states to point
out the contemporary relevance of Trotskyist methods?

Nevertheless, Marcy carefully avoided criticism of the theoretical "justifications" for
the Soviet bureaucracy's willingness to jeopardize the non-capitalist foundations of Chinese
society, failing to refute charges that Mao Tse-tung and the CCP were "dictatorial". In this
way, Marcy offered no theoretical tools that his comrades could employ in their day-to-day
struggles against the hysterical"anti-Maoism" of the CPUSA and counterfeit "Trotskyist" forma-
tions within the United States. Having previously side-stepped the need to develop a firm, but
not uncritical position in support of China's leaders, Marcy had now "painted himself into a
corner" from which it was now impossible to provide a credible defense of People's China.

Similarly, the incapacity to express differences with China's leaders openly and honestly
led to ambivalence regarding charges that the Soviet Union had become "capitalist". Despite
assertations that the Soviet Union had not undegone a capitalist restoration, Marcy could only
offer "tactical" criticisms of the Chinese analysis of Soviet society

:

Such a sweeping generalization [the accusation that a capitalist or fas-
cist dictatorship exists in the USSR] is both inaccurate and unnecessary
for the proper conduct of a firm and irreconcilable struggle against the
revisionist grouping in the USSR and against imperialism. It could also
cause endless ideological confusion and pose a considerable danger in the
event of a sudden turn in the international situation.

"Is there a U.S.-U.'S .S.R. Alliance Against China?"
Workers World , February 17 , 1967

This statement, while not formally incorrect, must also be analysed in terms of what
Marcy failed to say . Even though he refuted charges similar to those which China's leaders
were making against the Soviet Union, he carefully refrained from mentioning who was making
these charges. This form of walking on eggshells could only cripple Workers World in its Long
term efforts to demonstrate that its form of "anti-revisionism" was superior to the third camp
positions taken by counterfeit "Trotskyists" or to the anti-Soviet fulminations of "Maoist"
tendencies, such as the Progressive Labor Party.

Because of its reluctance to carry a Trotskyist analysis to its logical conclusions, Workl
I

World was caught unprepared by the 1968 attempt at capitalist restoration that occurred in Cze-

choslovakia. During the months prior to the zenith of the Czech crisis, it is true that tin

party organ carried four articles that succinctly showed why Dubcek's government was a "cent i

I

government half way between outright capitalist restoration and revisionism, perhaps more than
half-way!" (Workers World , July 18, 1968). Again, it is true that these articles, from whi.li

we shall reprint excerpts, were an exemplary contribution in light of the lack of interest
shown by other tendencies in the Czech situation. Nonetheless, there is a reason why Workn

I

World's voice was so widely ignored before and after the August 21 intervention by Warsaw Pal I

troops.

No less than the Soviet Union's 1939 invasion of Poland and the Baltic countries or its
1956 invasion of the Hungarian workers' state, the Czechoslovak crisis was a watershed in the
history of the Trotskyist document. In 1939, Trotskyists had distinguished themselves as tha

only sector of the workers' movement that could provide a clear and accurate analysis of the

forces that had led to Stalin's pact with Hitler and theri joint invasion of Poland and the

Baltic countries. Alone, the followers of Leon Trotsky avoided the twin pitfalls—embarrassed
applause for Stalin's actions or frantic echoing of bourgeois shrieks about "poor little Poland
and "poor little Finland" (two nations ruled by dictators no better than Adolf Hitler). Ainu,

,

the followers of Leon Trotsky understood that the forward motion of a Red Army—even the army

of deformed workers' state—could smash capitalist economic structures in Eastern Europe, i'vrn

when the Stalinist bureaucracy had made a temporary pact with German fascism.
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Nearly two decades later, the tables were turned. All but a tiny minority within the

Trotskyist movement rap i I ul at rd i.u bourgeois anti-Stalinism when the Red Army moved into Hun-

gary in order to rescue a deformed workers' state. Like the"Shachtmanites" of 1939/40, the

majority of the Trotskyist movement had lost sight of the fact that revolutionaries must defend

the socialist foundations of a workers' state, even when those foundations are saddled with a

bureaucracy of the Kadar variety.

Between the "official" Communist movement's clumsy defenses of the invasion of Hungary and

the pro-bourgeois outcry of the mainstream of the Trotskyist movement, there was no clearly
visible alternative. The only Marxist interpretation of events in Hungary was produced by

the small "Marcy tendency" within the Socialist Workers Party, which was later to break from

"Trotskyism" and become the Workers World Party,

Given the 1956 capitulation of "Trotskyism" over the Hungarian question and the subsequent
adoption of a third camp approach to the contradictions between the Soviet Union and People's

China, the response to the Czechoslovakian situation was fully predictable.

Flying in the face of reality, the International Executive Committee of the Fourth Inter-

national (U.-Sec.) proclaimed:

In Czechoslovakia, a pro-capitalist social layer capable of organizing

an attempt to reestablish private property in the means of production and

the social surplus product has not appeared.
Editorial, Quatrieme International , September 14, 1968

This post-invasion assertion was all the more incredible in the light of reports as early
as April 11, 1968 (New York Times ) that Alexander Dubcek had announced plans to reduce workers'
wages and to boost wages of intellectuals and office employees. Moreover, the Four th Interna-
tional (United Secretariat) made no mention of Dubcek's plans to seek loans from the imperia-
list International Monetary Fund or to increase trade with West Germany.

The paragons of the United Secretariat concocted a scenario whereby Czechoslovakia's uni-

versity students and intellectuals stood to the "left" of Dubcek and were leading a battle for

"workers' democracy". Intoxicated with youth vanguardism, the U.-Sec. "Trotskyists" were, none-

theless, compelled to admit that neither Dubcek nor the "left" intelligentsia could elicit favo-

rable responses from the Czech proletariat:

The Czechoslovak workers were at first hesitant, even mistrustful

toward the changes that were advocated because they feared not without

reason (Our emphasis!) that the economic reforms would provoke a rise

in prices, a reduction in the standard of living, and the threat of un-

employment. The policy of the new government contained no call for genu-

ine workers' self-management of the plants, or for greater equality. To

the contrary, the "liberal" (Dubcek) wing of the bureaucracy called for

even greater privileges . (Our emphasis!)
Editorial, Quatrieme Internationale , Sept. 15, 1968

Because, as Lenin said, "facts are stubborn", the U.-Sec. leadership were obliged to pre-

tend that the intelligentsia's pleas for democratization would gradually trickle into the pro-

letariat's consciousness. The wishful process of osmosis, however, was rudely interrupted by

the Red Army's invasion.

Pretending that a
"movement assuming a mass character " was blocked by the Red Army tanks,

the petty bourgeois muddlers of the United Secretariat still could not explain why "popular"

resistance to the Red Army died out so quickly. Clearly, Czechoslovakia in 1968 could not be

mechanically equated with Hungary in 1956, where the old bourgeois parties had actually suc-

ceeded in mobilizing a mass anti-communist resistance. In Czechoslovakia, where the pre-1948

bourgeois parties had vanished from the scene long ago, the forces behind capitalist restora-

tion were less organized and less sure of themselves. Unlike the "liberal" Nagy in Hungary
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or the forces to the right of Nagy, they lacked a base among the proletariat or the peasantry
since two decades of non-capitalist rule had convinced the Czechoslovak masses that bourgeois
democracy was not in their interests.

For the U.-Sec, the blame lay with Alexander Dubcek, who allegedly "deserted" his "masn
base" by engaging in post-invasion negotiations with Soviet leaders. This fanciful interpre-
tation of the relative absence of "popular resistance" wholly ignores Dubcek's situation. Up

cause Dubcek never had a base among the masses and because the Red Army invasion had disorJen
ted his base among the intelligentsia, his only options were to appeal to the West or to Lain

to the East. Whereas Loebl, Sik and other right-wing upholders of "liberalization" hurriedly
scampered toward New York, Dubcek—representing the "center" of his own movement— continued
to operate within the bounds of bureaucratic respectability, even at the cost of his premier-
ship and party positions.

Continuing their frantic search for "left forces" that Dubcek supposedly could have r;il

lied for the defense of a "workers' democracy" that would have reduced wages and created
unemployment adherents of the ex-Trotskyist United Secretariat have disseminated a doci

entitled the"Program for Socialist Democracy". This document, reportedly prepared by the

"Prague Club"— an opposition grouping within the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia was ItiIpii

ded for delivery at the party's September 9, 1968 congress. Although the document was aol >

sented on account of the Soviet intervention, it contains segments that ironically demonsii.ii>

the errors of the U.-Sec. analysis.

Unlike the petty-bourgeois leaders of U.-Sec, the "Prague Club" held no illusions abOUl
the intelligentsia's support for "liberalization":

If, in the coming period, one social strata with all the characteris-
tics of a class (the bureaucrats and the privileged layers of the Czech
intelligentsia) comes to power behind the backs of the people, then we
will not really have attained socialist democracy, but merely a liberal
pseudo-democracy, which could be no real democracy ... It Is only an appa-
rent paradox that many of today's liberals and progressives would offer
no resistance to the outcome of such a democratization process unless the
workers intervened

.

"The Prague Club's Program for Socialist Democracy",
printed in the Socialist Workers' Party pamphlet, The
Invasion of Czechoslovakia (February, 1969)

Calling for expulsion of careerists from their party and creation of "self-management

"

organs for workers, the Prague Club also urged that the party "contribute actively to unitir
the international communist movement". This appeal was accompanied by demands for "comprili. .

sive, public discussion of the international revolutionary movement".

Despite its considerable merits, the Prague Club program, coming from within the Commnni
I

Party of Czechoslovakia, cannot be misinterpreted as a barometer of the spirit that guided Mi.

"liberalization" movement. Such an interpretation would necessarily obscure the pro-cap i
I
l I

i

drift of Dubcek and many others who called for "socialism with a human face" during the spi Ltl

of 1968, but avoided definition of what this celebrated phrase would mean in practice.

If one is prepared to characterize the document as an indication that bureaucratic rule

ultimately engenders an authentic "left oppositon" and, hence, as a confirmation of Trotsky '»

analysis of deformed workers' states, It must still be recognized that "left forces" in CzechO
Slovakia were apparently too weak to halt Dubcek's disastrous course or to smash ultra-riglii

formations such as "Club 231"— a legally recognized group of 3000 individuals who openly deiium

ded replacement of Dubcek by capitalist "democracy". Moreover, the duty of revolutionary Hal

ists in Czechoslovakia would have been defense of the Red Army invasion as a safeguard for ntuli

ownership of the means of production. Since it is not known whether the Prague Club or any 01 III I

"left forces" actually adopted this stance, once the Soviet Union intervened, it is necessary
to give priority to the fundamental question—either maintenance of the workers' state (despite
its manifest deformities and the repressive form of the Soviet intervention) or replacement of
the workers' state by capitalism (disguised as "liberalisation" or "de-Stalinization")

.

Within the remainder of the world "Trotskyist" movement, the "anti-Pabloists" presented
analysis indistinguishable from the Shachtmanesque muddle offered by the United Secretariat.
Alone, the Workers' World Party ("Trotskyist in method, but not in name") stood on the correct
side of the class line, succinctly exposing the fallacies of "liberalization":

It is true that Czech newspapers have been "free" to attack the Soviet
Union, and intellectuals have been "free" to demand more Western culture
and less sacrifice for the socialist allies and for countries struggling for
their liberation.

But there has been little freedom to advocate more socialism, more hos-
eility to U.S. imperialism, more material aid for Vietnam, more workers in
the universities, or more intellectuals in the factories. On the contrary,
there is a lynch campaign against anyone who advocates such things in Czecho-
slovakia.

Sam Marcy, "Counter-Revolution, Not 'Reform'"
Workers ' World , August 22, 1968

Yet Workers' World's formally correct analysis of the Czechoslovak crisis and the Soviet
intervention was due to fall on few ears, precisely because of vital omissions. No mention
was made of the organic relationship between the 1968 stand on the "Czechoslovak Question" and
the 1956 stand on the "Hungaria Question". No effort was made to show how "The Class Character
of the Hungarian Uprising"—written by Vincent Copeland when he and Marcy were still members of
the Socialist Workers Party—had constituted the historic link between Trotsky's analysis of
the Soviet Union and Workers World's own analysis of Eastern Europe.

It is characteristic of Workers World's unwillingness to confront other political tenden-
cies that none of Marcy 's articles on the Czechoslovak situation mention viewpoints advanced
by other sectors of the American left, least of all the "Trotskyist" Socialist Workers Party,
whose denunciations of the Soviet intervention sometimes descended to the level of conventional
bourgeois red-baiting. Having previously devoted only a passing glance to China's claims that
the Soviet Union was "capitalist", Workers' World merely gave a minimal defense of the progres -

sive foundations of Soviet society:

Those who equate revisionism with capitalist restoration do violence
to both fact and theory. Revisionism is merely an ideological current.
Capitalist restoration means a change in the social system. It is change
from one class rule to another.

Some of those who equate revisionism with capitalist restoration une-
quivocally supported Soviet intervention in Hungary. Was Khrushchev merely
a revisionist—but Brezhnev a capitalist restoratlonist?

In our view, the difference between Khrushchev and Brezhnev is minimal.
They are both revisionists. They are capable of veering leftward or right-
ward within the same ideological framework, but they are both rooted in the
planned economic system of the USSR .

Sam Marcy, "Capitalist Restoration in Czechoslovakia Would
Mean Imperialism in East Europe," Workers World , Sept. 13, 1968

Even though Marcy' s statement is accompanied by a long overdue warning that an "outright
counter-revolutionary current", typified by such persons as Andrei Sakharov, had emerged within
the Soviet Union, his phraseology illustrates a centrist approach to vital political questions.
Who—other than the would-be "maoists" of the Progressive Labor Party and the genuine Maoists
of China—was asserting that the Soviet Union had undergone a "capitalist restoration"?

It would be difficult to believe that Marcy and his comrades, as close readers of the
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Chinese press,were unfamiliar with Chou En-lai's August 23 statement condemning the Soviet

intervention. Speaking at a celebration commemorating the national holiday of Rumania (an

Eastern European nation that has moved even closer toward capitalist restoration than Dubcek 'u

Czechoslovakia), Chou En-lai excoriated the Soviet intervention as a "crime of aggression"
and declared that China "firmly supported the Czechoslovakian people in their heroic (Our

emphasis) struggle of resistance".

Within this context, Marcy's belated defense of the non-capitalist character of Soviet

society is to be judged not solely for what was said, but for what went unsaid. Failing to

express honestly a major difference of opinion between Workers World Party and the Chinese

leadership, Marcy again sidestepped the task of fighting for a higher form of "anti-revision 1 in"

While some died-in-the-wool Marcy loyalists may pretend that only a pro forma defense
of the Soviet Union was needed at this juncture, they would do well to recall how their party

gave only limited publicity to Fidel Castro's excellent speech in defense of the Soviet inter-

vention. Castro's address, delivered on August 23, 1968—from which we shall print excerptfi-

is free from misguided claims about "social imperialism" or idle prattle about "brutal Stall

nism". Its fundamental thesis—that the Soviet Union, while not capitalist, was definitely
endangered by serious revisions of Marxism-Leninism—was advanced not only by the Communist

Party of Cuba, but by the parties of Vietnam and Korea.

Representing a workers' state suffering an intense imperialist-inspired isolation, Fida]

Castro neatly disposed of pleas for "liberalization" of the Soviet Union and Eastern Europu

!

On many occasions, the imperialists have publicly stated what their

policy is in relation to the socialist countries of Eastern Europe. And

in Congress, in the press, they always talk about encouraging the liberal

tendencies and even about promoting, of making available, some selective
economic aid and of using every means possible to creating an opposition

to socialism, not only in Czechoslovakia , but in all the countries of Eas-

tern Europe , even in the Soviet Union .

Fidel Castro, August 23, 1968, speech on Warsaw Pact Intervention

The failure of Workers World to give broad publicity to Castro's defense of the Sovial

intervention would have been a minor error if other left formations had remained silent. How

ever, in December 1968, Joseph Hansen (a former personal secretary to Leon Trotsky and a pi

of Farrell Dobbs in leading the Socialist Workers Party's sharp right turn during the f if tie*)

published a bitter diatribe against Castro's position. It is worthwhile to recall that slnOI

1959, Hansen's party had been virtually uncritical of Cuba's leaders and this stance had Ltl

pired some "orthodox Trotskyists" (Spartacist League, Workers' Leagiie) to break from the"P«blu

1st" S.W.P.

The Hansen"reply" to Fidel Castro, however, amply suggests that the SWP's earlier "utlCOri

ditional support" for Cuba was motivated by petty bourgeois Stalinophobia . Contrary to the I I In

sions of the "anti-Pabloists", the Socialist Workers Party leaders and their international nl I I

liates had been guided by a belief that Castro's Cuba would evolve toward a "non-Staliniat"

position on international questions, becoming the center of gravity for a new "third camp".

Fidel Castro's incisive critique of "liberalization" or "de-Stalinization" in the Soviet Union

and Eastern Europe marked the death of the SWP's Utopian fantasy, evoking Joseph Hansen's

deepest disappointment.

At the outset, Hansen confessed his unwillingness to discuss the merits of Fidel Castro'rt

correct claim that Dubcek had allowed Czechoslovakia to slide into a crisis where there was

a tangible threat of capitalist restoration:

I do not propose to argue here whether Czechoslovakia was going down-
hill and on its way back to capitalism. The accumulating evidence more and

more confirms the opposite view that a political revolution was maturing in
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Czechoslovakia which, if Moscow had not intervened, would have succeeded
in bringing a revolutionary socialist regime to power.

Joseph Hansen, "Fidel Castro's Position," Intercontinental
Press, December 1968, reprinted in the Socialist Workers'
Party pamphlet, The Invasion of Czechoslovakia

Dodging Castro's insistence that political realities, rather than "legal sovereignty",
were the primary consideration in the Czechoslovak situation, Hansen developed a meta-physical
game based upon the fact that the Soviet Union had never officially identified the members
of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia who had reportedly appealed for the Red Army inter-
vention of August, 1968. He acknowledged that it was correct for the Cuban party to discipline
the "Escalante group", which in 1967 had called upon the Soviet Union to apply pressure against
Cuba's support for revolutionary movements in Latin America, but he accused Castro of being in-
consistent for having supported a Soviet intervention in the internal affairs of Czechoslovakia.

Like a bourgeois moralist and quite unlike a "disciple" of Leon Trotsky, Hansen treated
"national sovereignty", rather than the integrity of a workers ' state as the over-riding concern.
Here, it is only necessary to ask whether imperialism would have respected the "national sove-
reignty" of a "de-Stalinized" Hungary in 1956 or a "liberalized" Czechoslovakia in 1968. Even
if the entire Communist Party of Czechoslovakia had fully supported Dubcek, the"Prague Spring"
was not an event that pertained solely to Czechoslovakia, and not to all workers' states,
including the Soviet Union.

Hansen's own anti-Marxist bias is most fully revealed when he unveils his motives for
having supported the Cuban Revolution:

One of the reasons for the great response to the Cuban revolution, pa
particularly among youth in the United States, was precisely the impression
that it favored the development of socialist democracy. The way Havana became
a crossroads for all kinds of revolutionary tendencies, the free reign given
to artists, the welcome extended to intellectuals of many hues, the rebuff
given the bureaucratic tendency headed by Escalante—all this gave an immen-
sely favorable impression not only of revolutionary Cuba but of socialism in
general

.

It must be said, however, that the development of this tendency in the
political and governmental arena has not flowered, and this has prevented
Cuba from serving as a model of socialist democracy.

Could Czechoslovakia have moved into this position? There is every rea-
son to believe that this would have been possible if the Kremlin had kept
its hands off. That, of course, was precisely why the Kremlin ordered the inva-
sion. The example of a working socialist democracy in Czechoslovakia would
have been altogether "too contagious for the workers of the East European coun-
tries and the Soviet Union. The fate of the bureaucratic ruling caste was
at stake.

Joseph Hansen, "Fidel Castro's Position"

Yes, it is quite clear that the "fate of the bureaucratic ruling caste was at stake", but
Hansen and his co-thinkers in the United Secretariat of the Fourth International are incapable
of understanding that the power of any ruling group within a workers' state depends heavily
upon its ability to uphold a non-capitalist system of production, preventing any sharp regres-
sion towards the class structure of the past. While no revolutionary Marxist can deny the
importance of proletarian democracy to maintenance of a healthy workers' party or workers' state,
the primary reason for opposing a Brezhnev or_ a_ Dubcek is their readiness to betray Marxism
by "coexisting with" or even seeking economic aid from imperialist powers. By the same token,
we have supported Cuba, not because its degree of internal democracy may persuade some members
of the petty bourgeoisie that there can be a "non-Stalinist socialism", but because its stand
against imperialism has been consistent and courageous, in the face of an unrelenting American
campaign to isolate and destroy its revolution.



Hansen's mechod embodies a Utopian search for a "working socialist democracy" that Cln,
by its mere existence, win middle-class intellectuals to the red banner of Marxism. Nol ful]
satisfied with the "marketability" of Cuba to the petty bourgeois periphery of the Social
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Workers Party, Hansen and the party's leading clique had prayed that the "Prague Spring" would
produce a more convincing model of "non-Stalinist" socialism. However, the "Kremlin" (the
bogeyman of every social democrat and left liberal) had dynamited these hopes, and even woruo,
Fidel Castro, previously regarded as a white knight of "non-Stalinism", turned out to be a Ki'i'l!

For the Socialist Workers Party and, to a lesser degree, for other Trotskyists affiliated
with the United Secretariat, a change of tune became mandatory. Thus, in recent years, the SWP,
within the U.-Sec, has shrilly advanced "orthodox" criticisms of Cuba and of strategies that
seek to apply the lessons of the Cuban Revolution within other nations. To fellow "Trotskyism"
who maintain that there is something to be learned from the path of Castro and Guevara, the
Socialist Workers Party now urges a deep immersion in the "struggle for democratic demands"
via feverish electoral activity.

Whereas other "Trotskyists" outside the United Secretariat would have found much of Hansen'
diatribe to their liking, the Workers' World Party—by virtue of its support for the Red Army
intervention in Czechoslovakia—could have readily exposed Hansen's anti-Marxist attack upon
Fidel Castro. It should be recalled, however, that Marcy's articles on Czechoslovakia had given
only a minimal defense of the progressive economic foundations of the Soviet Union and that
Marcy had side-stepped the duty of criticizing Maoist support for the "heroic Czechoslovak Re-
sistance" to the Soviet intervention.

Having avoided all mention of its own Trotskyist origins or the influence of Trotsky's
thoughts upon its correct defense of the Red Army intervention, Workers World Party was in no
position to defend Fidel Casto against the counterfeit "Trotskyist" Joseph Hansen. Because of
its centrist shilly-shallying, Workers World could not intervene in this "third watershed"
of Trotskyism and present a comprehensive defense of the workers' states. In this way, a major
opportunity to educate followers of pernicious visions of Trotskyism was irretrievably forfei-
ted .

POLAND

Having sidestepped struggle against the disastrous third-camp approach of the "world Trot-
skyist movement", Workers World continued its "firm support" of People's China. American "Mao-
ists", such as the Progressive Labor Party, which entered a period of expansion after 1968, wen
likewise ignored. As the 1969 border clashes between the Soviet Union and People's China occur-
red, Workers World correctly defended China's claims, but had only the mildest criticisms for
PL's assetions that the clashes served to strengthen China's internal struggle against bureau-
cratic trends:

There are those who assert that China needs a border struggle with the
Soviet Union to unify the mass of the Chinese people in order to deal a final,
crushing blow to revisionism at home. We doubt very much that this is so,
but even if it were, any gain made along these lines would be far out-weighed
by the impairment of China as the standard-bearer of revolutionary internatio-
nalism.

Sam Marcy, "WWP Calls for Peaceful Solution of Sino-Soviet
Border Dispute," Workers World_, March 20, 1969

At the end of 1969, when China temporarily entered into negotiations with the Soviet Union
concerning the contested border regions, Progressive Labor took a stand against these negotia-
tions, corresponding to its belief that Vietnamese negotiations with the United States consti-
tuted a "selling out" of the Vietnamese Revolution. Repeatedly, the "Maoists" of Progressive

Labor asked: "What can the revolutionary Chinese discuss with the counter-revolutionary Soviets?'
On this occasion, Workers World criticized PL's ultra-left postures with great cogency, pointing
out that any minimal effort to resolve differences within the "socialist camp" was clearly in
the interests of all workers' states. Once again, WW offered a succinct differentiation between
the Soviet leaders and the social system of the Soviet Union:

There are many reasons why the talks in Peking may blow up. And the
political character of the Soviet leadership is probably the most important
obstacle to a mutually satisfactory agreement. But the art of conducting
a revolutionary policy in the field of relations between states lies pre-
cisely in analyzing the social contradictions in each of the states with
which a revolutionary government has to deal; in the case of the Soviet
Union, the contrast between the Soviet bureaucracy and the socialist
system of the U.S.S.R.

Sam Marcy, "On the Sino-Soviet Negotiations",
Workers World , November 13, 1969

Nevertheless, Marcy, like other American "Trotskyists", was incapable of recognizing that
Progressive Labor's anti-Sovietism was linked to the Chinese leaders' own belief that the Soviet
Union was an "imperialist power". It was not realized that the CCP frequently cited the Soviet
intervention in Czechoslovakia as an example of the "new Tzarism" in order to back up its incor-
rect analysis of the roots of revisionism. Within this context, there was not a capacity to
recognize that some day, the leaders of People's China could conclude that American imperialism
was "no worse than Soviet imperialism" and seek to balance one against the other.

The breakdown of the Warsaw negotiations between the Soviet Union and People's China was
followed by signs of a new direction in China's foreign policy. Many ambassadorships that had
been left vacant when their holders were recalled to China during the Cultural Revolution were
quietly renewed, and China began a concerted effort to strengthen its ties with certain nations
deemed to be "neither pro-Soviet nor pro-American," such as Pakistan. By late 1970, however,
it was becoming clear that China's new diplomatic policies did not preclude efforts to esta-
blish ties with leading capitalist nations, such as Canada, France or West Germany.

In the final months of 1970, there came an event that presented clear and indisputable
lessons about distinctions between the masses and the ruling bureaucracies within the "Soviet
bloc". In Poland, in 1956, a massive upsurge brought to power the "liberal" Wladyslaw Gomul-
ka, saluted by the world bourgeoisie and some "Trotskyists" as one of the principal architects
of "de-Stalinization". Gomulka's Poland, throughout the sixties, was Often pointed to as a
nation where the bureaucracy had carried out a more far-reaching "democratization" than else-
where in Eastern Europe or within the Soviet Union itself.

Starting in the mid-sixties, Gomulka and his colleagues initiated a far-ranging series of
measures designed to increase production of consumer goods, but, by 1970, the failure of "Gomul-
ka's"reforms" became widely recognizable. In order to avert an economic crisis, Gomulka sought
to introduce "corrective" steps, such as raising the prices of fodd items and "speeding up" the
already hard-pressed industrial proletariat. These measures, unaccompanied by any call for sa-
crifices from technocrats and other privileged layers, bore a remarkable similarity to "innova-
tions" that Alexander Dubcek's associates had sought to introduce in Czechoslovakia.

In Poland, the "crisis of liberalization" quickly met by an intervention— the intervention
of the working class. Polish workers in such major centers as Gdansk angrily confronted the
police and stormed party headquarters, demanding higher salaries and a rollback of prices on
key consumer items. Throughout November and December of 1970, their revolt engulfed Poland,
ultimately forcing the resignation of Gomulka. When Gomulka's replacement, Edward Gierek,
took office as premier, the principal demands of the working class were met.

The Polish events, barely noticed by the American Left except for lip-sevlce statements of
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support to the victorious workers, offered a stunning, indication of the revolutionary potent!,) I

of the masses in Eastern Europe. Unlike the Hungarian "freedom-fighters" of 1956 or the Czecho-

slovak "reformers" of 1968, the Polish rebels had demanded a "return to Communism", entering

into sharp conflict with a figure widely associated with "peaceful coexistence" and "de-Stall-

nization". While we do not pretend that their struggle procured a long-term solution for the

deformities of the Polish workers' state or that Gierek, at some point, may not seek to carry

forth the economic regression that Gotnulka had set in motion, the workers' struggle clearly

indicated that the proletariat within the so-called"Soviet bloc" is capable of acting as a powil

ful brake upon"liberalization" in the economic sphere.

At the same time, the ouster of Gomulka demonstrated that the ruling bureaucracy is not

an indivisible force contrary to the idealist visions of Maoists and many "Trotskyists"

.

Faced by the spectre of a deepening workers' revolt, the Communist Party of Poland was compelled

to divest itself of Gomulka and his followers, replacing them with individuals acceptable to

the angry proletariat. The conclusion is inescapable that the proletariat, if led by revo-

lutionary Marxists, can destroy the bureaucracy and undertake the construction of a healthy

workers' state.

In Hungary, in 1956, absence of a strong revolutionary leadership produced a situation

where some layers of the proletariat fought alongside the forces of reaction and in betrayal

of their own class interests. Similarly, in Czechoslovakia, in 1968, there was no strong

revolutionary current capable of defeating DubcekVliberalism"; prior to the Soviet inter-

vention, the proletariat had not developed its own means of struggle against a capitalist r«ltO

ration. Yet, in Poland, in 1970, dynamic intervention by the proletariat quickly halted fclu>

"liberalizers", even in the absence of a readily identifiable layer of revolutionary leaders.

As the decay of imperialism continues, is it nor reasonable to expect that the masses, in EuhI

ern Europe and the Soviet Union, will develop their revolutionary potential and ultimately

achieve overthrow of the parasitic bureaucracy?

To expect less, or to believe that the bureaucracy is omnipotent, is to deny that a pi

economy, despite serious deformations, can make any contributions Co the cultural and polil 1

1

.. I

level of the masses or can provide any of the tools needed in the struggle for socialism.

CHINA

The lessons of the Polish events were quickly lost to the American left, as; a new ideoln

gical crisis erupted in April, 1971. People's China, without previous warning, announced lli.il

It would seek "normalization" of relations with the United States, thereby consummating a tr«iwl

that had begun after the 1969 border clashes with the Soviet Union. Although diplomatic rela-

tionships between workers' states and capitalist states are not per se a violation of Leninist.

principles, China's announcement coincided with two key events that could only lead revolutio-

naries throughout the world to ask where China was headed.

In April, 1971, as China was entering its new course, the reactionary rulers of Pakistan

were ordering their armies to slaughter thousands of insurgents in Bengal (East Pakistan). To

the surprise of many, China had nothing to say against the Pakistani aristocracy, with whom It

had maintained amicable relations ever since India's imperialist-inspired border attacks. Clilnn

which, for years, had denounced the Soviet Union as a betrayer of the struggles of oppressed

nations fighting foreign rule (Algeria, Vietnam, Palestine) now withheld support of the struggll

of the Bengalis against Pakistani domination. This policy was defended on the grounds that dc

nunciation of Yahya Khan's brutal massacre would be an unwarranted intervention in Pakistan'

H

"internal affairs".

Only a month before, on the island of Ceylon, the bourgeois government of Sirimavo Bati-l II

naike had crushed a mass upsurge led by the Janata Vimukhti Peramuna (JVP) , a formation that

had split from Ceylon's pro-Chinese Communist Party in 1965. The Bandaranaike government, which

maintained friendly relationships with both the Soviet Union and China, claimed that the insur-

gents were "Guevarists" receiving aid from the Democratic People's Republic of Korea. Arms for

crushing the rebellion were sent by Britain and the Soviet Union as well as both India and

Pakistan. Although China did not send arms to the Bandaranaike government, Chou En-lai issued

a widely publicized statement of support:

We are glad to see that, thanks to the efforts of your excellency [Mrs.

Bandaranaike] and the Ceylon government, the chaotic situation created by

a handful of persons who style themselves "Guevarists" and into whose ranks

foreign spies have sneaked have been brought under control. .. these acts of

rebellion plotted by reactionaries at home and abroad for the purpose of

undermining the interests of the Ceylonese people are bound to fail.

Full text published by the New Left Review , 1971

Whereas the Bengali struggle against Pakistani rule was led by the bourgeois Awami League,

whose leaders were heavily dependent upon the government of India, the Ceylonese situation was

far less ambiguous. The Bandaranaike government not only include the bourgeois Sri Lanka party,

but representatives of a pro-Moscow "communist" party and the ex-Trotskyist Lanka Sama Samaja

Party that had broken with the Fourth International during the early sixties. Although it is

debatable whether the Ceylon insurgents had launched their insurrection with sufficient pre-

paration or sufficient programmatic clarity, these points are subordinate to the fact that Chi-

na's leaders gave public support to the Ceylon army's massacres of thousands of rebels. At

the same time, China's leaders found themselves ironically in solidarity with the Ceylonese

revisionists and with a "Trotskyist" formation who were acting as Mrs .Bandaranaike 's "left"

f igleaf

.

One of the first American victims of China's apparent right turn was the Progressive Labor

Party. When an American ping-pong team entered China as the first symbol of the new reality,

Progressive Labor abruptly changed its line, deciding that China, like the Soviet Union, was

a"capitalist"nation ruled by "red bosses". Since its inception in 1962, Progressive Labor had

vociferously praised China's policies, but it now charged that Mao Tse-tung and Yahya Khan were

"birds of a feather". Later, in the summer of 1971, PL would publish a document entitled "Road

to Revolution III", openly declaring that Lenin had been"soft on bourgeois nationalism" and

had paved the way for half a century of "betrayals" of socialism.

PL's open break with Maoism, not to mention Leninism, came as a direct extension of its

erroneous analysis of the class character of the Soviet Union. Whereas the ultra-left stance

of the Communist Party of China could be explained in terms of the Soviet bureaucracy's own

prolonged efforts to "co-exist" with imperialism, even at the price of betrayal of other workers'

states, Progressive Labor's positions cannot be detached from similar ones that have arisen

within the history vof the American left. Like the post-1940 followers of Max Shachtman or like

the post-1956 "Trotskyist" movement, members of Progressive Labor were not exempt from alien

class pressures that promote "neutrality" with regard to the fundamental contradictions between

imperialism and the workers' states.

Their 1971 re-definition of People's China as a "capitalist" nation is but the logical

extension of their belief that the Soviet Union was "capitalist". Like the present-day "Inter-

national Socialists" who openly proclaim themselves as upholders of the theories of Max Shacht-

man, Progressive Labor can only exist as a half-way house between the revolutionary movement

and the liberal wing of the bourgeoisie. Its evolution, whose starting point was uncritical

acceptance of the CPC's mistaken analysis of the Soviet Union, stands as a grim warning to r

others who style themselves as "American Maoists".

Whereas the splintered "Trotskyist" movement seized China's about-face as a pretext for

claiming that there was "no difference " between Soviet bureaucrats and China's leaders, Workers'
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World slowly advanced the rudiments of a correct interpretation. Recognizing that the IJnM.,i

States' overtures to China were motivated by the deepening crisis of the imperialist syi.i'in,

Sam Marcy correctly warned against hysterical claims that China was prepared to aid Amer I '.in

efforts to crush the Indochinese Revolution. At the same time, he pointed out that the CPUBA

and the Socialist Workers' Party, who now labelled China's steps as a "timely assist" foi Ml h

ard Nixon, had failed to support the Cultural Revolution as a struggle against right-wing

elements.

Similarly, Marcy stated that it Is not incorrect in principle for a workers' state to mihi1>

diplomatic exchange with an imperialist nation so long as such a step does not blunt tin- Lnti

national struggle against imperialism, saying:

...there is nothing in the conduct of China in its normalization efforts

with the U.S. so far as anyone can see at present [April, 1971], which is

improper or harmful to proletarian and socialist class interests.

Workers' World , April 23, 1971

After a three-month hiatus, however, Workers World moved toward a more critical stanc«,

having concluded that "what is emerging in general outline is not a mere normalization of I

tions, but a projected rapprochement between the U.S. and People's China" (Workers ' World ,

30, 1971). Now acknowledging that China's change of policies had been a "colossal dlsappoj

ment" to many revolutionaries in the world, Marcy pointed out that the total secrecy surrou

Chinese leaders' decisions was a serious departure from Leninist diplomacy.

i>Hi

In

idlnji

WW identified two principal causes for the unexpected change in China's foreign policlru

its ever-deepening rift with the Soviet Union and more importantly the failure of the Chinumi

Revolution to spread to the rest of Asia. Of the latter situation, Workers' World said:

The Chinese Revolution, like the Russian Revolution, evoked a series of

revolutionary situations abroad, which, unfortunately, were defeated. The

big defeat in Indonesia in 1965, however one explains its causes, was a set-

back to the Chinese Revolution in the same way that the defeat in Germany,

Italy and Hungary in the early 1920 's set back the Russian Revolution and

ushered in a policy of retreat from world revolutionary goals.

This policy of retreat is not only due to the failure of the Indonesian

Revolution, however. It is also explained by the re-emergence of Japanese
imperialism. The strong and numerous Japanese proletariat has been unable

to develop a strong revolutionary Marxist party capable of challenging Japa-

nese imperialism. All this, together with the encirclement of the People's

Republic of China by a multitude of imperialist puppet regimes, plus the hos-

tility of the Soviet leaders, has caused China to retreat to a position,

at least for a period, of "national" socialism—of taking care of the natio-

nal interest in such a way as to subordinate the interests of the internatio-

nal revolutionary movement.
Sam Marcy, "Why Did China Do It?" Workers World , July 30, 1971

Although the article correctly highlights the intense isolation and encirclement of CI
'

revolution, the one question not approached is that of revolutionary leadership . Nowhere docfi

it mention the failure of Chinese leaders to acknowledge how the policies of Sukarno and I In

fraternal Communist Party of Indonesia had paved the way for the C.I .A. -backed coup of 1965.

Nowhere is the subject broached of the Chinese leaders' courtship of the Pakistani feudal aris-

tocracy and the "left-leaning" Ceylonese national bourgeoisie and how this had severely set

back the revolutionary struggle in the Indian sub-continent. Similarly, Marcy side-stepped

analysis of possible flaws in the premises and practices of the Chinese struggle against the

blatantly revisionist ruling caste of the Soviet Union.

While no honest revolutionary can minimize the powerful forces isolating People's ChiiU

before and after the 1962 rift with the Soviet Union, neither this factor nor the enormous In

ternal obstacles faced by China's leaders can be taken as excuses for errors in theory and prac-

tice. While Mao Tse-tung and his comrades could boast a staggering chain of victories—ranging

from the 1949 revolution to construction of a planned economy during twenty years of imperial-

ist encirclement—even the greatest of revolutionary leaders can make mistakes. When revolu-

tionaries in other nations refrain from discussion of policies and deeds they may privately

consider erroneous, as Marcy and his followers had done with regard to China since 1962, they

proceed at their own risk, courting liquidation of their own struggle to construct a genuine

revolutionary program and methodology.

Having avoided public discussion of possible errors in the domestic and international prac-

tices of the Communist Party of China, Workers' World Party, during the sixties, had maneuvered

itself into a blind alley. Now, when the CPC appeared to be undertaking a course that would

seriously set back the world revolutionary movement, Marcy and his comrades were caught on the

horns of a dilemma. A serious discussion of China's new course and its relations to the past

could not be undertaken without opening the door to reconsideration of Workers' World's own

history.

During the months immediately following announcement of Richard Nixon's planned visit to

China, the leadership of Workers' World cautiously sought to effect the transition toward a

less uncritical approach to China's policies. One of the first indications was provided by the

party's declarations on the deepening crisis in East Bengal. As Indian troops prepared to en-

ter East Bengal in order to Yahya Khan's occupying army, Workers' World presented its first

criticisms of specific errors in Chinese foreign policy:

It is particularly unfortunate for the whole revolutionary movement

that China is now doing what they have correctly attacked the Soviet

revisionists for doing over many years: aligning themselves with a bel-

ligerent bourgeois regime instead of with the masses who are in revolt.

Nor can these alliances be said to favor either the Pakistani or Indian

masses, who are decidedly unenthusiastic about the sabre-rattling carried

out by their respective ruling classes. Even the Indian workers nad pea-

sants who sympathize with the Bengali liberation struggle show no desire

for a war between India and Pakistan.

"No Intervention in Bengla Desh!" Workers ' World , Dec.l, 1971

Nonetheless, these comments were unaccompanied by any mention of the antecedents of China's

endorsement of Yahya Khan. The leadership of Workers' World could ill afford to mention that

China had pursued collaboration with Pakistan since 1962 without causing some to wonder why

their party had remained silent about this"minor point" of Chinese foreign policy for nearly

a decade.

Shortly thereafter, Workers' World explained China's Pakistan policy in these terms:

It was perfectly correct for China to establish diplomatic relations

with Pakistan In an attempt to break out of its isolation and also as a

way of neutralizing U.S. influence there. It was also absolutely princi-

pled for the Chinese government to attempt to break up the SEATO alliance

between the U.S. and Pakistan which was a threat to People's China. That

is fighting U.S. imperialism! Even giving economic aid in order to mini-

mize U.S. influence in Pakistan was correct in principle.

However, in any such diplomatic maneuver, it is essential for a social-

ist country to keep in mind not only its own interests, but the interests

of the workers and peasants in other countries who are struggling against

bourgeois regimes. But when Chou En-lai publicly and unequivocally sup-

ported Yahya Khan's repression in East Bengal, diplomatic relations with

Pakistan turned into an endorsement of a genocidal war against an oppressed

people.
"No Intervention in Bengla Desh I" Workers World, Dec. 15, 1971
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Despite its minimal advances toward a more correct interpretation of long-term flaws in

China's foreign policies, Workers' World continued to shrink from open polemics with Maoist

tendencies within the United States. Similarly, the "extreme caution" of Workers' WuLld's

efforts to extricate itself from the past meant that nothing could be said in regard to atrug

gles within the Communist Party of China at that time.

In the autumn of 1971, rumors reached the West that Field Marshal Lin Piao (who had bcm
designated in 1969 as the eventual successor of Mao Tse-tung) had died under mysterious cir-

cumstances. According to some reports, Lin Piao had plotted the overthrow of Mao in order to

halt China's adoption of a new foreign policy.

Whereas Maoist tendencies within the United States, such as the Revolutionary Union, uv.il

ded discussion of these events, "Trotskyist" formations and the Communist Party of the Unit'', I

States sought to portray the matter as a falling-out between two equally unsupportable factioni

within the CCP. Workers' World was characteristically silent on the matter avoiding the respon-

sibility of incisive analysis.

The task of providing a Marxist interpretation of Lin Piao's death and its relationsbr p !
more important events fell to the small New York Revolutionary Committee, many of whose membmit

had broken from Workers' World in September, 1971. In the second issue of its organ Common

Ground (March, 1972), the N.Y.R.C. offered a detailed commentary upon how revolutionaries mull
approach the "China Question". This commentary, which will be reprinted in full within the

present document, carefully established the roots of the rightward shift within the outcome

of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution:

Finally, in February [1967], Mao himself was forced to again conciliate

with the Center or face a possible civil war. In fact in many provinces all

the features of an actual civil war were present. The center element of

the party agreed to help isolate the right wing, but only at the cost of

dissolution of the left wing and especially the Red Guards! In Peking and

Shanghai, the People's Communes that had been established after the model

of the Paris Commune were dissolved.
"There!—It's Happened Again" Common Ground , March, 1972

Realizing that, even within the most bureaucratized parties in workers' states, factioni*

can arise, the N.Y.R.C. interpreted the post-1967 phase as one in which the center of the

Communist Party of China systematically defeated right and left opponents. In this process,

the revolutionary advances made since 1949 were defended against capitalist restoration, but

such dynamic elements as the Red Guards—closely associated with Lin Piao—disappeared from

the scene. Consolidation of power within the hands of the center, led by Mao Tse-tung and

Chou En-lai, was paralleled by the effort to "normalize" foreign relations. Ultimately, when

the organizational base of the party's left wing had been dissolved, its leading representa-

tives, such as Lin Piao or Chen Po-ta, could be eliminated.

With this perspective, the New York Revolutionary Committee was, to the best of our know-

ledge, the only segment of the American left that could say "We demand that China release .ill

political prisoners and explain at once the situation of Comrade Lin Piao!" (Common Ground
,

March, 1972).

After the March, 1972 visit of Richard Nixon—the number one representative of American

imperialism— to People's China, the rightward gravitation of China's foreign and domestic po-

licies steadily became more apparent. It is perhaps ironic that Workers' World Party continued

to with-hold an analysis of this shift until several months after dissolution of the New York

Revolutionary Committee the "splinter" formation that had first presented a Marxist inter-

pretation of the aftermath of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution. In August, 1972, thu

pages of Workers ' World finally carried a lengthy analysis of the links between Lin Piao's

death and the Chinese rapprochement with world capitalism.
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Borrowing heavily from the N.Y.R.C.'s earlier commentary, Sam Mar cy responded to official

Chinese proclamations in this manner:

The dimensions of the [Lin Piao] "plot" indicate it could scarcely have

taken place in secrecy. The very fact that the Chinese leadership waited

so long to divulge it lends itself to extreme incredulity. And the fact

that so many rumors could be floating in capitalist countries while the

mass of the people at home were not at all informed about the "plot" com-

pletely differentiates this type of struggle from that launched in the

Cultural Revolution.
During the Cultural Revolution, Chairman Mao and the leadership confined

themselves to enlisting the revolutionary support of the masses. It was

the restorationists who maintained contact with and gave leaks to the im-

perialist bourgeoisie. But in the present case the very fact that Chairman

Mao first gave the news to the world through the Ceylonese Prime Minister

Bandaranaike and French Foreign Minister Schumann, leaders of bourgeois

states, speaks volumes in itself.

"The Cultural Revolution and the Fall of Lin Piao,"

Workers ' World , August 4, 1972

While much of Marcy's two-part essay is worthy of revolutionists. 1 attention, it is remark-

ably lacking In expressions of solidarity for the "left wing" that Lin Piao had reportedly re-

presented. Although there was no basis for revolutionary Marxists to extend uncritical support

to Lin Piao, Marcy avoided the elemental duty of pointing out that the "center's victory" had

not definitively resolved contradictions within Chinese society and the Communist Party of China:

Peaceful coexistence and accomodation with the West is what Mao

proposed as the new foreign policy. This is what the "radical faction,"

as Engels would call it, rejected and opposed. They were vanquished

as earlier opponents of peaceful accomodation with the West were van-

quished in the long period following Lenin's death in the Soviet Union.

"The Cultural Revolution and the Fall of Lin Piao,"

Part I, Workers ' World , August 4, 1972

Treating the defeat of China's "radical faction" as having sealed the fate of any internal

opposition to the policies of the present leadership of the CCP, Workers' World failed to advan-

ce any demand for clarification of Lin Piao's mysterious death or for release of imprisoned mem-

bers of the "radical faction". While some of the most ardent supporters of WW would possibly

label such a step "utopian" or even "anti-communist", this defeatist stance could only mean a

liquidation of ideological struggle against either uncritical supporters or Shachtamanesque oppo-

nents of Mao Tse-tung. Having forgotten the lessons of Leon Trotsky's battle for a revolutio-

nary defense of the workers' states, the leadership of Workers' World Party could not advance

even the rudiments of a Marxist program for defense of the People's Republic of China and oppo-

sition to the post-1968 regression that had occurred within the Communist Party of China.

Meanwhile, as continuators of the New York Revolutionary Committee, the comrades of the

Internationalist Newsletter took up the fight for a revolutionary analysis of the People's

Republic of China and other states where bourgeois power had been destroyed. In its second issue

(July, 1972), the Internationalist Newsletter succinctly addressed itself to those who uncriti-

cally accepted either the "Moscow line" or the "Peking line":

The Chinese leadership or Soviet leadership cannot be relied upon to

maintain a consistent revolutionary line and actions (Bangla Desh, Indo-

nesia, Vietnam). We have to rely on ourselves and the working class of

the world to continue the World Socialist Revolution. We would also like

to know, Where is Lin Piao, 'Mao's heir apparent 1
?

We support the gains made by the Soviet and Chinese socialist revolu-

tions and we defend them unconditionally against world imperialism. We

know the working classes of the Soviet Union and China have sacrificed
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greatly Co aid Cuba, Vietnam, Korea and East Europe. We also know that

we come from the old class society and many of us reject the belief in

God, only to adopt a new one (Stalin, Mao, etc.). If we think with our

knees instead of our brains, we will never make the revolution.

Internationalist Newsletter , Vol.1, No. 2, (July, 1972)

Since then, these comrades, who constituted themselves as the Revolutionary Communist

League-Internationalist, have continued to struggle for a method that incorporates the funda-

mentals of Leninism and the historical lessons of revolutionary struggle since 1917. This »ffor1

is partially reflected by such articles from the Internationalist Newsletter as "American Mao

Ism—Sideways into the Third Camp?" which is reprinted in the present document.

Within the United States and other imperialist nations, the task of building a fightliin

communist movement can only be met by revolutionaries who make no concessions to bourgeois and

petty-bourgeois slanders against proletarian dictatorship. If one cannot defend the nations

where capitalist production has been replaced by a planned economy, in spite of deformities

and retrogressive trends that reflect the constant pressure of imperialism, then how is it

possible to agitate effectively for the overthrow of bourgeois power elsewhere in the world7

Likewise, if one cannot energetically defend the workers' states, how is it possible In

approach correctly the analogous question of the deformed trade unions in the capitalist nil Lon

We support and will defend trade unions consistently while continuing to call for destruci In

of the labor bureaucracy's power by anti-capitalist rank-and-file militants. Once again, wi-

turn to Trotsky for guidance:

"A trade union, led by reactionary fakers, organizes a strike against

the admission of Negro workers into a certain branch of industry. Shall

we support such a shameful strike? Of course not. But let us imagine

that the bosses, utilizing the given strike, make an attempt to crush the

trade union and to make impossible in general the organized self-defense

of the workers. In this case we will defend the trade unions as a matter

of course in spite of its reactionary leadership. Why is not this same

policy applicable to the USSR?

Again and Once Again on the Defense of the USSR, 1939

A combative defense of proletarian dictatorship, even when it is saddled with a^ paras Itii

bureaucracy , constitutes a fundamental aspect of internationalism. The heroic peasants and woi

kers of the Soviet Union, China and other workers' states continue to live in dange of imperia-

list attack, even when capitalist spokesmen and some communist parties within and outside WOI I

era' states may pretend that "peaceful coexistence" is the watchword of the future. Because oj

this danger and because of our internationalist duty toward the masses within the workers' sta-

tes, there can be no illusions concerning the antagonism between two fundamentally different

social systems.

To struggle against Utopian notions of "peaceful coexistence" or "socialism in one coun-

try" as Lenin and Trotsky consistently did is a basic component of defense of today's

workers' states and those that will inevitably emerge as the world revolution presses forward.

To withhold criticism of errors and deformities that have arisen or may arise Is as grave a

defection as the refusal to acknowledge the advance represented by destruction of bourgeois rule

and creation of a planned economy. The struggle for a genuinely Marxist-Leninist "socialist

camp" does not permit any pretense that the masses are incapable of thwarting and ultimately

defeating rightward trends that can arise as reflections of the Imperialist threat.

The Revolutionary Communist League-Internationalist, in its ongoing efforts toward cons-

truction of a proletarian combat party within the imperialist United States, regards the con-

tents of the present document as a modest contribution toward development of internationalist

solidarity with the workers and peasants of the workers' states. We express the hope that r««d

ers may agree with us upon the vital necessity of becoming—as Leon Trotsky put it
—"the best

soldiers in the Red Army".

AGAIN AND ONCE MORE AGAIN ON THE NATURE OF THE USSR

by Leon Trotsky

Certain comrades, or former comrades, such as Bruno R., having forgotten the

past discussions and decisions of the Fourth International, attempt to explain my

personal estimate of the Soviet state psychoanalytically. "Since Trotsky partic-

ipated in the Russian Revolution, it is difficult for him to lay aside the idea

of the workers' state inasmuch as he would have to renounce his whole life's cau-

se," etc. I think that the old Freud, who was very perspicacious, would have cuf-

fed the ears of psychoanalysts of this ilk a little. Naturally I would never

risk taking such action myself. Nevertheless, I dare assure my critics that sub-

jectivity and sentimentality are not on my side but on theirs.

Moscow's conduct, which has passed all bounds of abjectness and cynicism,

calls forth an easy revolt within every proletarian revolutionary. Revolt engen-

ders need for rejection. When the forces for immediate action are absent, impa-

tient revolutionaries are inclined to resort to artificial methods. Thus arises,

for example, the tactic of individual terror. More frequently resort is taken to

strong expressions, to insults, and to imprecation. In the case which concerns us

certain comrades are manifestly inclined to seek compensation through "terminolo-

gical" terror. However, even from this point of view the mere fact of qualifying

the bureaucracy as a class is worthless. If the Bonapartist riffraff is a class

this means that it is not an abortion but a viable child of history. I£ its mar-

auding parasitism is "exploitation" in the scientific sense of the term, this

means that the bureaucracy possesses a historical future as the ruling class ind-

ispensible to the given system of economy. Here we have the end to which impat-

ient revolt leads when it cuts itself loose from Marxist discipline'.

When an emotional mechanic considers an automobile in which, let us say, gang-

sters have escaped from police pursuit over a bad road, and finds the frame bent,

the wheels out of line, and the motor partially damaged, he might quite justifia-

bly say: "It is not an automobile—devil knows what it is I" Such an estimate would

lack any technical and scientific value, but it would express the legitimate reac-

tion of the mechanic at the work of the gangsters. Let us suppose, however, that

this same mechanic must recondition the object which he named "devil-knows-what-

it-is." In this case he will start with the recognition that it is a damaged auto-

mobile before him. He will determine which parts are still good and which are bey-

ond repair in order to decide how to begin work. The class-conscious worker will

have a similar attitude toward the USSR. He has full right to say that the gang-

sters of the bureaucracy have transformed the workers' state into "devil-knows-what-

it-is." But when he passes from this explosive reaction to the solution of the

political problem, he is forced to recognize that it is a damaged workers' state

before him, in which the motor of economy is damaged, but which still continues to

run and which can be completely reconditioned with the replacement of some parts.

Of course this is only an analogy. Nevertheless it is worth reflecting over.

"A Counter -Revo lutionary Workers ' State"

Some voices cry out: "If we continue to recognize the USSR as a workers' state,

we will have to establish a new category: the counter-revolutionary workers' state."

This argument attempts to shock our imagination by opposing a good programmatic norm

to a miserable, mean, even repugnant reality. But haven't we observed from day to

day since 1923 how the Soviet state has played a more and more counter-revolutionary

role on the international arena? Have we forgotten the experience of the Chinese

Revolution, of the 1926 general strike in England and finally the very fresh exper-

ience of the Spanish Revolution? There are two completely counter-revolutionary
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workers' internationals. These critics have apparently forgotten this"category"

.

The trade unions of France, Great Britain, the United States and other countries
support completely the counter-revolutionary politics of their bourgeoisie. This
does not prevent us from labeling them trade unions, from supporting their progre-
ssive steps and from defending them against the bourgeoisie. Why is it impossible
to employ the same method with the counter-revolutionary workers' state? In the
last analysis a workers' state is a trade union which has conquered power. The
difference in attitude in these two cases is explainable by the simple fact that
the trade unions have a long history and we have become accustomed to consider
them as realities and not simply"categories" in our program. But as regards the
workers' state there is being evinced an inability to learn to approach it as a

real historical fact which has not subordinated itself to our program.

'

' Impe r ia 1 ism" 1

Can the present expansion of the Kremlin be termed imperialism? First of all

we must establish what social content is included in this term. History has known
the "imperialism" of the Roman state based on slave labor, the imperialism of feu-
dal land-ownership, the imperialism of commercial and industrial capital, the imp-

erialism of the Czarist monarchy, etc. The driving force behind the Moscow burea-
ucracy is indubitably the tendency to expand its power, its prestige, its revenues.
This is the element of "imperialism" in the wider sense of the word which was a pro-
perty of the past of all monarchies, oligarchies, ruling castes, medieval estates
and classes. However, in contemporary literature, at least Marxist literature, im-

perialism is understood to mean the expansionist policy of finance capital which
has a very sharply defined economic content. To employ the term "imperialism" for
the foreign policy of the Kremlin--without elucidating exactly what this signifies--
means simply to identify the policy of the Bonapartist bureaucracy with the policy
of monopolistic capitalism on the basis that both one and the other utilize mili-
tary force for expansion. Such an identification, capable of sowing only confusion,
is much more proper to petty-bourgeois democrats than to Marxists.

Continuation of the Policy of Czarist Imperialism

The Kremlin participates in a new division of Poland, the Kremlin lays hands
upon the Baltic states, the Kremlin orients towards the Balkans, Persiaand Afgha-
nistan; in other words, the Kremlin continues the policy of Czarist imperialism.
Do we not have the right in this case to label the policy of the Kremlin itself
imperialist? This historical-geographical argument is no more convincing than any
of the others. The proletarian revolution, which occurred on the territory of the
Czarist empire, attempted from the very beginning to conquer and for a time con-
quered the Baltic countries; attempted to penetrate Rumania and Persia and at one
time led its armies up to Warsaw (1920). The lines of revolutionary expansion were
the same as those of Czarism, since revolution does nto change geographical cond-
itions. That is precisely why the Mensheviks at that time already spoke of Bolshe-
vik imperialism as borrowed from the traditions of Czarist diplomacy. The petty-
bourgeois democracy willingly resorts to this argument even now. We have no reason,
I repeat, for imitating them in this.

Agency for Imperialism ?

However, aside from the manner in which to appraise the expansionist policy of

the USSR itself, there remains the question of the help which Moscow provides the
imperialist policy of Berlin. Here first of all, it is necessary to establish that
under certain conditions—up to a certain degree and in a certain form-- the support
of this or that imperialism would be inevitable even for a completely healthy work-
ers' state-- in virtue of the impossibility of breaking away from the chains of world
imperialist relations. The Brest-Litovsk peace without the least doubt temporarily
reinforced German imperialism against France and England. An isolated workers' sta-
te cannot fail to maneuver between the hostile imperialist camps. Maneuvering means
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temporarily supporting one of them against the other. To know exactly which of the

two camps it is more advantageous or less dangerous to support at a certain moment

is not a question of principle but of practical calculation and foresight. The in-

evitable disadvantage which is engendered as a consequence of this constrained sup-

port for one bourgeois state against another is more than covered by the fact that

the isolated workers' state is thus given the possibility of continuing its existence.

But there is maneuvering and maneuvering. At Brest-Litovsk the Soviet govern-

ment sacrificed the national independence of the Ukraine in order to salvage the

workers' state. Nobody could speak of treason toward the Ukraine, since all the

class-conscious workers understood the forced character of this sacrifice. It is

completely different with Poland. The Kremlin has never and at no place represent-
ed the question as if it had been constrained to sacrifice Poland. On the contrary,

it boasts cynically of its combination, which affronts, rightfully, the most elemen-

tary democratic feelings of the oppressed classes and peoples throughout the world
and thus weakens extremely the international situation of the Soviet Union. The
economic transformations in the occupied provinces do not compensate for this by

even a tenth part!

The entire foreign policy of the Kremlin in general is based upon a scoundrelly
embellishment of the "friendly" imperialism and thus leads to the sacrifice of the

fundamental interests of the workers' movement for secondary and unstable advanta-

ges. After five years of duping the workers with slogans for the "defense of the

democracies" Moscow is now occupied with covering up Hitler's polixy of pillage.
This in itself does not change the USSR into an imperialist state. But Stalin and
his Comintern are now indubitably the most valuable agency of imperialism.

If we want to define the foreigh policy of the Kremlin exactly, we must say
that it is the policy of the Bonapartist bureaucracy of a degenerated workers' state

in imperialist encirclement . This definition is not as short or as sonorous as "im-
perialist policy", but in return it is more precise.

"The Lesser Evil"

The occupation of eastern Poland by the Red Army is to be sure a "lesser evil"
in comparison with the occupation of the same territory by Nazi troops. But this

lesser evil was obtained because Hitler was assured of achieving a greater evil.
If somebody sets, or helps to set a house on fire and afterwards saves five out of

ten of the occupants of the house in order to convert them into his own semi-slaves,
that is to be sure a lesser evil than to have burned the entire ten. But it is du-

bious that this firebug merits a medal for the rescue. If nevertheless a medal were
given to him he should be shot immediately after as in the case of the hero in one

of Victor Hugo's novels.

"Armed Missionaries"

Robespierre once said that people do not like missionaries with bayonets. By
this he wished to say that it is impossible to impose revolutionary ideas and inst-
itutions on other people through military violence. This correct thought does not
signify of course the inadmissability of military intervention in other countries
in order to cooperate in a revolution. But such an intervention, as part of a re-
volutionary international policy, must be understood by the international proleta-
riat, must correspond to the desires of the toiling masses of the country on whose
territory the revolutionary troops enter. The theory of socialism in one country
is not capable, naturally, of creating this active international solidarity which
alone can prepare and justify armed intervention. The Kremlin poses and resolves
the question of military intervention, like all other questions of its policy, abs-
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olutely independently of the ideas and feelings of the international working class.

Because of this, the latest diplomatic "successes" of the Kremlin monstrously com-

promise the USSR and introduce extreme confusion into the ranks of the world pro-

letariat.

Insurrection on Two Fronts

But if the question thus shapes itself--some comrades say--is it proper to

speak of the defence of the USSR and the occupied provinces? Is it not more cor-

rect to call upon the workers and peasants in both parts of former Poland to ariBe

against Hitler as well as against Stalin? Naturally, this is very attractive. If

revolution surges up simultaneously in Germany and in the USSR, including the newly

occupied provinces, this would resolve many questions at one blow. But our policy

cannot be based upon only the most favorable, the most happy combination of circum-

stances. The question is posed thus: What to do if Hitler, before he is crushed

by revolution, attacks the Ukraine before revolution has smashed Stalin? Will the

partisans of the Fourth International in this case fight against the troops of Hit-

ler as they fought in Spain in the ranks of the Republican troops against Franco?
We are conpletely and whole-heartedly for an independent (of Hitler as well as o£

Stalin) Soviet Ukraine. But what to do if, before having obtained this independen-
ce, Hitler attempts to seize the Ukraine which is under the domination of the Sta-

linist bureaucracy? The Fourth International answers: Against Hitler we will de-

fend the Unkraine enslaved by Stalin.

"Unconditional Defense of the USSR"

What does "unconditional" defense of the USSR mean? It means that we do not

lay any conditions upon the bureaucracy. It means that independently of the motive

and causes of the war we defend the social basis of the USSR, if it is menaced by

danger on the part of imperialism.

Some comrades say: "And if the Red Army tomorrow invades India and begins to

put down a revolutionary movement there shall we in this case support it?" Such a

way of posing the question is not at all consistent. It is not clear above all why
India is implicated. Is it not simpler to ask: If the Red Army menaces workers'
strikes or peasant protests against the bureaucracy in the USSR shall we support It

or not? Foreign policy is the continuation of the internal. We have never promised
to support all the actions of the Red Army which is an instrument in the hands of

the Bonapartist bureaucracy. We have promised to defend only the USSR as a workers'

state and solely those things within It which belong to a workers' state.

An adroit casuist can say: If the Red Army, independently of the character of

the'Vork" fulfilled by it, is beaten by the insurgent masses in India, this will

weaken the USSR. To this we will answer: The crushing of arevolutionary movement

in India, with the cooperation of the Red Army, would signify an incomparably great-

er danger to the social basis of the USSR than an episodical defeat of counter-rev-
olutionary detachments of the Red Army in India. In every case the Fourth Intern-

ational will know how to distinguish where and when the Red Army is acting solely

as an Instrument of the Bonapartist reaction and where It defends the social basis

of the USSR.

A trade union led by reactionary fakers organizes a strike against the admis-

sion of Negro workers into a certain branch of industry. Shall we support such a

shameful strike? Of course not. But let us imagine that the bosses, utilizing the

given strike, make an attempt to crush the trade union and to make impossible in gen-

eral the organized self-defense of the workers. In this case we will defend the

trade union as a matter of course in spite of its reactionary leadership. Why Is
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not this same policy applicable to the USSR?

The Fundamental Rule

37

The Fourth International has established firmly that in all imperialist coun-
tries, independent of the fact as to whether they are in alliance with the USSR or
in a camp hostile to it, the proletarian parties during the war must develop the
class struggle with the purpose of seizing power. At the same time the proletariat
of the imperialist countries must not lose sight of the interests of the USSR's de-
fense (or that of colonial revolutions) and in the case of real necessity must res-
ort to the most decisive action, for instance, strikes, acts of sabotage, etc. The
groupings of the powers since the time of the Fourth International formulated this
rule have changed radically. But the rule itself retains all its validity. If
England and France tommorrow menace Leningrad or Moscow, the British and French wor-
kers should take the most decisive measures in order to hinder the sending of sold-
iers and military supplies. If Hitler finds himself constrained by the logic of
the situation to send Stalin military supplies, the German workers, on the contrary,
would have no reason for resorting in this concrete case to strikes or sabotage.
Nobody, I hope, will propose any other solution.

"Revision of Marxism" ]_

Some comrades were evidently surprised that I spoke in my article ("The USSR
in the War") of the system of"bureaucratic collectivism" as a theoretical possibi-
lity. They discovered in this even a complete revision of Marxism. This is an
apparent misunderstanding. The Marxist comprehension of historical necessity has
nothing in common with fatalism. Socialism is not realizable "by itself", but as
a result of the struggle of living forces, classes and their parties. The prole-
tariat's decisive advantage in this struggle resides in the fact that it represents
historical progress, while the bourgeoisie incarnates reaction and decline. Pre-
cisely in this is the source of our conviction In victory. But we have full right
to ask ourselves: What character will society take if the forces of reaction conquer?

Marxists have formulated an incalculable number of times the alternative: eit-
ther socialism or a return to barbarism. After the Italian "experience" we repea-
ted thousands of times: either communism or fascism. The real passage to socialism
cannot fail to appear incomparably more complicated, more heterogeneous, more contra-
dictory than was foreseen in the general historical scheme. Marx spoke about the
dictatorship of the proletariat and its future withering away byt said nothing about
bureaucratic degeneration of the dictatorship. We have observed and analyzed for
the first time in experience such a degeneration. Is this revision of Marxism?

The march of events has succeeded in demonstrating that the delay of the socia-
list revolution engenders the indubitable phenomena of barbarism- -chronic unemploy-
ment, pauperization of the petty bourgeoisie, fascism, finally wars of extermination
which do not open any new road. What social and political forms can the new "barba-
rism" take, if we admit theoretically that mankind should not be able to elevate It-
self to socialism? We have the possibility of expressing ourselves on this subject
more concretely than Marx. Fascism on one hand, degeneration of the Soviet state
on the other outline the social and political forms of neo-barbarism. An alterna-
tive of this kind— socialism or totalitarian servitude—has not only theoretical
interest, but also enormous importance in agitation, because in its light the neces-
sity for socialist revolution appears most graphically.

If we are to speak of a revision in Marx, it is in reality the revision of tho-
se comrades who project a new type of state, "non-bourgeois" and "non-worker". Be-
cause the alternative developed by me leads them to draw their own thoughts up to
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their logical conclusion, some of these critics, frightened by the conclusions of

their own theory, accuse me... of revising Marxism. I prefer to think that it is

simply a friendly jest.

The Right of Revolutionary Optimism

I endeavored to demonstrate in my article "The USSR in the War" that the per-

spective on a non-worker and non-bourgeois society of exploitation, or "bureaucra-

tic collectivism", is the perspective of complete defeat and the decline of the

international proletariat, the perspective of the most profound historical pessi-

mism. Are there any genuine reasons for such a perspective? It is not superfluous

to inquire about this among our class enemies.

In the weekly of the well-know newspaper Faris - Soir of August 31, 1939, an

extremely instructive conversation is reported between the French ambassador Cou-

londre and Hitler on August 25, at the time of their last interview. (The source

of the information is undoubtedly Coulondre himself.) Hitler sputters, boasts of

the pact which concluded with Stalin ("a realistic pact") and"regrets" that German
and French blood will be spilled.

"But," Coulondre objects, "Stalin displayed great double-dealing. The real vic-

tor (in case of war) will be Trotsky. Have you thought this over?"

"I know,"--der Fuehrer responds, "but why did France and Britain give Poland

complete freedom of action?" etc.

These gentlemen like to give a personal name to the specter of revolution. But

this of course is not the essence of this dramatic conversation at the very moment

when diplomatic relations were ruptured. "War will inevitably provoke revolution,"
the representative of imperialist democracy, himself chilled to the marrow, fright-

ens his adversary.

"I know,"Hitler responds,
Astonishing dialogue!

as if it were a question decided long ago. "I know.

Both of them, Coulondre and Hitler, represent the barbarism which advances over
Europe. At the same time neither of them doubts that their barbarism will be con-

quered by socialist revolution. Such is now the awareness of the ruling classes of

all the capitalist countries of the world. Their complete demoralization is one of

the most important elements in the relation of class forces. The proletariat has a

young and still weak revolutionary leadership. But the leadership of the bourgeoi-
sie rots on its feet. At the very outset of the war which they could not avert,
these gentlemen are convinced in advance of the collapse of their regime. This fact

alone must be for us the source of invincible revolutionary optimism'.

October 18, 1939
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THE CLASS CHARACTER OF THE HUNGARIAN UPRISING

by V, Grey

On October 23 the students and workers of Budapest demonstrated for a

liberalization of the totalitarian Stalinist regime. Contrary to their own

desires, the demonstration was swiftly converted into a full-scale, nation-

wide counter - revolution throughout Hungary. This unexpected result did not

come about by the evil machinations of fascists or "Horthy-ites" or other
"outsiders". It was due to the relation of class forces inside and outside
Hungary. It was due to the fact that there was no Marxist leadership (party)

to direct the struggle. It was due to the universal reaction against the
crimes of Stalinism, the brutal slaughter of the unarmed demonstrators being
one of the worst. It was due to Stalinism unwittingly welding the opponents
and supporters of communism into a common national bloc against both Stali-
nism and communism. ,

Hungary had been under a deformed workers' regime for nine years, and
under a Red Army occupation for nearly twelve. The regime had not won even
a good-sized minority of the population to Stalinism, let alone communism.
The beginning of the occupation wasn't too helpful. There had been a two-

month seige of Budapest, and relentless house-to-house fighting by the Red
Army in 1945 when Hungary fought under the Nazis. Thousands were killed.
Churches, public buildings, bridges, etc. were destroyed. Common people
lost their homes. Farmers lost their stock, their horses, their crops.
There was a sky-rocketing impoverishing inflation. There was the misery,
the innumerable cases of individual injustice that accompany any military
conquest--progressive or otherwise. And there was a period of systematic
looting of goods and machinery which were taken to the Soviet Union.

Under the new regime, even the most progressive things were done with
intolerable bureaucratic methods. The native bureaucracy was a parasitic
incubus upon the workers from the start. And the Moscow bureaucracy was a

super-parasitic incubus upon the whole country, selling goods to Hungary at
outrageously high prices, and buying from Hungary at extremely low prices.
On top of all this, the Red Army stayed in occupation, eating up a large por-
tion of Hungarian products.

The Russian occupation and the Russian influence seemed to be the source
of all of Hungary's troubles. In October 1956 the whole population rose up
and tried to get the Red Army out. The whole nation united in its aim to
remove the Red Army and they began to establish "democracy". It would be
very fine if this "democracy" was, or could have been, the workers' democracy
that Trot sky is ts have in mind when they criticize the Stalinist bureaucracy.
But it wasn't. It was bourgeois democracy. Nobody called it that. But they
didn' t have to.

The working class had no conscious desire for capitalism of course. The
only consciousness was for "freedom". But freedom from what? --Freedom to
do what? They wanted freedom from bureaucratic despotism. But their first
duty was to defend their own dictatorship from the amorphous democratic majo-
rity that was taking the power away from them under Nagy. Their first duty
was to keep the proletarian dictatorship. Apparently nobody understood this.

For example: Nationalized economy in Hungary falls with the fall of the
Soviet Union. The workers for the defense of "their own" plants. But they did
not mention the defense of the Soviet Union . The world bourgeoisie has no

*--V.Grey was the pseudonym used by Vincent Copeland when he was a member of the
Socialist Workers Party.
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reservations in supporting such "socialism" as this. --Nor did the workers

seem to think it strange that the world bourgeoisie should help them. They

were infact terribly disappointed that there was no intervention.

Furthermore, the workers' councils never condemned the bourgeois Small-

holders Party, but made common cause with its leaders, --and left it to the Red

Army to arrest or shoot them. They never warned against the machinations of

Mindszenty, but left it to the Red Army to chase him into the American legation.

They never condemned the United States as the chief supporter of Mindszenty and

the Hungarian bourgeoisie--but depended upon its aid in the struggle. Nor have

they yet reviewed these errors and drawn the correct strategic conclusions.

Thus the workers were not leading a working class struggle, but fighting some-

body else's fight.

Some comrades think the workers were leading the peasantry because the

peasants took food to the cities for the wokers. This is a misunderstanding.

It is probably due to a false analogy with 1917. The alliance of Russian wor-

kers and peasants in 1917 was based on their both being opposed to the same

class . The landlord class was intermeshed with the bourgeoisie itself. The

peasant could not get at his landlord without also fighting the bourgeoisie.

And the bourgeoisie was thus the main enemy of both workers and peasants.

In Hungary the peasants are still opposed to the landlords. But the

bourgeoisie, and the bourgeois democratic Smallholders (who got 57% of the

votes in 1946) will guarantee them the rights of private property in their

farms. The peasants are for the bourgeoisie, and the workers are against

them. This fact was not even mentioned in words and it was completely igno-

red in action.

True, both peasants and workers can be allied insofar as they are opposed

to the same bureaucracy. But they are opposed for different class reasons .

And the class that understands the difference has an enormous advantage over

the class that does not.

The workers need the removal of the bureaucracy in order to establish a

healthy dictatorship of the working class. The peasantry, insofar as they want

private property (and that is their greatest urge at present) want the bureau-

cracy removed so they can have full and guaranteed rights to their own farms,

to free trade, --in a word, to capitalism.

The landless peasants acquired land from the landlords as early as 1945.

The peasants had a stake in the new regime insofar as it protected them against

a return of the landlords. But on the other hand, thirty- three percent of the

land was collectivized after 1950. Because of backwardness and because there

was little machinery, the collective farms were less productive that the pri-

vate farms. The collective farmworker wanted his own private lot of land. And

the small private owners began to worry about when they might be collectivized too.

The new social regime changed in the peasants' eyes, from a guarantee against

the return of landlords to an obstacle to the use of private property and the im-

provement of their well-being. And the same can be said of the small tradesman

and petty proprietor of the cities.

There should have been a controlled decollectivization in Hungary. There

should have been a general retreat from "over- communizat ion". If further sacri-

fices were required-- in the interests of the Korean War and the military program

of the cold war, then the regime should have appealed to the workers and based

themselves on the workers. Of course this could not be done by Stalinists

because it would mean liquidating the bureaucracy as a privileged caste and al-

lowing the workers to rule. But the retreat had to be led by the workers' re-
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gime whether it was Stalinist or Trotskyist. If the peasants did their own

retreating, they would retreat right back to capitalism (not landlordism of

course) which was just what they tried to do.

The collectivization was carried out brutally and stupidly in the first

place, just as it was in the Soviet Union itself. The Stalinists did not col-

lectivize especially to "build socialism". They collectivized because of their

fear of being overthrown by the same bourgeoisie with whom they had previously

collaborated. (And the bourgeois restoration would find Its biggest base in

the peasantry.) It was this fear that motivated the Stalinist collectiviza-

tions in the Soviet Union in 1929-31. But there, the regime had had twelve

years to win at least a portion of the peasantry, and, more important, to

consolidate itself in the cities. Above all, it rested on the greatest popular

revolution of all time.

Even under Lenin, the alliance of workers and peasants was uneasy. The

peasant risings of 1921 were not agaisnt collectivization. That had hardly

begun yet. These risings were against the dictatorship over them which depri-

ved them of "free trade" and other freedoms. If the Bolsheviks had not given

them the NEP, they would have established their own NEP. But if they had, its

name would have been capitalism, its political form, a capitalist state.

In Hungary, the peasants did not start the fighting. But they finally

gained the most material results from the fighting. They gained the land for

their private use. They took it and it will be many a long day before any

workers' regime, Stalinist or Trotskyist, with good farm machinery or without,

will dare to try collectivization again. The peasants made a social transfor-

mation when they took the land from the workers' state. And comrades who make

light of this by pointing to the impracticability of the collectives are simply

deluding themselves. The whole Hungarian workers state is also "impracticable"

without the aid of the world revolution. But a move to overthrow it cannot be

justified by appealing to the advantages of the free world-market.

The students, writers, etc. who started the first demonstration, appear to

have had the simple intention of liberalizing the hated Stalinist regime, more
or less as had been attempted in Poland. The fact that they favored de-collec-
tivization or the increased power ("freedom") of the church wouldn't have been
so bad, if nothing else had happened. But it did.

Once the students and petty bourgeois masses had been provoked into an open

battle, the workers quickly joined with them. But it was a battle the workers
were programmatically unprepared for. They were unprepared to assume the leader -

ship of the other forces in society. And it was the kind of a battle where this

was an absolute necessity for the workers. This was not an ordinary battle.
This was an insurrection. The whole "nation" was ovetthrowing the deformed
workers government. The workers did not have a proletarian revolutionary leader-

ship to put in that government's place. And the absence of such a leadership could

not be filled at the workers' leisure. The question demanded an immediate answer.

A workers' uprising for limited working class demands, as in East Germany or

Pozan, is one thing. It is automatically a working class action by the nature of

its physical content. But in a nation-wide "revolution" which overthrows the go-

vernment of a workers' state, the working class must either take the full politi-
cal power consciously with its own party or go down to defeat under the class
whose leadership does take power.

The first demonstrations succeeded in replacing Gero with Nagy. (That is,

"Stalinism" fell before "National" Stalinism). But with what was Nagy and "Na-

tional" Stalinism to be replaced?--Who had the answer? At that moment only the
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petty bourgeoisie and their bourgeois leaders did. — To replace Nagy--or stran-
gle him--with the old bourgeois parties and"free elections". The call for

"democratic socialism" combined with free elections for all parties, was a big
step to the right of Nagy--although Nagy soon caught up with it. (Nagy's third
coalition government already include the principal parties.)

It is quite true that the workers' councils are independent class organi-

zations. And they would in the long run have made a revolution against the Nagy

government (if that government did not turn them into harmless advisory councils

first. --That is what the Provisional government in Russia was doing before Lenin
came on the scene). But the Militant editors make a purely literary conclusion
from this, which disregards the reality of the class struggle.

"The three elements in the situation were thus the Kremlin
with its army; the working class in possession of the factories
and organizing through their own workers' councils, which in

turn were proceeding to create a nation-wide centralized organ-

ization of councils; and the Nagy government around which
bourgeois restorationist elements had rallied . (My emphasis. VG)

"Had the Kremlin stayed out of the national picture the class
struggle that had been driven underground by the Soviet occupa-
tion in 1945 between the working class and the capitalist class
would have inevitably broken out again in full force."

-Militant November 19-

What is the meaning of this surprising statement? That the government
is capitalist, (the majority of its members were anti-communists by November 3)--

but that the class struggle against it would have broken out again"in full force"
--that the Kremlin should not intervene in this struggle, and that anyway, it is

better to go back to the situation prevailing in 1945.

Do the comrades really mean to say this? Would they say that it would be all
right to remove the Stalinist dictatorship of the Soviet Union in this way? That
is— to replace the Stalinist administration with a capitalist administration, all
in the interests of seeing the struggle of workers against capitalism "braak out
again in full force". Surely the Soviet Red Army should defend the present
government from such an overthrow. And surely the comrades are all in agreement
on this point.

Take the analogy further. If the Soviet government had already been over-
thrown and replaced by "bourgeois restorationist elements", the Red Army would
do better to replace it with Soviet bureaucrats than let the bourgeoisie conso-
lidate itself, its army, etc., while the workers are "proceeding to create" a

nation-wide independent rival workers government. Such a movement of the workers
is absolutely necessary for the overthrow of the bureaucracy. But if a bourgeois
leadership took over the seats of government, the first duty of the workers would
be to chase thei& out, not support them. (Actually the workers under a Trotskyist
leadership would do this far quicker than the Red Army would.)

Maybe the characterization of the Nagy government in this particular Mili -

tant article is not a definitive one. Maybe the comrades do not mean to call it

a capitalist government. It is true there was much confusion in the situation.
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As a matter of fact, Nagy's government on October 24 was very different
than on November 3. When Nagy first started "negotiation" for the removal of
Soviet troops, he still led a workers' regime. (Whether or not Moscow was "sincere"
in the negotiations is another matter.) His regime was still holding out against
the demands for bourgeois elections etc. But after Nagy had taken the "bourgeois
restorationist elements" into the government and had three reshuf flings of his
cabinet, each time further to the right, then agreed to general elections for all
parties, then in panic appealed to the UN to get the Soviet troops out, declaring
as a "neutral" nation (October 30) it was clear that Nagy and his government were
on the other side of the class line. Here it is no longer the debatable question
of whether the peasant-bourgeois forces are numerically and ideologically stronger
than the working class in the drive to oust the Red Army. Here it is an open fact
that the government is for capitalism, whatever it calls itself.

It was not the return of capitalism to Hungary as_ such that Moscow feared
so much--although they justified their action before the workers by talking
about "fascists" of "project X". The Stalinist bureaucrats have no particular
anti-capitalist virtues. They just want to stay In power. But in this case the
threat to their power was from the direction of capitalism, not communism.

It was especially Nagy's call for intervention by the capitalist West
which crystallized the previously vacillating line of the Red Army command, and
perhaps temporarily united the warring factions in Moscow. Now in a panic more
justified than their panic of October 23, they re-entered Budapest (November 1)

and deposed the Nagy regime (November 4). This was a progressive and necessary act.

The Soviet army set up the Kadar regime (November 4) which made the same
generally relaxing and necessary decrees as the Nagy regime--with these pro-
minent exceptions: It did not call for the legalization of bourgeois parties
and free elections; it did no

t

declare as a"neutral" nation and call for UN
intervention, (It may still do all these things under future pressure, but that
is why it must be replaced by the revolutionary workers.)

The Nagy regime (October 24-November 4) became a counter-revolutionary bour-
geois restorationist regime. The Kadar regime which replaced it was a bonapart-
ist deformed workers state regime, erected on the bayonets of the Red Army.

The lead article in the November 12 Militant says exactly the opposite:

"The Hungarian masses tolerated the Nagy regime as it
tried to keep afloat on the revolutionary tide; Kadar's
regime, however, is detested by all freedom fighters. For
despite its similarity in composition and program to the Nagy
regime, it is a counter-revolutionary puppet of the Kremlin."

Yes, the Hungarian masses did tolerate the Nagy regime— that was their
mistake. Kadar's regime was not similar" in composition and program" to Nagy's.
Its composition was one hundred percent Stalinist, and Nagy's regime on November
3 was 30 percent Social Democratic and 30 percent bourgeois. Nor was it similar
in program. The giving-in on de-collectivization, higher wages, and even factory
workers councils, both in Nagy and Kadar's programs are only secondary features.
--Nagy was for imperialism, Kadar was agai»st it. This. is the fundamental dif -

ference . Nagy had capitulated to the bourgeois counter-revolution. Kadar remained
loyal to the Stalinist bureaucracy which was based on the nationalized property
and the Soviet Union.

The capitalist press also "tolerated" the Nagy regime, and more than tole-
rated the revolution which put ife in power. The conservative New York Times edito-
rialized the day after Nagy broke with the Soviet Union and declared for bourgeois
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democracy:
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"All signs point to a victory for freedom in Hungary...

the communist despotism there has at least temporarily been
overthrown. That despotism can be restored only by_ Soviet
troops . (My emphasis. VG) (November 1)

The Herald Tribune said on the same day:

"If Nagy's pledges are fulfilled, it would mean the end

of a communist-controlled Hungary, and the creation of a

potentially hostile stronghold in the heart of Soviet Eastern

Europe. .

.

"The revolution is by no means over, but whatever happens

from now on, it is certain that the Hungarian people have won a

tremendous victory .. .They can never be robbed of this hour of glory."

The reactionary Daily News gloated in their editorial, "Communism
Clobbered":

"It looks as if (l)the anti-communist uprising in

Hungary has been 100% victorious and (2)world communism has

taken a disastrous defeat... A salute is due to the heroic
Hungarian rebels, we believe, from lovers of liberty every-

where, and we only hope that they can make their victory stick."

Ludwell Denny, foreign editor of the right-wing World Telegram was more

cautious about the Nagy regime, but not from the point of view of misunderstanding

the pro-capitalist import of its program. On November 1 he said:

"If the present Nagy-Kadar regime survives, as a result of its

declaration of neutrality and its appeal to the United Nations for

protection of Hungarian independence, it must share power with the

non-Reds in an actual insteadof a planned phony coalition."

Why "must" the Nagy regime have shared the real power with non-Reds?

(non-Reds meaning here the capitalist friends of Mr. Denny). Because the

"revolution" was forcing the regime to do just that. Everything Nagy did was

in capitulation to the "revolution", and by November 1 when he had guaranteed

free elections for bourgeois parties etc. etc. the fighting had practically
stopped. The people relaxed on the assumption that the Red Army was to leave

and the new program would be effected.

The restorationist Nagy regime was in truth"tolerated" by the Hungarian
masses as the Hungarian uprising was "tolerated" by the world capitalist class. But

the Militant writers seem undisturbed by the bourgeois cheers for the"freedom

fighters".

The above-quoted article in the Militant points to the obvious working-
class character of the promises of Kadar (the Moscow-backed government of

November 4) . Since these promises are "bait to persuade the freedom fighters to

lay down their arms," the article says, therefore the "freedom fighters" are

fighting for a communist goal. But why does the author not use the same criterion

in examining Nagy '

s

program? Wasn't Nagy's program also "bait to persuade the

"freedom fighters"? And when he legalized the bourgeois parties (in reality the

"revolution" legalized them), when he made Mindszenty Primate of Hungary, appealed

to the UN for"protection" and declared Hungary neutral, to what "freedom fighters"

was he offering his "bait"? --Obviously he was offering it to the bourgeois

restoration . And the simple fact is that Nagy's program was and is more
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popular in Hungary than Kadar 's.

But to use the yardstick of popularity, even popularity with the workers,

in determining the class nature of a regime, is a very dangerous business for a

Marxist. And because the Kadar regime is "detested by the freedom fighters (who

to be sure, are adored by the bourgeois world), we cannot therefore conclude that

it is "counter-revolutionary". It is, of course, counter-revolutionary, insofar

as it is Stalinist , and as compared with the Trotskyist or independent proletarian

tendencies. But as compared with the Nagys , the bourgeois parties, the Mindszentys,

etc., it is revolutionary , and it is they who are counter-revolutionary.

Role of Mindszenty

"The release of Cardinal Mindszenty after seven years of

confinement and his triumphal return to Budapest set a

dramatic seal on the revolution of the Hungarian people

against Communist oppression." -Herald Tribune editorial, Nov.l -

This was the general consensus of capitalist press opinion. By and large,

and all proportions guarded, it was a correct opinion. The apparently opposite

thought has been emphasized by some papers, including the Militant, and the

Herald Tribune itself, that --"Mindszenty was almost medieval. . .he antagonized

not only the Communists, but the larger number of Hungarian democrats." (My

emphasis-VG)

What does this mean? It means that the larger number of "revolutionaries"

wanted bourgeois democracy without the clerical semi-fascism that Mindszenty had

been identified with in the past. --Actually, the "larger number of democrats"

didn't need to worry, at least not about medievalism. Mindszenty is now a

world figure of modern capitalism, a friend of the sophisticated Cardinal Spellman

and the at least equally sophisticated Wall Street politicians. He is not such an

utter fool as to talk about the return of the church lands, the landlords and

Esterhazy, etc. He knows that no one in Hungary will fight for the return of the

landlord rule. And that is not too important to Mindszenty anyway. Mindszenty

is really not that"medieval."

Mindszenty is literate enough to understand that it is not necessary

nowadays as in 1917 to counterpose Czarism and landlordism to communism. Today,

Wall Street is willing to foot the bill for "democracy". It is not even necessary

to de-nationalize the factories--for quite awhile. While democratic socialists

and social-democrats congratulate themselves that the "workers will never give up

the plants" Wall Street would merely walk in like Santa Claus through the broken

walls of the state monopdly of foreign trade. And where Trotsky spoke of the

"cheap commodities in the baggage trains of an invading army" being more dangerous

than guns, we will have to speak at this time of the free commodities of Wall Street.

The"democratic" governmnent of Nagy was no sooner organized than there were

pressures for a "Mindszenty Government". But this was travelling too fast.

--"Others urged Mindszenty at least for membership in a super-council of trusted

national leaders who could serve as a sort of regency nominating premiers and

cabinets." (Herald Tribune Nowmber 17)

Not that Mindszenty was wholly opposed to Nagy. On the contrary, Mindszenty,

like the"freedom fighters" generally, welcomed the Nagy regime. He said, "It was

obvious that the Nagy governmnent was far better than the previous ones . Its

policies were evolving . (My emphasis.) By proclaiming Hungary's neutrality, by

promising free elections and by demanding the withdrawal of Russian forces, it

went far to meet the desires of the people. But now the Russians will not permit
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those things." -Look Magazine article, December 25- (Mindszenty is a little
smarter than some of his naive critics.)

Edmund Taylor, a feature writer of the Reporter is less impressed with Minds-
zenty as a politician although admitting his great popularity and power:

"Unlike his more astute Polish colleague, Cardinal Wyszyn-
sky, who threw the tremendous power of the Church behind tke
Gomulka regime, Cardinal Mindszenty withheld his support from
the Nagy government at its most critical moment and even helped
undermine it by encouraging the untimely demands for legalization
of the Hungarian Christian People's Party." -December 27-

The demand was "untimely" because it panicked the Russians who "will not
permit those things"--not, unfortunately , because it exposed Mindszenty as a
reactionary before the masses.

Whether Mr.Taylor is libelling Mindszenty for not being astute enough
is another thing. He himself (Taylor) points out that the revolution "swung
too far to the right too fast." The Cardinal can hardly be criticized for
crowding his luck a little when events were going so swiftly in his favor.

The bourgeois democratic leaders relied on this "medieval" figure mostly for
his really medieval hold on a large portion of the population. Mindszenty did not
represent either capitalism or feudalism to the majority of the Hungarian people.
He represented God and was the symbol of opposition against "godless communism".
Both Bela Kovacs and Zoltan Tildy, Smallholders Party leaders, whom some comrades
regard as accidental figures in the Nagy government, were so powerful that they
were successful in pressuring Nagy to agree to Mindszenty' s release and his res-
toration as Primate of Hungary. They were both "ardent supporters" of Mindszenty
and although they headed the "moderate" party, they would have worked very closely
with the new reactionary "Christian People's" party of Mindszenty, if the Red
Army had not snuffed it out.

Mindszenty was so powerful and so popular that after the counter-revolutionary
victory, "two prominent Communists believed that only Cardinal Mindszenty could
stop an anti-Communist terror .. .such as followed the short-lived Communist regime
of Bela Kun after World War I." (NYT Nov.l) (On October 31 the mass book-burnings
and house-to-house searches for more "secret police" had begun.) Just before Nagy
was ousted on the morning of November 4, Mindszenty was invited to a cabinet meet-
ing for a last-minute decision on what to do against the Russians. When he
entered the Parliament building (wearing his cassock) a secret-policeman chased
him out a gun-point. (Look magazine article.)

Under the Nagy government the masses hung the secret police by the heels and
flogged them to death. Such hatred of the Stalinist cops is very understandable.
It must be recorded, however, that it was the Stalinist government that imprisoned
this^ sixteenth century" politician, and the Nagy government, in the middle of
the 'revolution" that released him. Mindszenty was not hung by his heels, but put
in a palace as Primate of Hungary. The bells of all the churches rang out as he
entered Budapest, and people kneeled on the streets "as far as the eye could see"
when he gave his benediction the next day. (According to Radio Free Europe's com-
pilation of rebel broadcasts.)

Why couldn't Mindszenty get along with the secret police and the Red Army
like he could with Nagy? Because he would not be a stooge-priest for the deformed
workers' state. He wanted "freedom"--bourgeois imperialist freedom-- not only
for himself but for all Hungary. The whole capitalist world as well as the Hunga-
rians understands this.
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Some comrades may think it "accidental" that the revolution freed Midszenty
--that his release falls into the same category as the freeing of criminals in the
melee of a revolt, or that it can be attributed to the over-generosity of the op-
pressed on such occasions. Others may think it "accidental" that Mindszenty scur-
ried to the American Legation when the Red Army overthrew the "revolutionary" gov-
ernment of Nagy. But this is a misunderstanding of both the Hungarian situation
and the role of Mindszenty.

Hungary had had a deformed revolution. And the masses had not disposed of
Mindszenty in a revolutionary way. The Stalinists had tried to bribe him into
accepting the reduced role of the church institutions by greater emoluments for his
person. These he refused, and generally made a hero out of himself with the faithful.

He was the most important human obstacle to the secularizing of Hungary's
school system, which was in its largest part Catholic-parochial. In spite of his
intransigent opposition, the Stalinists secularized the school system completely in
1948. The Church lands had been taken away soon after the war, but Mindszenty was
astute enough to soft-pedal his opposition to any actions against the Income; of the
church. He put nearly all the emphasis on freedom of religion and against perse-
cution. Like the students in 1956 (who were much more innocent of course) he con-
fined himself to being a "freedom fighter". He was just against tyranny.

On August 20, 1947, he led the St. Stephen's Day parade in Budapest. The
parade, under the noses of the Red Army, was probably the largest ever held in
Budapest--600,000 people. It was in reality a political deraonstration--pro-Ca-
tholic and anti-communist. (The Stalinists had already begun their "three year
plan" and started arresting the bourgeois-democratic elements, closing down on the
Smallholders Party, etc.)

Mindszenty was immensely popular in this 65% Catholic country. But worse
than that, he enjoyed some influence among the urban masses. And while the CP had
gotten 177. of the popular vote, it was not a very solid 177.. The CP could not de-
pend upon even these voters to unanimously support it against Mindszenty. The Sta-
linists wanted to destroy his popularity, to discredit him and disgrace him. This
they tried to do in his world-famous trial.

In that trial they went to great lengths to implicate him with the United
States and the U.S. diplomats. They greatly feared U.S. influence in Hungary in
1948-49 as now. Just a year or so previous to the trial, more than three hundred
thousand peasants held a convention in Budapest where they wildly cheered the U.S.
military representatives. The Stalinists couldn't hope to make any dent on these
elements with their accusations against Mindszenty. They were aiming at the more
class-conscious workers who understood that the U.S. represented Capitalism, and
Capitalist restoration in Hungary.

But when the Cardinal went to the U.S. Legation as the most logical place for
sanctuary on November 4 the Stalinists thereby had much more tangible proof than all
his "confessions" that he actually was working with the U.S. But now they did not
dare to use _it. They have not dared to accuse Mindszenty of anything during this
period. (That is, the Stalinists of Hungary . ) They are frightened at the anti-com-
munist reaction . They are appealing for support from the workers by falsely attri-
buting the uprising to fascist sources. But they do not dare affront the religious
sentiments of the masses by telling the truth about Mindszenty, whereas in 1948 in
a more radical period, they could get away with telling lies about him if necessary.

Mindszenty was admired by Catholics everywhere for his asceticism and his self-
sacrifice. (He refused to take any salary at all from the Stalinist government when
he was national primate after the war. --They offered him the same salary as the
Prime Minister.) He was especially admired for his intransigence against communism .
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He was the good friend of Cardinal Spellman, who on the occasion of Mindszenty's
imprisonment delivered his famous sermon at St. Patrick's Cathedral in New York:
"Resistance to tyranny is obedience to God." He was the author of numerous ser-
mons which were thinly veiled appeals to the West for intervention in 1946 to
1948. Mindszenty's emergence as an open, full-fledged political leader in ad-
dition to clerical intriguer was inevitable under the Nagy regime.

"Told that several Hungarian politicians had said that the key of Hungary's
future might be in his hands, the Primate smiled..." (N.Y. Times, Nov.l) Fortuna-
tely, he smiled too soon.

THE WORKERS' COUNCILS

The working-class role in the uprising was politically a subordinate one.
The workers and even the workers' councils, were united behind the nation, not lead-
ing it. The workers made independent class demands in the form of wage increases,
better conditions, even the legalization of their Soviets. But the general poli-
tical demands were for "freedom", "free elections for all parties" (at first).
Above all they demanded the ousting of the Red Army while they left a question
mark on the nature of the new regime. These demands were not those which would re-
generate the workers' deformed dictatorship, but those which would destroy it.

The simple fact is, that lacking an independent political program in the mid-
dle of a nation-wide uprising, they had to follow the bourgeois lead, and as in
February 1917, erect a bourgeois regime (the Nagy government). But unlike Febru-
ary 1917, the result was a terrible relapse -- from a deformed totalitarian wor -

kers ' state to a democratic bourgeois regime.

The newly- formed workers councils half-supported this regime, and according
to reports, some of their leaders wished to enter the regime in collaboration with
the bourgeois parties. This did not mean that the workers were for capitalism, but
as Lenin observed: "Under Menshevik leadership, the Soviets were instruments for
the subjection of the workers to the bourgeoisie." - Proletarian Revolution and
the Renegade Kautsky -

There were two separate class forces in the rebellion, but only one class
program . There was the working class and there was the petty-bourgeois-intellectual
student-peasant "freedom-fighter" block. It was precisely this "freedom- fighter"
block which had the vaguest"democratic" program of abstractions. These abstractions
were fated from the beginning to be concretized by the bourgeois restoration unless
the workers counterposed to it a program of their own. The workers had to break
with Nagy from the left , expose him as a conciliator with the world bourgeoisie .

But this they did not do. Those who were against Nagy from the right, who wanted
more bourgeois freedom--"elections" etc. carried the day.

Workers' councils are class instruments of the worker
kers' state is also an instrument of the workers. The wor
the purpose to reform the state in a leftist direction; th

tionary, they must be more opposed to capitalism (e.g. Uni
than the leadership they are opposing. We can welcome the
councils and oppose anyone preventing their meetings, etc.
these councils against the social democrats and the bourge
can contend to win these councils to a revolutionary line,
that under Menshevik leadership "the Soviets were instrume
of the workers to the bourgeoisie."

But a deformed wor-
kers' councils must have
ey must be more revolu-
ted States capitalism)
formation of the workers
We can contend within

ois party supporters, we
But we must realize

nts for the subjection

Even after the main forces of the counter-revolution were defeated by the
Red Army's November 4 intervention, the workers' councils still demanded the re-
turn of the Nagy governement. As late as November J_2, the workers' council of the
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11th district of Budapest demanded the "immediate freeing of the members of the
Imre Nagy government which was elected by the revolution as well as the release
of the freedom fighters." (My emphasis -VG) This demand was part of a series
quoted prominently in the Militant (December 24). The headline touching on
the first point in the program was "The Factories Belong to the Working People."

The Militant was thus only repeating and succumbing to the delusion and
fatal error of the workers and the workers' councils. The workers although by
November 12 definitely organized in their own class bodies, and apparently being
the main point of remaining resistance to the Kadar regime, still did not under-
stand the restorationist character of the Nagy regime. They would give the coun-
try over to the restorationist regime but they want to keep the socialized fac-
tories. This is like the story of the young farm girl who took her pet lamb to the
butcher, but made him promise not to kill it!

Whoever thinks that the workers' councils will "find their own road" to a
correct program of struggle under these circumstances is deluding himself and dis-
arming the already disoriented Hungarian workers.

It is perfectly true that the workers were the most cohesive and consistent
fighting force, and they continued to fight long after the "freedom fighters" of
the cities were dispersed or fled. But the counter-revolution took over in the
first place (under Nagy) because of the utter leaderlessness and confusion of the
workers. Without a proletarian Marxist party, bourgeois ideology won the day. With-
out the Bolsheviks, "the Soviets were instruments of the bourgeoisie."

It would have been a wonderful fluke of history if the Red Army in destroying
the counter-revolution (November 4) had left a pure residue of workers' councils,
orienting to power on an independent revolutionary working class program. But it
was not so. Aside from the fact that the Red Army is an instrument of the bureau-
cracy as well as the workers' state, and aside from the fact that we can expect
it to oppose revolutionary as well as counter-revolutionary threats -- the fact is
that the workers' councils did not seriously think of creating an independent work-
ers' dictatorship. At one point Kadar c laimed that they did in order to justify
arresting their leaders. But the councils themselves never made any such claim.
And the world bourgeoisie never repudiated the councils.

Under these conditions, to talk of"dual power" as though it solves something
in and of itself, is to delude ourselves. In such an uprising, the real question
is not what is implicit in the situation but what is explicit .

Some people (not the comrades) think that there was a real civil war within
the "freedom fighters" ranks, between the revolution and the restoration. This is
not true. Isaac Deutscher is one of these people. He points out (in the November
15 Reporter ) the contrast between Miskolc and Gyor:

"...two distinct centers of insurrection sprang into being,
at Miskolc in the Northeast and at Gyor in the west. In both
cities they soon came to blows with one another. At Miskolc,
the insurgents appealed to the country in the Marxist-Leninist
idiom, and it was in the name of proletarian internationalism
that they demanded the withdrawal of Soviet troops and the res-
toration of Hungary's sovereignty.

"The real headquarters of the rising in the provinces was at
Gyor, where after an interval during which Attila Szigetl, a Com-
munist, led the insurgents, the anti-Communists --among whom the
clergy were prominent-- gained the upper hand. It was no longer
de-Stalinization that was the battle cry at Gyor. It was "Down
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with Communism"

.

"The split in the rebel camp came to a head when the Commu-
nist insurgents, responding to the appeal of Nagy --their man--
were ready to lay down their arms and demanded that their comr-
ades in arms do the same. By this time a religious peasantry
had risen and thrown its weight behind the anti-Communists..."

Naturally the most class-conscious workers would not join in the cry "Down
with Communism" or the book-burnings or desecration of Lenin's pictures along with
Stalin's and Rakosi's. But the truth is that there was no real civil war between
the proletarian and bourgeois camps. There was a general unity of both class camps
against the bureaucracy and the Red Army. It was probably true that there was
frustration and fist fights for control of some of the rebel councils. It is true
that there was an implied class war within the national struggle. But it lacked
direction and consciousness. That was its tragedy.

Miskolc, for example, did not condemn Gyor. It certainly did not declare
war on Gyor, as it would have done, if the national anti-Stalinist, anti-Russian
movement had not been uppermost.

It is false to say, as the Militant does, that the working class "launched
the general strike on the background of which the fighting took place." (Militant
Nov. 19) This implies that the workers really led the uprising, and gave it a

proletarian class character. This is simply not so.

The general strike of the Hungarian workers was in support of the "revolu-
tion". It was subordinated to the national struggle. The above-quoted demand for
the return of the Nagy "all-national" government is crystal-clear proof of that.
A general strike is first of all a political strike. Its basic political demands
were in support of the all-national struggle, not vice-versa.

The task for the class-conscious proletarians in the Hungarian workers' coun-
cils was and is, to separate from the counter-revolution consciously, openly, pro-
grammatically (not merely to talk about defending a Hungarian nationalized property
that nobody in the world is at this moment challenging) --to raise the slogan of
Independent Soviet Hungary; to block with the Kadar regime against Mindszenty, Kov-
acs, Tildy, Imre Nagy, and all the supporters of the Nagy regime; (Kadar being a
Bonapartist may later block with these same elements against the workers, but that
is another matter); to demand the full independence of the workers' councils, both
economically and politically; and the creation of a nation-wide congress of councils
which stands both for the defense of the Soviet Union and the independence of the
Hungarian workers.

"To block with Kadar" against the counter-revolution-- this sounds impossible
and unrealistic? And yet, that is just what Trotsky promised: "The new Internatio-
nal will offer the Stalinist bureaucracy a united front against the common foe." --

Class Nature of the Soviet State p. 22 -- Of course Trotsky meant this as the abso-
lutely necessary preparatory step to the overthrow of the bureaucracy itself.

The proletariat must bloc with the centrist bureaucracy against the rightist
restoration as long as the bureaucracy is willing to fight. This is not a moral
prescription, but a strategic necessity. In Hungary under the circumstances and
without a political party which has earned the masses' confidence, it is well-nigh
impossible. But whoever knows the truth must say so.

The proposition for such a bloc, if it were only in words would have given
a class direction to the fight, would have given it a genuine proletarian character,
no matter what defeats it suffered. Failing such a proposition at the very least,
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no amount of references to "ragged fighters", holes-in-the-shoes, etc. etc. have
any value whatsoever. The bourgeois reporters had a field day emphasizing how
plebeian the movement was, how it was "the common people themselves" turning against
Communism. The bourgeois press ate it up with front-page features. --Unfortunately,
the Militant fell for it too. When did the capitalists ever fight in any struggle
directly? Has anyone ever seen them wearing silk hats and cut-away coats standing
on the barricades? Ask the worker who has fought an overwhelming majority of the
pro-capitalist red-baiters in his union when they are out for blood -- ask him
how many capitalists come around to finish the job.

It is not necessarily because the capitalists are personally cowards. They
have too much good sense to involve themselves in such things. They have politicians,
clergymen, petty-bourgeois masses, misled workers, and above-all "the ruling ideas"
of the age which "are the ideas of the ruling class" on a world -basis. At the dawn
of capitalism, the masses fought for the right to worship God and read the Bible —
later they fought for capitalist "liberty". They never, never fought for the "right
of exploitation of man by man". Oh no! And how ridiculous to suppose that capita-
lism should want them to use such a slogan in Hungary. There never was and never
will be such a counter-revolution.

How can the capitalists engineer such a fight without participating? How does
It work within the working class? Consider a union fight between a progressive
caucus and a right-wing caucus: The right-wing union man is often just as anti-com-
pany as the left-wing man is. If all the right-wingers were company-men and all
the left-wingers good union men, how simple everything would be. — There is no
doubt at all that the great majority of Hungarian workers are for socialism. But
that does not guarantee them from fighting against it.
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NATIONAL FREEDOM
(Bourgeois Separation vs. Class Independence)

Regardless of all the Stalinist crimes and the Stalinist deformations, Hun-
gary was a conquest of the working class. Largely because of the Stalinist crimes,
however, only a small portion of the people of Hungary ever supported the idea of
revolutionary socialism. Many letters to the Daily Worker point to this, and then
conclude that therefore the "people" of Hungary should have the right to institute
bourgeois democracy and that socialism does not deserve to remain in Hungary if
such a majority is against it, that the "right of nations to self-determination"
demands that we support a bourgeois -democratic Hungary is that is what the majority
wants, etc. etc.

First, it is not true that the majority want capitalism. The overwhelming
majority were fighting against communism, which they identify with Stalinism. But
they were not fighting consciously for capitalism.

Second, the"right of national self-determination" is a progressive bourgeois
demand in small, backward, oppressed bourgeois and semi- feudal countries. The cor-
rect progressive application of this "right" in a country such as Hungary is the
same as Trotsky's formula for the Ukraine -- For an Independent Soviet Hungary.
The slogan for an independent Hungary without the "Soviet" qualification means that
it is Immaterial which class leads this nation, i.e. which class is independent and
which class is dependent.

Third, we are for the "right of nations to self-determination" as we are for
all^other rights -- from the point of view of the proletariat. Eisenhower is for
the"right of self-determination" for Hungary, but from the point of view of the
bourgeoisie

.
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An "independent Hungary" which is not an independent sioviet Hungary is, in

reality, a dependent capitalist Hungary. Such a Hungary must be tied to the West

no matter what is said about "neutrality". (Freedom fighters told reporters "We

would like to be like Austria or Switzerland".) Eisenhower and the bourgeoisie

are much clearer on this point than some modern-day theorists of national self-

determination.

"Neutral, independent, democratic and socialist Hungary" is only a social-

democratic way of making the pro-capital Western, pro-capitalist orientation more

palatable to the workers. It is true that the "Armed Revolutionary Youth" who

raised this demand (on November 12 ) may have had in mind nothing more serious than

the Yugoslav system, not actually a social-democratic form of capitalism. But they

raised this vague and wishy-washy slogan in the midst of an all-national, all-class

struggle. Here the greatest sharpness was required, precisely because other classes

could invest this slogan with an opposite class content. And considering that these

other classes not only could , but did do just this from October 24 to November 4,

the "Armed Revolutionary Youth" did not trouble to condemn or repudiate them -- the

"socialist" content of the slogan cannot be taken seriously.

There is no such thing as a broad national struggle which is not under the

leadership of some c

l

ass . Nearly every reporter marveled at how leaderless and how

spontaneous the rebellion was. But a lack of individual leaders did not mean that

everyone was going his own way. On the contrary, all classes were united behind the

glittering slogan of "freedom" -- (and the bourgeoisie all over the world quickly

hailed the "freedom fighters" for their heroism) . The slightly more concrete

demand for general free elections and the legalization of "all" parties began to

clothe this modest goddess of abstract "freedom" in more familiar class garments.

The first premise for getting this freedom, according to the world bourgeoisie,

and all its spokesmen, is to get the Red Army out of Hungary. If this freedom is

something good for the proletariat, and if it is correct for the Hungarian working

class to unite with the restorationist Hungarian bourgeoisie in a "national" strug-

gle to gain it, then why isn't it all right for the Hungarian workers to call upon

the American bourgeoisie and its army as they did?

No comrade is for the American army to enter Hungary of course. But what is

the class difference between the aims of the American army and the pro-clerical

private-property-seeking peasantry with whom the Hungarian workers are allied?

And there is no doubt whatsoever that an invading army would march under the

slogan of "self-determination" for Hungary. The class instinct of the world bourgeoi-

sie was quite in order when it appealed so promptly to the "right of self-determin-

ation" (for Hungary, that is, not Cyprus, Latin America, etc.).

We are for the right of nations to self-determination under capitalism, in the

sense Lenin explained it; and we are for the right of self-determination of nationally

oppressed workers' states in the sense Trotsky explained it, using the slogan of the

"Independent Soviet Ukraine".

FREE ELECTIONS

The whole world bourgeoisie is plumping for "free elections" for Hungary (but

not quite so enthusiastically for Vietnam, Spain, South Africa, half of South America,

and the southern half of the United States.)

Every class-conscious worker must pause and ask himself what is the class mean-

ing of "free elections" in Hungary?

Lenin showed how the demand for "free elections" could be a bourgeois fraud,

particularly in a backward country after the proletarian revolution. He justified
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the Bolsheviks breaking up the Constituent Assembly(of all parties) in 1918 on

this ground.

There was an uprising led by the Kronstadt Soviet in 1921. In discussing

its "innocent" Menshevik demand for universal suffrage, Lenin said:

"The petty bourgeois Narcissuses think that 'universal

suffrage" abolishes the nature of the small producer under

capitalism; as a matter of fact it helps the bourgeoisie

with the aid of the church, the press, the teachers, the

police, the militarists, and a thousand and one forms of

economic oppression; helps it to subordinate the scattered

small producers to itself." -Selected Works Vol. IX p. 198-

Ruling classes have always weighted elections, even the"free-est" in their

own favor. The working class is no exception to this rule. Hungary is a classical

case in point. Before 1945 the smaller cities and "safe" places for the rulers

were given larger representation --and the parliamentary system was rigged even

more effectively than for the United States Senate, to give greater strength to

one locality than another.

Under the Stalinists the same thing was done in reverse, and as early as

1946. Ferenc Nagy, leader of the Smallholders Party and last real bourgeois pre-

mier of Hungary complains: "Towns where large numbers of left-wing workers and

landless peasants lived, were assigned many representatives, while communities fa-

voring liberal democracy received correspondingly fewer. For example, the leftist

town of Orozaga, with its population of 30,000 was assigned 14 representatives, while

Pecs with 80,000 and the surrounding county of Baranya with 300,000 were allowed only

seven representatives between them." -Struggle Behind the Iron Curtain p. 74 -

This slanting of the vote in favor of the working class was a progressive act

of the Stalinists. It was necessary in order to reinforce the working class charac-

ter of the dictatorship. Moreover, when the Stalinists drove Ferenc Nagy's majority

party , the Smallholders, off the political arena, they performed a task necessary

to the preservation of the class dictatorship as well as the bureaucratic one.

The sudden revival of the powerful Smallholders Party in October 1956 not as

a prisoner of a deformed workers regime, but resting on the armed power of a "revo-

lution" and under a "genuine", "free", "universal suffrage" was capital's first

step in "subordinating the scattered small producers to itself."

It is worth adding that the bourgeois -democratic Smallholders Party nobly

bestrides the bridge of the "golden mean" on the issue of weighting elections. And

of course, they make the most of it. Contrary to the equally "undemocratic" Right

and Left, they stand four-square for equal rights and equal weight to every vote,

regardless of class. And if by the merest chance, the class they happen to be the

most popular with (the peasantry) are also the most numerous class in the country,

why that is only the will of God, the reward of being fair-minded and going to

church on Sunday. (It may be also the merest chance that after the defeat of the

Bela Kun communist government in 1949, only the Smallholders Party could stabilize
society in the period before the reaction took over completely.)

PRO-SOCIALIST ELECTIONS

After November 12, the workers' councils began asking for free elections for

"only those parties ... that recognize and have always recognized the socialist order."

This is as different as day and night from the "free elections" demand during the

Nagy period. It is class-conscious and revolutionary, and it is to the left of the

Kadar regime insofar as that regime conciliates with Nagy, the bourgeois Smallholders
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Party, Mindszenty, etc.

The bourgeois press referred to this as a "limiting of the workers' demands".
(Unfortunately, the Militant followed suit, November 19.) And it really is diffi-
cult to determine how great a number of the workers regard it as a necessary com-

promise rather than a better demand. It was the Red Army that broke up and smashed
the bourgeois parties that mushroomed in the new democracy. The new demand of the

workers implies that this action was progressive, but nowhere says so. Moreover,
the Smallholders Party could claim to have "recognized the socialist order" by vir-
tue of the fact that some of their leaders had served as prisoner-members of the
early Stalinist cabinets. And considering that the very next demand of the council
(on November 12) was for the freedom of the members of the Nagy government, which in-

cluded these characters, we have to be cautious about the real class meaning of the

demand

.

But is should be obvious that the demand for elections for only pro-socialist
parties is infinitely superior to "free elections". As early as October 31 I raised
this point with the comrades on the Militant staff, and more formally at the PC meet-
ing on November 5. But the comrades, like the Hungarian workers at that time, fell
for the general "free elections" hokum of the bourgeoisie. After the workers chan-
ged their demands, then the Militant did also. But in the meantime, a bourgeois
government had taken over, "free elections" were already provided for (October 30)

with no objection from the Hungarian "freedom fighters" or from the Militant .

The national-Stalinist Gomulka informed the world on November 29 in a catego-
rical statement that "the Communist program could not include freedom for all parties,
because that would include bourgeois parties." The Militant first made this point
clear on December 7.

It is not that the Stalinists really regard the question programmatically of

course. It is because they, being in power, see where the threat to their power is

coming from at the moment. And it goes without saying that the Stalinists, having
suppressed and terrorized the pro-bourgeois parties in Hungary , are in no hurry to

revive any "pro-socialist" parties other than their own or their stooges'. But the
Trotskyists have a duty to explain to the workers how to fight both the Stalinist
bureaucrats and the bourgeoisie --and which enemy is the main one. Our revolutio-
nary leadership does not consist in applauding every mistake of the workers.

ROLE OF THE WEST

All observers are unanimous that it was a genuine"popular upheaval" --an
"insult"to call it "fascist- led" , American- led, etc. But eye-witnesses are equally
unanimous that all Hungarian people interviewed wanted to know what the U.S. was go-

ing to do, when the "UN" troops were going to come to their aid. The people condem-
ned "fascism", but they did not condemn bourgeois democracy. They did not condemn
the role of the United States(except insofar as the US did not give armed assistance).

Now you can't have it both ways. Some comrades say the U.S. did not intervene
because Wall Street was afraid of a more revolutionary government arising in Hungary
and hence a greater danger to the U.S. Some of the same comrades say --"but of course
the U.S. supported the fight progressive though it was, because the U.S. is for any-
thing that hurts the Soviet Union 1

.
"

Could the U.S. have stayed out of thefighting because they feared the "free-
dom fighters" would have suddenly turned their guns on the Wall Street army and made
a united front with the Red Army? Nonsense. No one in his right mind will believe

that was the situation. But It would have been the situation if this was a genuine

proletarian revolution.
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The American reporters were unanimous in their story that the plebeian masses of
Hungary made the rebellion {who else could make it?). And they were also unani-
mous in their reports of the people's "pathetic" belief that the U.S. would help
them. Some of our leading comrades add this up to equal a genuine workers' revo-
lution slightly marred by illusions about the U.S.

But it is well understood in Hungary that the U.S . is opposed to communism .

Of course the masses do not want Horthy back. And of course they do not want the
landlords back. But what is wrong with the being like the U.S. where they have
neither Horthys nor Rakosis? --Where they have democracy and good living?

About every third person in Hungary has relatives or friends in the United
States. The Hungarians do not believe the crude Stalinist lies about the United
States. On the other hand, they would have to be developed Marxists at this point
(or have a real Marxist party to tell them), to understand the counter-revolutio-
nary nature of United States world politics. Outside of the Stalinist bureaucrats,
nobody in Hungary condemned the United States (except for failure to intervene). No-
body condemned Radio Free Europe (except for making false promises of aid from the
West).

"'For eight years the United States has been telling us through Radio Free
Europe and the Voice of America to resist Communism,' said a gaunt, bitter-voiced
Hungarian freedom-fighter I interviewed at the little Austrian border post of Nic-
kelsdorf . 'But when resistance finally leads to revolution, you stand and watch
the damned Russian tanks shoot us down without lifting a finger.'" -Quoted by
E.Taylor in December 27 Reporter .

-

This was a common reaction, and there were many similar reports in the press.
It would be pleasant to believe that the ruthlessly anti-Soviet United States high
command was too worried about the proletarian character of the Hungarian "revolution"
to move into Hungary. The fact is that the capitalists prefer a"slow" revolution
against communism, and prefer the stage of "national communism" as an interim period
they hope will lead to capitalism , because they don't want a war if they can avoid it.

"The American charge d'affaires was instructed to call on Premier Imre Nagy
and urge him in effect to please maintain at least a slightly suspicious attitude
toward the West until the Soviet forces were safely out of the country..." but
things went"too far to the right too fast". -Reporter December 27 -

There is no doubt that Nagy was voicing the general sentiments of the rebel -

lion when he called upon the UN for intervention on October 30. The West played
a great and dynamic role in all this, even though the West's activity took place
before the rebellion.

Everyone is now familiar with the capitalists' tendency to "blame" Radio Free
Europe for the revolt being so sudden, so bloody and so hopeless. It is worth quot-
ing the "defense" of RFE against the charge that it engineered the rebellion, (All
from the World Telegram . November 14.)

"RFE acted as a relay station for the rebel radios," one RFE
official said, "In a sense it mirrored (!) the revolution,
but no more than that."

"The standard leaflet theme (of RFE) began: 'The National
Opposition Movement believes the time has come to use new and
more effective legal means to win liberty for the people and
dispel the Communist darkness over our land." (Note the cau-
tious word, "legal".)
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"It went on to delineate 12 demands --local autonomy, free

speech and assembly, rule of law rather than reign of the Com-

munist Party, private ownership of land, free trade unions, an

end to industrial slavery, production to remain in Hungary ra-

ther than be exported to the Soviet Onion, increased living

standards, denationalization of retail shops, better housing,

freedom of education and worship (a complete formula for demo-

cratic freedom and not a single word about capitalist resto-

ration),

"These demands, RFE officials point out, did not mention

free elections or the withdrawal of Soviet forces from Hungary.

It was felt these things were beyond attainment , and therefore

it was pointless to ask them." (Our emphasis.)

And yet there are comrades who think that these wonderful "beyond attainment"

bourgeois dreams are so good that it is immaterial which class ousts the Red Army,

which class runs the elections , and under the leadership of which class all the other

more"attainable" demands are fought for.

COMPARISON WITH KRONSTADT

Naturally every comrade is uncomfortable about the way the world bourgeoisie

greets the Hungarian events with such undisguised joy. Some comrades comfort them-

selves however, by saying that the bourgeoisie is only "exploiting" the harsh Sov-

iet suppression of the rebellion. --Is this true? Is this really all? -- Isn't it

also true that the bourgeoisie is supporting the rebellion?

A number of capitalist countries are opening their doors wide to the refugees.

The U.S. is changing its immigration laws, giving jobs, scholarships, (in one case

re-organizing a whole Hungarian university on American soil), giving defense bonds,

Christmas dinners, and so on. Franco Spain is taking pains to give a quarter of a

million dollars for refugee aid. This is not done with the aim of getting on the

right side of the revolutionary-minded working class.

The Militant entirely misses the point by editorializing about "hypocrisy" over

the refugee problem. If there is one thing the bourgeoisie is not hypocritical about,

it is their sympathy with these refugees and their unsuccessful struggle. The over-

flowing streams of tears in the press, the picket lines, the fund-raising campaigns,

the sober-minded editorials urging to raise the immigration limit, etc. etc. --these

are the sincerest effusions of the bourgeoisie in. many a dya . True, they are not

at all sorry for the Egyptian masses, the Mau Mau, the American Negro; but that

does not mean they are hard-hearted about the Hungarian "freedom- fighters" . These

they are taking to their heart, and they mean it.

The world bourgeoisie is supporting the Hungarian rebellion as they supported

the Kronstadt uprising in 1921. In fact, anyone who takes the trouble to look up

the New York Times for the month of March 1921 will find that they are now support-

ing Hungary a hundred times more than they did Kronstadt. During the first seven-

week period of the events in Hungary, the Times hardly missed a single day's oppor-

tunity to editorialize on "poor" Hungary. This fact alone should give us pause.

The bourgeoisie supported the Kronstadt rising (although not so vociferously

as they supported Hungary). And if Stalin had been in power instead of Lenin in

1921, the bourgeoisie would have been just as enthusiastic about the democratic

Menshevike against the undemocratic Stalin. If Stalin had been in power, the Kron-

stadt uprising would have been just as reactionary. And Trotsky would still have

ordered the Red Army to suppress the uprising; he would not have blocked with the

uprising against Stalin. Actually if Stalin had been in power, the rebellion would
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have been that much, more dangerous, that much more likely to succeed --because it

would have been popular with a greater mass of the population. --Its slogans were

"freedom", "constituent assembly", "free Soviets", "against dictatorship". And

needless to add, they were led by a "democratic socialist" soviet.

Why did Lenin and Trotsky see so much danger in this? How can capitalism
come back to power using slogans so similar to genuine revolutionary working class

demands? --As a matter of fact, it's the only way capitalism can come back to power.

Here is what Miliukov had to say about the Kronstadt Soviet --the "workers'

council" of 1921. (Miliukov was"the most authoritative spokesman of the Russian
counter-revolution")

:

"It is self-evident for us, that leaving aside a forceful
installation of pwer from the right or left, this sanction

(of the new power -JGW) which is of course temporary, can be

effected only through institutions of the type of Soviets.

Only in this way can the transfer be effected painlessly and

be recognized by the country as whole." -quoted by John G.

Wright, New International February 1938-

How and why could the leading political exponent of Russian capitalist
restoration make such a statement and take such a position? --For the same
reason that Radio Free Europe called for the creation of "soviets" in Hunga-
ry and the infinitely more sophisticated (than in 1921) world bourgeoisie now
supports the workers councils of Hungary.

Lenin commented on Miliukov's statement as follows:

"The wise leader of the bourgeoisie and the landlords, the
Cadet, Miliukov, is patiently explaining to the fool, Victor Cher-
nov ( and to Dan and Rozkhov, who are in Petrograd jail for their
connection with the Kronstadt Mensheviks indirectly) that they
need to be in no hurry with their Constituent (Democratic parlia-
ment and "free elections"-VG) , and that they can and must support
the Soviets -- only without the Bolsheviks . (Lenin's emphasis)

And this is exactly what the "wise leaders of the bourgeoisie" have in mind
today, when they say that the Polish path is better, when they say Nagy went "too
far to the right too fast."
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At the time Lenin made the above speech, to be sure, the principal Soviets
were already led by Bolsheviks. Miliukov wanted to remove the Bolsheviks, and
understood that " without the Bolsheviks", the Soviets would become" instruments
of the bourgeoisie", just as Lenin said they were in 1917 before the Bolsheviks
gained the leadership of them. --In Hungary, the new Soviets ("workers' councils)
didn't yet have Bolsheviks (i.e. Trotskyists) and somewhat like early 1917, but
also like the soviet of Kronstadt, they were still "instruments of the bourgeoisie.

Moreover, Kronstadt put far more emphasis on "pro-socialist" parties than
the Hungarian rebellion had. Kronstadt's call for general "free elections" was in

the nature of an exception --a political"boner" that revealed their true course.

(In Hungary the pressure for general free elections for ail parties was universal
and still is very great.) The demand for"pro-socialist" parties in Kronstadt with -

out the Bolsheviks, was a formula for capitalist restoration. In Hungary, too,

if the "pro-socialist" parties are to be the Social Democrats and the Petofic

Peasant party even without the obviously bourgeois Smallholders and without the

genuinely revolutionary Trotskyists, it can still be a formula for restoration.
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The bourgeoisie insists that the Hungarian revolution is strictly an
internal affair, wholly without help from outside, and the most responsible
bourgeois wants it to stay that way. Qualified voices of non-intervention
were raised in the case of Kronstadt too. --Kerensky explained very carefully
to the bourgeoisie as follows:

"The Soviet claims that the present risings are due to
allied intrigue are entirely unfounded... The success of the
present movement depends largely on non-interference from the
outside world. Russia must be left alone." - Times . March 12, 1921 -

One can imagine how Kerensky itched to get back into personal power in
Russia, and yet he knew that op_en intervention would be the wrong thing --even then.
He, like Miliukov, understood that a "socialist" movement was better for capita-
lism at that point.

Of course the core of the Kronstadt movement was the young sailors with
mostly peasant and petty bourgeois backgrounds. But they immediate ly"appealed
to the workers of the world— against communism." - Times . March 10, 1921 -

The Kronstadters did not just appeal to the workers of the world as an after-
thought, or as an exception to some general rule of appealing to the bourgeoisies.
On the contrary, they regarded themselves as a plebeian and working class movement.
They went about the streets of Petrograd just before the rising calling for action
by the workers (with some success). During the actual rebellion they insisted that
the truce commission sent by the government be composed of "laborers and soldiers"
and "only 15% Communists".

And of course the Kronstadt men were against a return of the reaction. The
Times reported on March 8:

"The Moscow government is trying to influence opinion in
Kronstadt by prophesying general reaction if the rebels succeed.
The Kronstadt rebels replied that no such danger exists. 'We
have formed a new independent republic, and elected a new Demo-
cratic Council which will guarantee the safety and interests of
the workers', said the Kronstadt dispatch."

Some comrades might think that because the workers' councils of 1956 were
fighting a Stalinsit dictatorship instead of a Bolshevik leadership as was the
case with Kronstadt, that the councils could afford to make more mistakes. It
might seem that, considering how far to the right the Stalinist dictators are --

that almost anybody could be to the left of them, especially in an armed strug-
gle.-- This idea is totally false. It ignores the class character of the Sta-
linist dictatorship. It is just because the Stalinist dictatorship is so ugly
and perverse, that it takes a more profound and skilled proletarian leadership
to understand its class character, and understand how to fight it.

Here is what Trotsky thought might happen to the Soviet Union, .if there
was no Bolshevik leadership :

"The first social shock, external or internal, may throw
the atomized Soviet society into civil war. The workers, having
lost control over the state and economy, may resor t to mass strikes
as weapons of self-defense (Trotsky's emphasis). The discipline of
the dictatorship would be broken. Under the onslaught of the workers
and because of the pressure of economic difficulties, the trusts
would be forced to disrupt the planned beginnings and enter into
competition with one another. The dissolution of the regime would
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naturally find its violent and chaotic echo in the village, and

would inevitably be thrown into the army. The socialist state

would collapse, giving place to the capitalist regime, or, more

correctly, to capitalist chaos." --Class Nature of the Soviet

State, p. 16 --

Trotsky wrote this sixteen years after the October Revolution, at a time

when there were still some thousands of Trotskyists, or at least sympathizers

with Trotskyism in the Soviet Union. He wasn't talking about capitalist inter-

vention. He was talking about the forces within Soviet society. He understood

that the "fundamental historic task is to create the revolutionary party in the

USSR." -same, p. 17 -

Without the party, without the revolutionary leadership , the workers merely
tend to "break the discipline" of the dictatorship in their blind fight for "free-

dom", and fall victim to the bourgeoisie.

Comrades point to the remarks the Hungarian workers made about keeping the

industries nationalized. But tbiis is the most pathetic side of the whole tragedy.

--They wanted to call the UN in to get the Red Army out. They wanted to put the

"non-Communists" (assorted trash from the Social Democrats to the bourgeois Small-

holders and the reactionary Popular Christians) in office. But they wanted to

keep their nationalized plants. A praiseworthy desire but not very realistic.

And suppose that under the hegemony of the UN, or under the leadership of

Tildy, Kovacs , Mindszenty and their ilk (but not as prisoners or stooges of the

Red Army) the plants still remained nationalized. --What of it? Many plants in

Britain are nationalized too. The point is, which class rules ? And what good
are nationalized plants when peasants can get more shoes from American factories
than they can get from the Budapest factories and for less Hungarian cabbages.

Anyway, it's ridiculous to think that nationalized industry in Hungary means
anything to Wall Street. Wall Street's enemy is the Soviet Union and the workers'
states bloc as a whole . (Likewise Hungarian socialism's fundamental enemy is Wall
Street rather than the Soviet bureaucracy.) Economically speaking, Hungary by

itself is hardly more important on a world scale than some little socialistic
model community of the 19th century in America. Were the Soviet Union to be
destroyed by the American friends of the Hungarian "revolution", the nationalized
property of Hungary, --if it still remained-- would be a joke , like the"middle
way" in Sweden, or like Switzerland's "independence".

That is why Wall Street greets the Hungarian"revolution", workers' councils
and all, with wild enthusiasm whose only restraint is their fear of an immediate
atomic war. Considering the very real possibility of such a war, the amazing
thing is that they express their feelings so frankly (particularly in the case of

East Germany) and so much more volubly than they did in the case of Kronstadt. --

But then, this is their first big break in ten years .

THE KADAR GOVERNMENT

The Kadar government, imposed by Russian bayonets though it is, represents
a deformed workers' state, and it is not at all counter-revolutionary in the sense
used by the Militant . This will not prevent Kadar from making all kins of bourg -

eois concessions , however, to propitiate the "revolution". (As the Militant sur-
prisingly concedes, a cabinet composed of Smallholder and Peasant Party represen-
tatives would be "less hateful to the Hungarian people." -lead article, December 24-

Kadar's motivations are never from principle of course, but from the Bonapartist
self-interests of a workers' state bureaucracy. In typical Bonapartist fashion,

he made constant class appeals to the workers in the first days after November 4
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in order to win them from the counter-revolution; then, after encouraging the
already existing workers' councils, he dispersed the first attempted nation-wide
"workers' parliament" (november 21). Following Nagy's example, he may call more
and more bourgeois elements into his cabinet (although keeping a stronger control
over them). And like his predecessors did for the last ten years, he may try to
win Mindszenty's support for the regime. This time Mindszenty might shrewdly dec-
ide to give it, without of course, withdrawing one iota of his support to the
Hungarian "revolution".

OUR POSITION

We condemn the first Soviet military intervention against the unarmed
demonstration of October 23. But recognizing that the consequent nation-wide
uprising was swiftly turned into a restorationist movement, we should support
the second entry of the Red Army and its overthrow of the Nagy regime.

We should call for an Independent Soviet Hungary allied to and equal to the
Soviet Union. This is integral to our call for the political revolution to rege-
nerate the Soviet State under the banner of world revolution. —"The overthrow of
the bureaucracy presupposes the preservation of state property and planned economy."
- Trotsky, In Defense of Marxism - The overthrow of the Hungarian bureaucracy must
presuppose the preservation of state property and planned economy in both Hungary
and the Soviet Union.

We should strongly reiterate our defense of the Soviet Union against imperial-
ism and our subordination of the task of overthrowing the bureaucracy to this def-
ense. We should arm the advanced workers ideologically for the coming great conf-
lic, which Hungary may have brought closer. In the long run, the bureaucracy can-
not successfully defend the Soviet Union itself, not to mention Hungary. Only
genuine proletarian revolutionists can do so.

The great lesson of the half-blind Hungarian counter-revolution is the neces-
sity for the Marxist party. The Chinese revolution proved that there could be the
possibility (after 24 years of armed struggle) of one class defeating another with-
out a Marxist leadership. Hungary has proved that the substitution of the bureau-
cratic leadership by a revolutionary leadership within the same class cannot be
accomplished without the Marxist party.

The bourgeoisie says the Hungarian revolution " will not have been in vain".
By this they mean that genuine communism has had a historic set-back. It is hard
to deny that it is so. But if the proletarian vanguard learns all the lessons of
Hungary and learns them thoroughly, it will prepare itself to lead the whole class
in the next inevitable leap forward. This leap will come earlier and extendfarther
than the bourgeoisie now imagine on the basis of their estimat of Hungary. But our
estimate is more profound than theirs. In the deeper sense, the Hungarian uprising,
counter-revolutionary though it proved to be, is a training ground for proletarian
revolutionaries. It will be studied and debated for a long time. Its lessons will
be deeply pondered and well learned. The more clearly the proletarian vanguard
assimilates the lessons of Hungary and the reasons for it--the more surely "it
will not have been in vain."

December 28, 1956
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TO ALL NAT 10HAL COMMITTEE MEMBERS:
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New York, New York
November 3, 1956

PROPOSED RESOLUTION ON THE CLASS CHARACTER
OF THE NEW HUNGARIAN REGIME

(Submitted to PC Meeting of November 5, 1956)

1. The present regime in Hungary must be characterized as a bourgeois counter-
revolutionary restorationist regime.

2. Responsibility of Stalinism . The fundamental responsibility for the terrible
defeat in Hungary lies exclusively at the door of the Stalinist bureaucracy.

3. The Hungarian Stalinist Regime was a deformed dictatorship of the working class
(deformed workers' state). It had shattered the power of the old ruling classes, but
it had not destroyed the classes themselves. The old classes remained, and have now
come out in the open. The uprising has changed the relation of class forces in the
country. The peasantry and peasant poor (the majority of the country) are now fol-
lowing the lead of the bourgeois elements. The working class has no political lead-
ership which expresses its own independent class interests. Lacking a firm leader-
ship from the workers, and hungering for private land, the peasants are accepting
a bourgeois leadership and a bourgeois program.

4. There has been a shift in class power in the country, which was first recorded
juridically in Nagy's invitation to Tildy and Kovacs to enter the government on Oc-
tober 26th. Nagy's act was the first official recognition that the counter-revol-
ution was so strong, and it was the first beginning of a series of coalition gov-
ernments. The fundamental difference between these coalitions and the coalitions
if '46 and '48 is that in the latter case, the bourgeois parties were prisoners.
In the new regime, it is the workers' parties who are prisoners.

5. The overturn of state power began with the masses seeking liberalization of
Stalinist rule. But the brutal assault of Soviettroops against the unarmed demon-
strators, united all the class forces in the country (in addition to the workers)
against the government. As the struggle took on more and more of an ant i- communist
as well as anti-Stalinist character, many workers and perhaps even some of the
workers' councils themselves, were overcome and in tow ideologically by the bourg-
eois politicians. And in backing the politicians against the Stalinists, they un-
wittingly created a great social support for the bourgeoisie itself.

6. The Workers' Councils . Workers' councils --or Soviets-- are class instruments,
as labor unions themselves are class instruments. But like labor unions, they do
not automatically play a progressive role.

We support the ruling power of such councils, of course, as against bourgeois rule,
i.e., a workers' as against a bourgeois state. And we call on the workers' councils
to take exclusive state power as against the bureaucratic state power within a work-
ers' state. But to attain this exclusive power of their own, to replace the bureau-
cracy with the armed workers ruling in their own name, there must be a clear program
and strong leadership. It is not only doctrine that dictates this, but strategic ne-
cessity .

It is true that the "workers' councils" in Hungary had a general list of progressive
demands varying in different parts of the country. But these demands often confused
the question of socialist democracy with bourgeois democracy. The counter-revolution
always enters under vague and ambiguous slogans, and never wears the identification
tag-- "reaction".
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7. The Leadership of these Councils . It is still not known how many"workers ' coun-

cils" there were established, or how correctly they were so named. But even were
they 100% composed of workers, there was no guarantee that they could not be led

in a counter-revolutionary direction. And since they were attacking a workers 1

regime, no matter how deformed, the question of leadership proved to be decisive.

Had the workers' Soviets of 1917, while still under the leadership of the double-

dealing Mensheviks , somehow destroyed the Russian capitalist state and taken

complete power, the result would have been a workers' state, regardless of the

essentially anti-working class nature of the Menshevik leadership . But in Hungary,

the class character of the state was already established. The workers already held
power, although they held it in a most distorted form. The distortion was most

clearly expressed precisely in the leadership What the workers needed was precisely
a new leadership for their state. This they did not have, and could not develop

in so short a time.

Today the old leadership is coming back. The workers are looking around the ruins

in bewilderment, asking themselves what has happened. But the petty landholders,
especially those who have seized the land of the collectives from under the guns

of the Soviet army, are cocky and self-confident. They have already found a leader-

ship, and with the legalization of all political parties, will once again outweigh
the workers in the relation of class forces, and provide a political vehicle for

the returning bourgeoisie.

8. The role of the Petty-bourgeois ie -- The Peasantry . The revolutionary and
counter-revolutionary possibilities in the petty-bourgeoisie are endless. But it

is obvious that the peasants in Hungary (the majority of the population) are now
going in a historical direction diametrically opposite to the peasants of China in

the recent revolution there. In China, the peasants were fighting landlords and -

capitalists and seizing the land from them. And in order to keep the land they
had to overthrow both landlord and capitalist. But in Hungary, because of the lack

of genuine proletrarian leadership, they are fighting both the Stalinist regime
and the collectivized property system . It is not here a question of slowing down
the collectivization, but of abolishing it altogether. This is made crystal-clear
by the great prominence now given to the revived "Smallholders Party", which speaks
for the peasants, but acts on the behalf of the bourgeoisie.

9. Big Capital' s Come-Back Program . To be sure, the big capitalists do not have
direct control at this time. Nor do they want to have it at the moment. They int-

end to come back by several stages, with perhaps a series of different leaders --

Kovacs and Tildy first, Mindszenty perhaps later. Mindszenty is expected to rally
the whole nation behind him at this time, and under the old but still useful disg-
uise of "God and Country" organize for the next step.

The new regime is not for the moment, interested in the denationalization of

industry, but only in the political goal of ousting the Soviet Army and establish-
ing ties with the imperialist West. Its present economic program is"only" the decol-

lectivization of land, and the revival of petty enterprise -- just the beginning.

Denationalization of heavy industry will only be attempted at a later and more
appropriate time, JLf and when the workers have been more decisively set back. But

the basic shift in class relations in Hungary has already taken place.

10. The New Regime . The course of the uprising led to the Nagy government's capitu-
lating to the strongest forces in the uprising. The new prominence of Mindszenty,
Tildy and Kovacs, etc. is not accidental, but fully logical in the new situation.
These gentlemen are only placing the recognizable class stamp on the at-first vague

and inchoate forces of the"revolution". It is utterly false to assume that Nagy's

invitation to these elements are primarily Stalinist deals with the bourgeoisie
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(igalnst the revolution in general. The Stalinist bureaucracy was acting in a typ -

i cal Bonapartist fashion . First they attacked the workers --only to find themsel-

ves under greater attack from the now-encouraged bourgeois elements -- then at the

very next stage appealed to the workers against the restoration -- but found no

response. The Nagy group has now capitulated completely to the bourgeoisie itself.

11. Our Principled Opposition to this Regime . Marxists must be unalterable opposed
to this delusive, catch-all "popular-front" government, which represents a bourgeois
rime) and call upon the workers to deny it all support. It is the executive com-

mittee of a renascent capitalist class - a class which though still weak, holds the

power. The workers must depend only on their own class organizations, and make care-

ful preparations to withstand the coming all-out assault upon them which now may come

not merely from the Soviet Army, but especially from the new Hungarian government.

12. Bourgeois vs . Proletarian Opposition to Stalinism . Nearly all strata in Hunga-

rian society are opposed to Stalinism. But each stratum has a different reason for

its opposition. The proletarian anti-Stalinists have different aims, different class

objectives from the bourgeois anti-Stalinists. And it is impermissible to merge or

cloud these differences. We have just seen this principle demonstrated as a matter
of life or death for the workers' regime.

13. Not February 1917

1

It is false to equate the Hungarian events with February
1917 in Russia. In 1917, all factions and classes were generally united in oppo-
sing the Czar. In October 1956, in Hungary, all factions and classes were united
In overthrowing Stalinism. There the analogy ends.

The overthrow of the centuries-old Czarism would have been progressive in almost any

case. There was no grouping in Russia in February 1917 that could possibly be con-

sidered to the right of the Czarist bureaucracy.

In Hungary, however, there were several groupings to the right of the Stalinist
bureaucracy -- not so much in ideology, as in class orientation and social position.
The only articulate leadership, it is true, the generally socialist leadership of

the students and the intellectuals around the Petofi clubs, and their similars, was
an apparently leftist leadership. But whatever the real character of this group,

it has proved to be only a minor factor in the overwhelming events.

14. A Working Class Program for Hungary would make the following minimum demands
for execution by any regime taking the place of the old one:

1. For the retention and further extension of nationalized property.
2. Legalization of all parties who support this demand.
3. Outlawing of all parties who oppose it.

4. A direct appeal for support from the workers of the world.
5. Maintenance of the anti- imperialist military alliance with the Soviet Union

but with full independence to pursue a genuine socialist domestic and
foreign policy.

6. Withdrawal of all Soviet troops on the request of an independent workers'
government in Hungary

.

15. World Revolutionary Perspective . The Hungarian counter-revolution will prove to

be only a brief, though horribly bloody episode. Already, through its tragic confu-
sion there emerge giant lessons for the proletariat. The experience smashes to smith-
ereens the concept of socialism- in- one-country . And it destroys the myth of the"self-
reform" of the bureaucracy. Most important, it affirms once again from the negative
side, and with the irrefutable logic of the events, the indispensable need of the

workers for a vanguard party.

Only the strongest of the strong will buildsuch a party today. But the coming world
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events will redeem the black relapse of history in Hungary, and carry the Trotskyist

movement forward in the minds and hearts of millions, when the still-gathering con-

tradictions burst out anew on the world arena. True, there will be no "spontaneity"

for Trotskyism. But the vanguards will reach the class with its program, and the

class will respond by throwing up from its depths new cadres and new carriers of

the program. The full assimilation of the lessons of the Hungarian events is an

absolutely necessary precondition for this revolutionary outcome.

V. Grey
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Excerpts from "The Polish and Hungarian Revolts" by Isaac Deutscher

(from Russia , China , and the West 1953-1966—Penguin Books, 1970)

,,lh« alignment of social and political forces in Hungary on the eve of civil war was also

, rent from that which had taken shape in Poland. No agitation for workers' control over

i,. I v and no communist 'revolution from below' comparable to the Polish one had developed so

. i.i unable the communist regime to gain fresh strength and find a 'proletarian class basis'.

Iltdtnti and army officers took the initiative; the workers followed the intelligentsia's lead.

...The real headquarters of the rising in the provinces was at Gyor, where after an interval

i g which Attila Szigeti, a communist, led the insurgents, the anti-communists—among whom

till . L«gy were prominent—gained the upper hand. It was no longer de-Stalinization that was

l 1 1 L 1 1> cry at Gyor; it was 'Down with Communism! '

The split in the rebel camp came to a head when the communist insurgents, responding to the

ii ,1 .ii Nagy— their man—were ready to lay down their arms and demanded their comrades in arms
^

tht same. By this time, a religious peasantry had risen and thrown its weight behind the anti-

L»ts. This was apparently one of the decisive differences between Poland and Hungary: In

i I .ml the peasantry had remained passive through all the phases of the crisis from the Poznan

I Lot! CO the October upheaval.

...The ascendancy of anti-communism found its spectacular climax with Cardinal Mindszenty's

i i Lumphal entry into Budapest to the accompaniment of the bells of all the churches of the city

ideas t for the whole world to hear. The Cardinal became the spiritual head of the insurrec-

.

,, A word of his now carried more weight than Nagy's appeals. If in the classical revo-

ia the political initiative shifts rapidly from Right to Left, here it shifted even more

. .|.l.lly Crom Left to Right. Parties suppressed years ago sprang back into being, among them the

i lidable Smallholders' Party. The Communist Party disintegrated. Its newspaper Nepszabadszag

d Lo appear. Its insurgent members perished at Russian hands or at the hands of Hungarian

ummunists. Its erstwhile leader, Gero , was killed. Its powerless Premier hoped to avert

I. - .ilastrophe by bowing to the storm and accepting every anti-communist demand, until on Octo-

10 he proclaimed the end of the single-party system and agreed to preside over a government

hieh the communists did not have a majority. This spelled the end of the communist regime,

agy drew the only logical conclusion from the fact when, on 1 November, he proclaimed Hunga-

..utrality and denounced the Warsaw Pact. He was now indeed 'Kerensky in reverse'.

...The Soviet army, it may be assumed, could have acted with greater vigour and determination

.1 iIm: beginning of the rising, between 24 and 27 October, if it had not been hampered by divided

, a ll in Moscow and contradictory orders. When the army feigned a withdrawal from Budapest on

10 October, it probably did so under pressure from the 'liberals' in the Presidium who hoped that

hi would enable Nagy to establish a national communist regime that would, like Gomulka's regi-

11 i II remain aligned with the Soviet bloc. This hope was dashed two or three days later,

I.. n i he disintegration of Hungarian communism became evident and Nagy denounced the Warsaw Pact.

r i. i . . . .

(Dated: 15 November 1956)
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The third great 'watershed' in the evolving attitudes of American
radicals toward the worker' states came in 1968, with what may be

styled the third great 'trauma' in the international politics of the

Stalinist regimes (as opposed to innumerable domestic upheavals, little
noted by parochial western communists)— the intervention of the Warsaw
Pact powers to topple the revisionist Dubcek regime in Czechoslovakia,

The CP had long been a major power in Czechoslovakia working class
politics, especially in Slovakia (Westerners often forget the rather
key point that Czechoslovakia is a bi-national states; the Party in

Slovakia has traditionally been larger and more militant than that in

Bohemia, or the 'Czech' section), and in fact became in 1948 the first

CP in history to be elected into national power, this accomplishment is

not to be belittled, and is a vital key to subsequent events, represent-
ing an active mass base historically absent in other East European
workers states.

That base had degenerated by 1968, however, to the point that Cz,

geographically and geopol i t ically extending toward, even into the West,
exposed more than any other of the w.s. to severe erosive pressures in

the grinding interplay of the Cold War, showed perhaps more than any

other of the Eastern European w.s. the grim marks of deformation. A

simple and brief survey of press cuttings from the Western 'yellow
press' will illustrate the extent of that deformity, characterised
here as a 'relaxation' and 'democratisation'

:

a) "Ota Sik (deputy premier) urged the creation of a realistic
price system based on the market, and an end to wage practices that

made Czechoslovakia one of the world's most egalitarian nationas

—

and led to absurdities such that a taxi driver made more money than

an architect or a doctor, and workers more than managers."
Fortune , June, 1968

b) "(Ousted Prime Minister) Novotny received thunderous applause'

from the workers when he visited the C.K.D. machinery plant in Prague
in February. To counter the hostility to the reforms, therefore, the

(Dubcek) government began to make a concerted effort to win the support

of the workers and to get them to swallow the bitter pill of temporary
unemployment and social disruption as a price for liberalization."
New York Times , May 29, 1968

c) "The new planners contend that the excessive goals for heavy
Industry must be cut down in favor of consumer goods. But this

policy shift may pose a job security threat to the 1,600,000 inhabitants
of the Ostrava region, the center of Czechoslovakia heavy industry."
New York Times , May 29, 1968

d) "An official of the Israeli Foreign Ministry was accorded the

better part of page onf of a widely read Czechoslovak magazine this

week to explain why he thought Prague's attitude toward Israel wrong...

The same issue of Student also published an open letter to Foreign
Minister Jiri Hajek protesting his recent statements that relations
with Israel would not be restored until Usrael evacuated the occupied
territories." New York Times, May 30, 1968
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As we have repeatedly stressed, that bureaucracy, that Soviet
leadership, has never been the 'Stalinist monolith' portrayed in the
luried S talinophobic diatribes of Western parlor pinks. So in Cz. as
in Hungary, a major portion of the Czechoslovakia Party, especially
the Slovak Party, rebelled at last against the insidious Dubcek 'reform'
programs, and appealed openly for aid from the other Warsaw Pact powers,
liven before, and resolutely during the intervention, leading elements
of the Soviet military , tarditionally a 'left' force even from the days
of Trotsky, urged a vigorous program of intervention, from within the
Stalinist bureaucracy.

In the non-Stalinist American 'left', and most particularly among
the remnants of an American Trotskyist movement, only Workers' World rose
to the occasion; their position was adamant and crystal-clear:

"The worst possible thing that could happen in Czechoslovakia would
be the triumph of coun terr etfolu t ion and the restoration of capitalism.
Thsi would inevitably mean open or covert domination by US. imperialism
and for the masses a return to the slavery of the past.

The victory of the counterrevolution in Czechoslovakia would
encourage all the counterrevolutionary elements of Eastern Europe and
those in the Soviet Union as well. It would place in doubt the very
existence of the socialist countries, including the Soviet Union, where
the forces of reaction were most recently evidenced in the reactionary
thesis of Professor Sakharov, who is supported by the same elements who
.sponsored the Czech counterrevolution.

We would prefer a revival of Leninism in Czechoslovakia and a

return to the road of genuine communism, full and complete. But there is
no existing revolutionary alternative to the present contending forces in
tha t coun tr y ;•

We do not support the political policies of the Soviet revisionists,
because they themselves are responsible for unleashing many of the
r es tor ationi s t forces. But as against the bourgeois counterrevolution,
we support the Warsaw Pact intervention under present circumstances."
— Prc33 statement by Sam Marcy, chairman of Workers* World Tarty, New
York, August 22, 1968

As we shall see, Workers' World 'Trotskyism' had by now been



eroded to the point that their analysis lacked both the intellectual
precision of the earlier documents on Hungary, and the breadth of
vision afforded only by a f ight in$ Tro tsky ist point of view, which alone
offers a viable alternative to bureaucratic Stalinist leaderships
within the context of workers' power .

But while traditional Communist Party of the U.S.A. Stalinists and
social-democrats alike simply mouthed the outword (diametrically
opposed) slogans of bygone years, with no hint of analysis, virtually
all of the traditional 'Trotskyist' groups illustrated their political
bankruptcy and their headlong plunge into 'Americanized' anti-communist
'democratic socialist' ideology by picking and embellishing every hint
of legitimate opposition to the bureaucrats within Czechoslovakia into
what they styled a full-fledged 'political revolution' against Stalinism-
which, of course, simply had to be a good thing, even if it led into
NATO.

Meanwhile, in the classic inanity horn of the Sino-Soviet dispute,
Maoism elements worldwide adopted a ' Shach tman-esque * position of 'pox
on both their houses', disastrously and irresponsibly neglecting the
impossibility of neutrality in this divided world, to arrive at an
objectively pro-Western position in perfect keeping with the centrist
Chinese leadership's growing 'statesmanlike' opportunism.

In the United States, our own ideological forebears, in the
Revolutionary Communist League of that era, lately a militant breakaway
from the scholastic Spartacist League, initially adopted a similar
'neutral' position. Growing dialogue with the leadership of Workers'
World, however, rapidly wrought a transformation of that analysis, and
the Revolutionary Communist League (RCL) came at last to a resolute
position of defense of the w.s. — then logically fused with Workers'
World, as the only fighting tendency on the American left with such a
position (at that time).

The RCL's earliest misgivings about the analytical weakness of
Workers' World position on this and other issues, alter proved all too
well-founded. But for the moment, WW alone offered both at least the
semblance of a class analysis on a global scale, and a combative
posture at home. Workers' World analyses of Czechoslovak events, while
wholly 'journalistic' and nowhere near so 'classic' as their documents
on Hungary In 1956, were definitive in 1968. We reproduce in full
their first major statement on the question.
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Revisionism vs. Capitalist Restoration in Czechoslovakia

(from Workers World , July 18, 1968)

Riltoration of capitalism in Czechoslovakia would seriously alter the world political situa-
i ton In favor of imperialism. And that is why the U.S. imperialists are so overjoyed at deve-

i ipmants in that country today.

To name only one consequence: the material aid that Czechoslovakia is sending to Vietnam, to

I LIU ', Tanzania, Egypt, North Korea etc. would be stopped completely if capitalism were to be re-
i d. In fact, if the "reformers" had their way, they would stop the foreign aid to the oppre-

I'n'il light away. The first and most basic thing to understand about the present Czechoslovak
|OV*rnment therefore, is that it is a centrist government half way between outright capitalist

totfttion and revisionism, perhalps more than half way—and that the situation is extremely
i line.

Alexander Dubcek, the centrist who replaced revisionist Novotny, has sworn to maintain natio-
i

I
ill property, resist capitalist restoration and not allow the liquidation of working class

nth'. But he has already proposed measures leading to the liquidation of the socialist monopoly
foreign trade and presided over "reforms" obviously designed to enrich the already privileged

1 lytr of administrative and technical elements. And now he refuses to attend a meeting of lea-
ili'iii of Warsaw Pact countries, leading to speculation that he wants to withdraw from the Pact
Ltailf

.

Ills "socialist" speeches, therefore, have a peculiar ring. They make him resemble the far-
I daughter who took her sheep to the butcher and tearfully made him promise not to hurt it.

1 ndtl cover of all the talk about "democracy" and "socialist reforms" etc., the main push is to
Mm right, and has reached very close to the border of actual restoration. That is how it looks
in mi from this side of the Atlantic.

Marcy Press Statement on Warsaw Pact Intervention
(New York, 22 August 1968)

Sam Marcy, chairman of Workers World Party, announced the organization's support of the War-
> ' Pact nations' intervention into Czechoslovakia and made the following statement to the press:

"The worst possible thing that could happen in Czechoslovakia would be the triumph of the
OUnterrevolution and the restoration of capitalism. This would inevitably mean open or covert
lomination by U.S. imperialism and for the masses a return to the slavery of the past.

"The victory of the counterrevolution in Czechoslovakia would encourage all the counterrevo-
Lut lonary elements of Eastern Europe and those in the Soviet Union as well. It would place in
lotlbt the very existence of the socialist countries, including the Soviet Union, where the

s of reaction were most recently evidenced by the reactionary thesis of Professor Sakharov,
(ho Is supported by the same elements who sponsored the Czech counterrevolution.

"We would prefer a revival of Leninism in Czechoslovakia and a return to the road of genuine
'inmunism, full and complete. But there is no existing revolutionary alternative to the present
niLending forces in that country.

"We do not support the political policies of the Soviet revisionists, because they themselves
ic responsible for unleashing many of the restorationist forces. But as against the bourgeois
uinterrevolution, we support the Warsaw Pact intervention under present circumstances."
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Czech Banker Has a Friend at Chase Manhattan

(from Workers World , Dec. 23, 1968)

What have a former director of the Czechoslovak State Bank and a former chairman of Chase

Manhattan Bank got in common?

Plenty, it seems. Both were in attendance at a seminar at Princeton last week, and their

views turned out to be remarkably similar. Dr. Eugene Loebl, who left Prague for the U.S. after

Warsaw Pact troops halted the counter-revolution in Czechoslovakia, found little on which to dis-

agree with his old friend, John J. McCloy.

Loebl, who had been given life imprisonment in the early fifties under the Gottwald regime,

was one of those who were "rehabilitated" in recent years. He was so well rehabilitated, in fac

that he became director of the state bank, and instrumental in many of the economic "reforms" by

which the restorationist elements hoped to hand Czechoslovakia back to capitalist domination.

This man, who until a few months ago had immense control over the wealth created by Czech

workers and farmers, makes no bones about his sympathies for U.S. imperialism, or his disdain

for the proletariat. "The proletariat is becoming the regressive force," he told a reporter for

the Newark Evening News on Dec. 4. "Wealth is not created by the exploitation of men but by the

exploitation of nature."
The Newark News went on to say: "Eugene Loebl .. .asserted the U.S. is closer to the "ideals'

of socialism." One representative of Wall Street-style"socialism", Chase Manhattan's John J.

McCloy, sat at a near-by table, nodding thoughtfully, McCloy tries to keep out of the news, but

the reader may remember that he was one of the three top advisers Johnson consulted before resu-

ming the bombing of North Vietnam in the winter of '65-'66. Loebl should find no fault with that|

since the "socialist" U.S. was only bombing the "regressive" workers of the DRV.

Loebl 's associations with McCloy go back to the days before he was imprisoned, when he was

lobbying to have Czechoslovakia join the Marshall Plan. The U.S. banker met Loebl in Washington

where they drew up plans to bring Czechoslovakia into the multi-billion dollar program that has

today turned even the proudest imperialists of Western Europe into satellites of the U.S.

John J. McCloy, as High Commissioner of Germany, was an architect of the Marshall Plan, and

had as his specific assignment pulling Eastern Europe, and especially Czechoslovakia, into the

U.S. orbit.
The post-war plans of McCloy and his partners failed, at least for the time being, but Dr.

Loebl 's "rehabilitation" and the subsequent rise to power of this blatant believer in capitalism

show how far the schemes of U.S. big business had progressed before August 21, 1968.

"Democracy" and Democracy

(excerpted from article in Workers World , Aug. 22, 1968)

It is a monstrous lie to describe any movement that Introduces inequalities in wages and

mlaries— as the present Czechoslovak "reform" movement has done—as a movement toward democracy.

Only if one accepts the U.S. imperialist definition of democracy as the right of billionaires

to be parasites and the right of the people to slave for them can one consider this in any way

"democratic".

It is true that the Czech newspapers have been "free" to attack the Soviet Union and intel-

lectuals have been "free" to demand more Western culture and less sacrifice for the socialist

ullies and for countries struggling for their liberation.

But there has been little freedom to advocate more socialism, more hostility to U.S. imperia-

liim, more material aid for Vietnam, more workers in the universities, or more intellectuals in

Hie factories. On the contrary, there has been a lynch campaign against anyone who advocates

in h things in Czechoslovakia.

Of course, genuine democratic reforms are always in order. But the kind of reforms that

U.S. imperialism applauds in Czechoslovakia as democratic are hardly the kind that would thrill

IMUine revolutionaries. The democracy of the oppressed differs from the democracy of the oppres-

i as a Black Freedom fighter differs from a cop.

Proletarian democracy is not only desirable; it is mandatory—for the accomplishment of the

OClalist transformation of humanity. And it cannot be said that proletarian democracy prevai-

l«.l or flourished to any great degree under the previous Czechoslovak regime. The point, however

Li l hat the tendency of the Dubcek counterrevolutionaries was and is away from proletarian

i cracy, not toward it.

There is no such thing as abstract democracy for all classes, and there never was. It is

i rua that in the cracks and crevices of bourgeois democracy, the proletariat may by diligent and

In iroic efforts occasionally express its own point of view. But as soon as it oversteps the

bounds of safety for the rule of the master class, such "democracy" is always abrogated—by the

|inlice, the National Guard, the clamping down of martial law, or In extreme cases, a military

.1 Ictatorship.

The word "democracy" is well understood in the United States (except by the more gullible of

Blddle class intellectuals) to be a synonym for American capitalism and The American Way of Life.

Ami in that sense, it is Indeed democracy that has been coming to Czechoslovakia. That is why

Lyndon Johnson, Richard Nixon and the most extreme right wing reactionaries are overjoyed by it.

Only the unrelenting prosecution of the proletarian revolution and the world conquest of

power by the proletariat will, by abolishing imperialism, root and branch, institute the true

dtmocracy of the masses' unhampered rule, and the true freedom of man to do what he wants without

doing harm to his neighbor.

In the meantime, it is not a question of democracy in Czechoslovakia at all. And only dupes

and liars can say it is. It is a question of which social direction Eastern Europe will take in

i lie immediate future. The situation in Czechoslovakia is temporary and episodic, with the funda-

mental classes and basic antagonists only battling in the form of indirect agents, so to speak.

liiil their identity is quite clear upon closer inspection. One only needs to know the difference

lutwcen capitalism and socialism, between oppressor and oppressed, to understand that Dubcek was

luully leading the capitalist counterrevolution.



FIDEL CaSTRU'S DEFEND OF THE WARSAW
PaCT INTERVENTION IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Havana, August 23, 1968

Note: Excerpts from the Prensa Latina Spanish edition of Fidel
Castro's August 23, 1968 speech have been selected and translated
by an R.C.I. -I. comrade. Section titles employed herein are our
own, intended for readers' convenience.

A. WHOSE FREEDOM?

11 A series of slogans began to arise, and, in fact, cer-
tain norms were adopted, such as "freedom" of the bourgeois press.
That is, the right of counter-revolutionaries and exploiters and
enemies of socialism to write and speak freely against socialism.
And, for sure, there was a process whereby power over the principal
means of expression of ideas began to fall into the hands of reac-
tionary elements. In foreign policy, there arose a whole series of
slogans moving toward open acceptance of capitalist conceptions and
theses and toward friendship with the West.

It is clear that all this accompanied a series of unques-
tionably correct slogans. Some of the latter slogans gained sympathy
for the liberalization or democratization movement. Even some Euro-
pean communist parties, confronted by their own tragedies and con-
tradictions, began to express sympathetic attitudes toward the libe-
ralization movement. It was a situation in which everyone tried to

"cook the sardine with his own flame." Problems had arisen from in-
correct methods of government, bureaucratic policies, estrangement
from the masses, and a whole series of errors for which the former
leadership had been responsible, and people also spoke of the need
to endow development of the socialist revolution and the socialist
system in Czechoslovakia with its own forme.

And, in this way, the former currents kept developing: some

of them justified change, and others transformed the desire for
change into openly reactionary politics. Opinions were divided.

For our part, we had no doubts—and that is important,

—

we had no doubts that the Czechoslovak regime was moving dangerously
toward a major change of system. In two words: the Czechoslovak re-

gime was moving toward capitalism and inexorably toward imperialism.

Of that, there is no doubt.
We want to explain this because we also want to speak of

some other matters related to what was happening there.

There are many in the world who do not share our opinions

:

many considered that there was no such danger, many tendencies were

sympathetic to certain liberties of artistic expression and so

forth. This occurred because, naturally, there are many people in

the world who are sensitive to those problems; many errors have

been committed, and many foolish things have been said in regard to

artistic problems. Logically, certain conceptions about how to ap-

proach them are of great importance, especially to intellectuals.

Intellectuals also concern themselves with other matters.

They have been very sensitive to Vietnam and other questions, al-

though it has been said that one portion of progressive thinkers

in the world, those who are generally experiencing the problems of

Europe, the problems of the developed world, is more concerned with

these than with other problems that are of far less concern to the

majority of humanity—namely the problem of the world that lives
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under imperialist oppression, under neocolonialism, under capita-
list exploitation of underdeveloped regions. For thousands of mil-
lions of human beings, who live in situations of hunger and poverty,
without any kind of hopes, there are other issues that interest
thern more than the problem of whether to grow long hair or not
which can be a hotly debated matter. But it is not the kind of
matter that preoccupies people who are forced to confront the
problem of whether there is a possibility or hope of eating."

B. IMPERIALISM'S STRATEGY

"The imperialists have often publicly declared what their
policies in relation to the socialist nations of Eastern Europe
are. In Congress, and in their newspapers, they have always spoken
of nourishing liberal currents, and even of favoring and esta-
blishing selective economic contributions, and of using any forces
there that may contribute to creating dissatisfaction and creating
opposition to socialism.

The imperialists are carrying on a campaign, but not solely
in Czechoslovakia,—rather in all East European countries and within
the Soviet Union. They try by all means to conduct publicity cam-
paigns on behalf of the mode of life in developed industrial coun-
tries, on behalf of the tastes and consumption habits of developed
bourgeois societies. They do this by radio, by that which they call

cultural exchanges, and, very subtly, they try to arouse in the

masses an admiration and desire for those tastes and consumption ha-

bits. They understand perfectly that development of those sentiments

would go in an inverse direction to the revolutionary sentiment? of

the masses and their spirit of sacrifice.
The imperialists rely heavily upon the bourgeois facade,

upon all the luxuries of a class society that has highly developed

refinements in consumption and elegance, but those luxuries have

nothing to do in any form with the aspirations of socialist socie-

ties or of societies that move toward communism. And they exploit

—

they do it everywhere— their machines, their kitchen utensils,

their automobiles, their refrigerators, their textiles, their luxury

items of all kinds; these are a weapon that they use, like their

magazines and their propaganda that they use incessantly.

They have what they call an East European policy. And on

.Its behalf, they manage their resources, their business, and other

They do not do this with Cuba. Cuba encounters incessant

persecution in all markets that prevents us from buying or selling,

that prevents from even buying seed, that prevents us from getting

anything. And they apply this policy to Cuba implacably.

Why? We have to ask why. They know that they do not have

the slightest chance of penetrating our country with those maneu-

vers. The imperialists know perfectly well that they have no chance

Of using these maneuvers to come here and begin to break or soften

bht> revolutionary spirit of the Cuban people. That is why they

,, rry on a war against us incessantly and implacably always trying

to push us into I worse position, and that has been their policy

B l. all points.



C. A CHOICE—.LEGALITY OR POLITICAL NECESSITY

"Very well now, the simple explanation that Czechoslo-
vakia was moving toward a counter-revolutionary situation and
that it was necessary to halt this does not suffice "by itself;
the simple conclusion that there was no other alternative does
not suffice by itself.

We have to analyze the causes and the factors that
made possible and made necessary such a dramatic, such a drastic,
and such a painful remedy, taking into account the factors that
obliged a step that unquestionably involved a violation of legal
principles and international standards that, since they have often
protected peoples against injustices, are highly valued In the
world.

It would be inappropriate to say here that in Czecho-
slovakia the sovereignty of the Czechoslovak state was not viola-
ted. That would be a fabrication and a lie. And the violation was
flagrant.

In this connection, we shall refer to our concept of
sovereignty, legal principles, and political principles.

From a legal point of view, it cannot be justified. That
is very clear. In our opinion, the decision on Czechoslovakia can
only be explained from a political viewpoint and not from a legal
viewpoint. It has no traces of legality, frankly, not one.

What are the circumstances that permitted a remedy of
this type, a remedy that places the entire revolutionary movement
in the world in a difficult situation? A remedy that constitutes
a truly traumatic situation for an entire people—as is the present
situation in Czechoslovakia? a remedy that implies that an entire
nation has to undergo the unhappy circumstance of being occupied
by the armies of other nations, even though these are the armies of
socialist nations? a situation in which millions of people in a
country have to choose between what passivity under these circum-
stances may mean, circumstances that remind them so much of past
situations, or else have to choose to fight as comrades of pro-
American spies and agents, as comrades of enemies of socialism, as
comrades of agents of West Germany and all that fascist and reac-
tionary scum that, in the furor over this event, is seeking to
present itself as the upholder of sovereignty, patriotism, and
freedom for Czechoslovakia?

Logically, for the Czechoslovak people this experience
and this event constitute a bitter and tragic situation. There-
fore, it is not enough simply to conclude that it was an inexorable
need and an unquestionable obligation even— If you wish—for so-
cialist countries to prevent those circumstances from occurring.
Rather, we must ask what were the causes, the factors, and the
conditions that made it possible that, after 20 years of commu-
nism in Czechoslovakia, a group of persons, whose names have not
been published anywhere, should have to appeal to other nations of

the socialist camp and ask them to send their armies in order to

prevent the triumph of counter-revolution in Czechoslovakia and
the triumph of intrigues and conspiracies of the imperialist coun-
tries that stand to gain from ripping Czechoslovakia out of the

community of socialist nations,

D. INTERNATIONALISM

The Communist ideal can never dispense for a single
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instant with internationalism. Those who fight for Communism in
any country of the world can never forget the rest of the world
or the situation of poverty, under-development, ignorance, and
exploitation that exists in the rest of the world. They cannot
forget how much misery and how much poverty have been accumula-
ted. They cannot at any instant forget the needs of that world,
or the realities of that world. And we understand that the masses
cannot be educated to have a truly internationalist consciousness
if one permits the world's realities to be forgotten, or the dan-
gers of confrontation with imperialism that these realities bring,
or the dangers of softness that alienation of people's conscious-
ness from those problems can brin^, when attempts are made to mo-
bilize the masses only by means of incentives and only by means
of dreams of consuming.

We can say—and, today, it is necessary to speak with clarity
and frankness—that we have noticed to what degree the ideals and
sentiments of internationalism, the state of vigilance, and a con-
sciousness of the problems of the world have disappeared or are
only manifested in a weak manner in some socialist countries of
Europe. We shall not say in which ones, but this has happened in
more than one socialist country in Europe. Our visitors, our Cuban
students have often returned full of dissatisfaction and displea-
sure to say to us: "There, the youth are not educated in Communist
ideals; there, the youth are not educated in internationalist prin-
ciples; there, the youth are highly influenced by all the ideas and
habits of the West European countries; there, in many places, they
only speak of money; in many places, they only speak of incentives
of this type and that type, of material rewards of all kinds, of
earnings and salaries." And an internationalist consciousness, a
Communist consciousness, is not really being developed.

Some have said to us in shock: "Voluntary work does not exist;
voluntary work is paid for. Payment for voluntary work is customary;
purely voluntary work is almost looked at as if it were a heresy
from the Marxist point of view." They have developed practices of
all types, up to giving a reward according to whether a plane lands
badly or lands well, or whether a man makes a good or bad parachute
jump. Here's this reward, there's that reward, there's another one.
Many of our people have been shocked en more than one occasion by
this vulgarization of material incentives or this vulgar materiali-
sation of human consciousness.

Along with all this, there are the appeals for peace. Within
the socialist countries, this has been preached incessantly and
broadly, and we wonder what all those campaigns are for. When we
say this, does it mean that we are warmongers? When we say this,
does it mean we consider ourselves opponents of peace? We do not
consider ourselves warmongers or enemies of peace; we do not call
for worldwide holocausts. I believe in the necessity of saying this
because analysis of these questions often immediately leads to cli-
ches, schematizations, accusations about warmongers, accusations
about provoking wars, adventurism, et cetera, et cetera.

We have a position on this matter: the danger is unquestiona-
ble in the world, the danger brought by the existence of imperia-
lism and its unquestionable aggressivity . The danger that is brought
into the world by the permanence of a large part of the world under
imperialist rule versus the desire and the need of peoples to free
themselves from tht imperialist yoke

It is the imperialists who are provokers of wars. It is the



imperialists who are adventurists. These dangers are realities,
realities, and these realities cannot be erased simply by prea-
ching an excessive desire for peace in one's own land. In any
case, go and preach peace in the enemy camp, but do not preach
peace in your own camp, because, when the latter is done, it
will contribute to making disappear the spirit of combat, to wea-
kening the preparation of peoples for facing risks, sacrifices,
and all the consequences that international reality imposes. In-
ternational reality demands sacrifices of all kinds, not only
the danger of sacrificing blood, but also sacrifices of material
conveniences.

E. FOR CONSISTENCY QN THE PART OP THE CPSU

We must learn to analyze realities, and when one interest
must give way to another interest, to avoid romantic and idealist
positions that do not conform to realities.

We were against all those liberal bourgeois reforms in
Czechoslovakia. But we are also against the liberal economic reforms
that were occurring in Czechoslovakia and have also been taking
place in other nations within the socialist camp.

Therefore, we maintain the criterion that we should not tell
them how to carry out the construction of socialism, but, rather,
before the facts, how to carry out an analysis. A whole series of re-
forms that tended to accentuate more and more mercantile relation-
ships within the bosom of socialist society: profits, rewards, all
those things.

In an article published in the newspaper Pravda , the follow-
ing fact was pointed to in relation with Czechoslovakia:

The article said: "The CPSt) is constantly perfecting its
style, forms, and methods of building the party and the state. This
task is also being carried out in other socialist countries; it is

being carried out with a tranquility based upon the foundations of
the socialist system."

But the article also made this indication: "Unfortunately,
the discussion of issues of the economic reform in Czechoslovakia
developed along other lines. In the center of this discussion, on
one hand, there was over-all criticism of previous development of
the socialist economy; on the other hand, there was a proposal to

replace the principles of planning by spontaneious market relations,
granting a broad range of action to the private sector."

Could this mean that, in the Soviet Union, they are going
to put a brake on definite currents that, in economic matters, are
partisans of putting an ever- increasing emphasis upon market re-

lationships and upon spontaneity within those relationships? Are

they perhaps going to put a brake on those criteria that have been

upholding the survival of the market and the beneficial effect of

market prices? Does it mean that consciousness of the need of

halting those currents is arising in the Soviet Union?—since more

than one article within the imperialist press gladly speaks of

those currents that have also arisen within the bosom of the Soviet

Union. • ...
Upon reading these declarations, we ask ourselves if this

means they have become conscious of the problem. At any rate, we

consider the article in Pravda very interesting.
There is a whole series of questions that worry us. We

are worried that, until now, none of the statements of countries

that sent their troops to Czechoslovakia, and no explanations of
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the events have made any direct charge against American imperia-
lism. There has been exhaustive discussion of all the antecedents,
all the facta, all the deviations, of every right wing group, of

every liberal group, and of all the things they did. The activities
of the imperialists, and the intrigues of the imperialists are well
known, and, nevertheless, we are concerned that neither the Commu-
nist Party, nor the Soviet government, nor the governments of other
countries that sent their troopr to Chechoslovakia have made any

direct accusation against American imperialism for its responsibi-
lity for the events in Czechoslovakia.

Some vague references have been made to world imperialism,

to imperialist circles in the world, and a few more concrete refe-

rences to imperialist circles in West Germany . However, who does

not know that West Germany is simply a pawn of American imperialism

in Europe, the most aggressive and well known, that it is a pawn of

the CIA, that it is a pawn of the Pentagon, and that it is a pawn

of the imperialist government of the United States? Certainly, we

wish to express our concern that in none of the statements there

_

has been a direct accusation against American imperialism which is

the principal author of the plot and the world conspiracy against

the socialist camp. It If elemental that we express this concern.

The events of Czechoslovakia only offer confirmation of the

correctness of positions and perspectives that our revolution and

our party have maintained: our positions in the Tricontinental Con-

ference, our positions in the OLaS , and our positions in relation

to all international problems.

F. FOR UNITY aGaIMST LATIN AMLRICaN PUPPETS OF IMPERIALISM

It is said that the Warsaw Pact countries sent their armies

to break the imperialist plot and the development of a counter-re-

volution in Czechoslovakia. Nevertheless, it has been a motive for

disagreement, unhappiness, and protest on our part that these same

countries have developed relationships and exchanges of the econo-

mic, political, and cultural type with oligarchic governments in

latin America that are not simply reactionary governments and ex-

ploiters of the masses, but shameless accomplices of imperialist

attacks upon Cuba and shameless accomplices of the economic blockade

against Cuba. Those countries have been stimulated and animated by

the fact that our friends, our natural allies have forgotten their

scummy role—the traitorous role that those governments carry cut

against a socialist country, the blockade policy that those coun-

tries carry out against a socialist country...
Those same countries are even raising in the meetings o±

the General Assembly the most rabid accusations and criticisms a-

sainst the Soviet Union and the socialist camp because of these

tvents. Countries that have been the accomplices of attacks upon

Cuba; countries that have no morals when it comes to sovereignty

or aAything of the kind; countries that have no moral right to

sneak against interventions, because they have been accomplices of

all the atrocities perpetrated by imperialism against the masses

the Lk counter-revolutionary action carried out in Santo Domingo,

the attacks upon Cuba and many other countries attack s upon other

oeoples of Latin america. Oligarchic governments such as those of

Brafil Paraguay, and others sent troops to Santo Domingo and now

?hey are the standard-bearers of the attacks and condemnations of

the socialist camp over the events of Czechoslovakia,
the -o^ali^

n ,a
P
nificent slipr,ort and to what extent this demon-



strates the correctness of the positions that the Cuban Revolution

has maintained on these matters.
And we ask also whether policies will be rectified or whether

the path of political, economic, and cultural overtures to those
countries will continue.

G. WHOM SHOULD THE SOCIALIST CaMP SUPPORT IK LATIIi AMERICA?

1 wonder in the light of the events and in the light of the
bitter reality that induced the Warsaw pact countries to send their
forces to Czechoslovakia to crush the counter-revolution and tc sup-
port there—as they declare—a minority against a majority with
right-wing positions, whether they would also stop supporting in La-
tin America ri^ht-wing leaderships, reformists, capitulationists

,

conciliators, enemies of revolutionary armed struggle who are op-
posed to-;. the liberation struggle of the masses.

Before this example, before this bitter experience, I won-
der whether the parties of those countries, conscious of the deci-
sions taken on Czechoslovakia, can stop supporting right-wing groups
that are betrayers of the revolutionary movement in Latin America.

H. AGAINST PEACEFUL COEXISTENCE

In the light of the facts, and confronted by imperialism's
continual plots and its continual conspiracies against the socialist
camp, we ask whether Utopian hopes of an improvement of relations
with the imperialist government of the United States will be main-

tained. We ask whether, consequently with the events of Czechoslova-

kia, there will be an adoption of a position that implies the renun-

ciation of such Utopian hopes in relations with American imperialism.

And some say that non-ratification of a nuclear disarmament pact

would make a thaw difficult and would produce risks. In our opinion,

the best thing that could happen is non-ratification.
What defends a just cause is a people that can regard the

cause as 'its own and harbor a deep conviction about its justness,

along with the decision to defend the cause at any price. This is

precisely what protects our revolution and what protects the sove-

reignty of our country under the imperialist threat that has always

faced us. . :
- ,- . . .».•«„ _-*

The imperialists have not stopped dreaming of destruction ot

our country for a single instant. Now these dangers will naturally

increase. Very well, now, right now—because matters should be dis-

>d at the right moment—we are going to explain once more what

is been, is, and will be without question the petition of the

evolutionary government of Cuba.
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has been made about a possible improvemei

Cuba and the United States. Let us state our position.

The revolutionary government has never at any instant shown

thing nor will express in a direct or iuuh-b^ "•«""". -

T
- • t^ lZ a +

unstlted, that would imply any kind of readiness to talk with that

government as long as It is a government that represents the bulwark

of reaction throughout the world, the international policeman, the

enemy of revolutionary movements, the invader of Vietnam, the inva-

der of Santo Domingo, the attacker of revolutionary .movements
.

ihis

I. FIR DEFENSE OF THE SOCIaj ii'lP

Very well now, we have the two -,cet important questions
in our opinion. In the declaration by Tars explaining the decision
of the Warsaw .pact governments, the last paragraph states: "The

fraternal countries firmly and resolutely underline their unbreaka-

ble solidarity against any external threat. Ko one will ever be

permitted to remove a single link from the community of socialist
states?" And we wonder: "Does this declaration include Vietnam?

.

Does this declaration include Korea? Does this declaration include

Cuba? Are Vietnam, Korea, and Cuba defined or not defined as links

of the socialist camp that cannot be grabbed by the imperialists?"
For the sake of this declaration, the Warsaw Pact divisions

were sent to Czechoslovakia, and we ask: "Will they also be sent,

the Warsaw Pact divisions, to Vietnam if the American imperialists

increase their aggression against that country, and if the Viet-

namese people request help?"
Will the Warsaw Pact divisions be sent to the Democratic

Republic of Korea if the American imperialists attack that country?

And will they send the Warsaw Pact divisions to Cuba if the Ameri-

can imperialists attack our country or even if the American impe-

rialists threaten to attack our country and our country asks for

help?

(

Prolonged applause )

We accept" the bitter necessity tnat required the sending oi

these forces to Czechoslovakia. We do not condemn the socialist

countries that made that decision. But if we, as revolutionaries

havinr principled positions, have rights, we have the right to re-

quire that a consistent position be reached on all other questions

that affect the revolutionary movement throughout the world.



Our roots (Revolutionary Connunist League:— In terna tionalls t newsletter) ,

can be traced back to Workers' World Party-Youth Against War & Fascism.
Workers' World was the first group to recognize the growing political battle
between the Soviet and Chinese leaderships as a move to the Left on the part
of China. As early as 1960, and before the existence of Progressive Labor
Party, W.W. published the Chinese document "The Differences between Comrade
Togliatti and Us", (which is an attack on the revisionist politics of the
Soviet Bureaucrats-only thinly veiled by not mentioning the Soviet leader-
ship by name) .
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We can also point out that within the Soviet Union, Political Bureau,
member - Pyotr Shelest was demoted to alternate member of the Political
Bureau for his opposition to the invitation to Nixon to visit the Soviet
Union. (He has been subsequently dismissed from all his party and state
functions.) This struggle within the world's strongest Workers State, was
also ignored by the Left.

The Right turn in the Soviet Un
slaughter of huge Communist Parties
opposition on their part), the Worke
Finland, the Workers China against C
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the Communist Left. Not only must w
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In the U.S. , the Revolutionary Union, and Octobe.r League, uncr i t ically
supported China's uncritical support of the Pakistani Ruling Class invasion
of Bangladesh at the same time that two Maoist groups, (that have now fused

Into the Lenninist Communist Party of Bangladesh), were fighting the
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stani array and Rahman's followers. The present Chinese Leadership's
lete support of the Pakistani Right-wing Landlord government set

the revolutionary struggle in Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan,
aps for years.

It is significant that after all these years, (almost from 1940-the

h of Trotsky-onward), the World "Trotsky 1st " movement has been rooting

every bourgeois r es tor a t ioni st "democrat" who has lifted up his head

lie Workers States; AND NOW, when we have seen the beginnings of the

t Left-Wing opposition to the bureaucrats since Trotsky and the Left

sitlon, the entire Left is lounging in their comfortable cof fee-kla tches

lacent in their irrelevancy.

For Pyotr Shelest, the Soviet Central Committee member who opposed
Che Brezhnev invitation to Nixon, (Not that he is necessarily a Revolutionary,
but that he took it on the chin for a principled stand), and Lin Piao and

the Red Guards in China, the international Left is asleep, without the

most elementary feelings of solidarity, running to get under the "protective"
cloaks of the Leaders in China, the Soviet Union, or Yugoslavia, swallowing
any story no matter how incredible, and worst of all, without a Marxist
analysis of world and national problems.

To the Left, we say the time is ripe for a program and a Communist-led
struggle for the Socialist Revolution right here in AmeriKKKa.



THERE IT'S HAPPENED AGAIN "Common Ground" March 1, 1972

There's nothing like a serious Some early, trenchant analysis of

world issure to throw the entire U.S. the Sino-Soviet dispute soon gave way

left into a state of confusion. Not to undiluted support of everything

since the days when Earl Browder crowed Chinese ( with only one or two major

how he would be proud to be called

strikebreaker in order to aid the US

War effort in the 40' s has the left

co»e to such heights of bullshit.

We're not even talking about the

exepected nonsense from P,L., i.e.,

withdrawing their Milt Rosen Honorary

Socialist Country Medallion from China

and sinking back to the works of Jean-

Paul Marat for the kernel of true rev-

olutionism ( might try Christ In your

wanderings, gang! ). What we're talk-

ing about is the torrent of non-analy-

sis paring forth from' those who should

know better. Perhaps we're naive, but

we'd always thought that reading Trot-

sky helped in clarifying trends in

workers states. However, one would

hardly believe it Judging from the

drivel emitted by the US "Trotskyist"

organizations over the recent China

shift.
Of course one can hardly be sur-

prised. The US "Trotskyist" movement

has balked at serous analysis of China

ever since the Sino-Soviet split. In

deference to weak stomachs we will not

go into detail about the SWP's perspec

tive on China. Better for our pur-

poses are two organizations that on

China (as on practically every other

exceptions, e.g., China's position on

Yugoslavia, and the Algerian coup which

overthrew Ben Bella ) . While during the

cultural revolution Sam March wrote a

four part article defending the Red

Guards and the Mao faction, the articl-

es were incomplete and had no follow-

up on the aftermath to the cultural re-

volution execpt for a few articiles

parroting Chinese propaganda to the

effect that the cultural revolution is

ever more successful and everyone is

ever more happy and so on ( see for

example an article in the 9-13-68 issue

of WW entitled " Revolutionary Commit-

tees in Power Throughout China " com-

plete with a picture of young Chinese

children ever more studiously devour-

ing the bainstorms of Mao. ) . Thus

with little analysis the rightward shifl

of China has left WWP just a little

high and dry wnd very much without a

why or wherefore of the situation. When,

for instance, we once publically asked

Sam Marcy whether he felt the disa-
ppearance f i,in Piao had any signif-
cance, he shrugged a negative reply
( this was after Nixon had announced
his visit! ! ! !! ! ).

Even more disheartening is the
Spartacist position on China. Spart-

question) have wound up with diametric- acist has first of all seen the Sino-

ally opposed positions through a simila Soviet rift as nothing more than a

process of confusion—those two organ- quarrel between two bureacracies each

izations being the Spartacist League concerned with its own narrow caste

(not to be confused with the Spartac- interest. This is sometimes led them

ists of Germany, who tried a lot hardei to some incisive criticisms of some

or Kirk Douglas) and Workers World shortcomings of Chinese foreign policy

Party. Workers World has had a bit of with WWP refused to deal with ( e.g.,

an edge on Spartacist, .as even while a relatively little materi-al aid to Viet-

faction within the SWP and WW Leader- nam, failure to criticise the CP of

ship recognized the Chinese revolution Indonesia, adulation of Ayub Khan of

as a legitimate link in the world pro- Pakistan, etc. ) but for the most part

letarian revolution. Spartacist still

clings to the SWP formula of a burea-

cratic peasant party propelled into

power by the civil war, reluctantly

transoming the workers state into a

workers regime(as of Spartacist # 3-

July-August. 1964 they were even sugg-

esting that the Korean war forced the

Chinese CP to mold a workers state

this from Trotsky ists !M ! !) but main-

taining themselves as a bureacratic

elite, a la Stalin, shifting to the

left only in words.

The difficulty in dealing with

left them with a narrow, one-sided view
of the Chinese leadership. By the time
of the culutral revolution they lost

all perspective seeing it merely as

proof that " Mao, Lin Piao and Co,

must now resort to wide scale purges
to silence the doubts..." ( about their
own infallibility- Spartaicist h'B Nov.

Dec. 1966). Moreover they claimed that
those purged do not form a coherent

political opposition to Mao. ( Spart-
acist # 8 ) . A further analysis in

Spartacist # 15-16 ( April-May, 1970 )

states that " It is now clear that there

WW's analysis of China is that for the were no substantive differences between

most part they haven't had any. the two tendencies and that the argu-

ment that Liu-Shao Shi represented a

82 | " Tightest " or " pro-Soviet ", or "pro
capitalisht tendency" was without foun-

dation. It was as a result of being
saddled with the consequences of the

Great Leap that Mao lost the chairman-
ship of the government to. Liu and was
allowed to hold only the largely honor-

rific title of Party Chairman. The
Cultural Revolution was Mao's success-
ful recapturing of the Chinese State..."
Besides being totally incorrect factuall
Spartacist fails to not how their pre-
vious analysis that Mao and Lin conduct-
ed the purges to rid themselves of

doubters, implying that Mao controlled
the party apparatus, contradicts their
later analysis that Mao used the Cultur-
al Revolution to regain ycontrol of the
party apparatus. Unfortunately, the

closer Spartacist comes to the truth
the less they are able to understand.

A coherent analysis of China's
right turn must proceed from an under-
standing of the Cultural Revolution and

the events leading up to it.

First of all , despite their lack of

a complete Marxist analysis of their own
struggle or its implications, the leader
ship of the CP of China did consciously
seek power for the class which, for

better or worse, they represented, that
is the working class. Whereas the CP
did degenerate into a semi-Stalinist
organization, they degenerated no fur-
ther!!! That is the party depended
militarily on the peasantry, it still
looked ideologically towards the working
class. Even had it not! Marxism teach-
es that once the power of the state
apparatus of the capitalist class is

shattered, there is only one other class
that can assume state power and that is

the working class!!!!
So the Chinese, dogmatically foll-

owing Lenin's earlier writings ( which
Lenin in 1917 reversed ) and Stalin's
abortion thereon, arbitrarily called
their regime a " New-Democratic-Peoples-
State and Peasants and Workers" or
whatever. The point was that the rule

of the capitalist class was done away

with in China a workers regime erected
In its place. And once in power, ob-

jective world conditions ruled which
way the Chinese workers state would go.

Needless to say the open, violent hosti-

lity of the US helped push the Chinese
revolution to the left. And as the
Soviet Union moved sharply to the right

in the mid-fifties and closer to a

detente with the US this forced China
to look desperately for support. A

priveleged bureacracy seeks basically

to protect its priviledges. That is why

such bureaucracies fear revolution

in capitalist countries: it could

threaten the security of their own

position; however, the Chinese burea-
cracy was not totally encrusted in

priviledge, as was the Soviet regime,

and with an increasing threat of iso-

lation form its " allies " and incre-

asing aggressiveness on the part of

the US, a large part of the Chinese
bureaucracy turned towards the world
revolution and the Asian revolution

especially for salvation.
But as the Chinese party leader-

ship was not a homogeneous phenomenon

( as is true of all sociological
phenomenon in this epic, including the

Bolshevik Party ) there were elements

that feared revolution. Behind the

struggle of the Chinese and Soviet
Parties ther is a history of struggle
within the Chinese party.

It is true, as Spartacist points
out, that in 1959, the Central Committ-
ee pressured Mao to risign as Chair-

man of the Republic, leaving the post

to Liu Shao-Chi. Liu had been anger-

ed by Mao' s ouster of Marshal Peng

Teh Huai. Marshal Peng -had been cri-

tical of the Great Leap- Forward ( the

plan that among other things had tried

to rapidly communalize and Industrial-

ize China's countryside and had gen-

erally failed ) and had also wanted to

soften the Chinese parties attitude

towards the Soviet Union!!! Although
Peng was removed and replaced by Lin
Piao and Lo Jui-Ching, Mao himself

admits that from that point until 1962,

the party was in the hands of Liu and

Chou En-Lai. During this period, the

Chinese signed the 1969-61 Party Stat-

ment in Moscow, essentially a compro-

mise document.
However, in 1962 Mao renewed his

struggle within the Party. ( Much of

this information is contained in the

Keeslng Research Report on the Cultur-

al Revolution in China published by

Scribner and Sons, and is ccrraborated
by other bourgeois and left sources )

.

Achieving some sucess, the party in-

tensified its campaign against the

Soviet Party and US imperialism at the

same time. Far from simply quarreling

over bureaucratic trivialities, the

Chinese raised questions over bureau-
cratic trivialities, the Chinese raised

questions that had not been discussed
within the Stalinist movement for years,



While there were many weakensses in the
Chinese line, ther were all too many
strengths to just glibly dismiss them
as bureaucratic utterances, *or ins-
tance, the Chinese leadership pointed
out in many essays and polemics, the
fact that neither the Soviet Union nor
China were "classless" socialist societ-
ies as Stalin had once proclaimed.
What's more they urged revolutionaries
to struggle against imperialism re-
gardless of situation. Moreover they
supported left break-offs from the
official communist parties. Most of

these break-offs, Spartacist will have
to admit were certainly qualitatively
more revolutionary than the old Stalin-
ist parties.

On the ofher sloe of the coin how-
ever, there were enough glaring incon-

sistencies in the Chinese line, esp-

ially in their ambiguity towards the

socialist road for national liberation
movements, to leave room for Trotsky-
ist revolutionaries ( as the WW lead-
ership pretended to be ) to urge Marx-

ists to develop their own independent
analyses and not to depend on the

PEKING REVIEW for the line!!

At best, what the Chinese Parties
represented was a synthesis of revol-

utionary and centrist currents. It

reflected a party in which neither wing
was strong enough to control but both
were strong enough to force the other
to compromise.

Then, one of those glaring inconsis-

tencies came back to strike China's left

wing in the heart. The Communist Party

of Indonesia was decimated in a military

coup in the fall of 1965. Indonesia

until then had been under the leader-

ship of the left nationalist regime of

Sukarno. The PKI , over three million

strong (the largest CP outside of the

Workers states), uncritically supported

Sukarno and in turn were (as far as can

be determined) uncritically supported

by China. For a while it seemed as

though Sukarno's drift to the left

would go unchecked but the Indonesian

military with the help of the US State

Department and the CTA helped correct

all illusions on that score. Almost
overnight the balance in Asia drama-
tically shifted. The propectus for

revolution in Indonesia were set back

a least ten years. Already, according

to the Keeslng Report , Mao's demands

for intensified criticism of reaction-

ary ideology within China was again

meeting with strong opposition within

the central committee of the Chinese

CP. With the defeat in Indonesia it

requires little imagination to see the
process of development in the politics
of each faction within the Chinese
Party. The Left-wing, realizing the
seriousmess of the defeat, and recog-
nizing the debilitating effect their
concessions to the Center were having
on the course of the Asian revolution,
undoubtly saw the need to try and move
the Center out of lethargy. The J ight

,

seeing their opportunity to press for
a pullback on the international scene
was digging in for the fight. But with
the Center was the key to the problem
their decision would weigh heavily on

the outcome of the struggle. Against
this background the cultural revolution
was started.

The cultural revolution was in

essence the struggle of the left wing
of the Chinese Party for control of the
entire governmental and Party apparatus.

The struggle appeared in the open on
11-10-65 where an article in a Shanghai

newspaper dennounced a play, HAI-JUI

DISMISSED FROM OFFICE, on the grounds
that it represented a covert defense of

the previously expelled Marshal Peng.

But a Peking newspaper supported the

play and its author, Wu-Han. By July

of 196G the struggle had broadened to

involve the Shanghai and Peking muni-

cipal party committee. Finally the

Central Committee of the Communist
Party re-organized the entire Peking

municipal committee dismissing among
others, the Party secretary and Mayor
and the President of Peking University.

Throughout the year, between
11-65 and 6-66, articles in the LIBER-
ATION APMY DAILY, LED FLAG, and others

had been demanding an offensive against
the party right wing. Now this offen-
sive was a reality I!! Now every Party
bureacrat from the Central Committee
on down would have to seriously con-
sider just exactly where he or she
would wind up should an offensive ag-
ainst the right wing continue. With
the formation of the Fed Guards the
left wing had instituted their shock
troops.

Destroying imperialist missions,
tearing "bourgeois ' clothing off the

backs of well to do Chinese, destroy-
ing artifacts of western culture, these
"juveniles", as Spartacist indignantly
labels them, were indeed extreme, often

to the point of violence. But it was
that spontaneous, revolutionary enthu-

siam that above all characterized the

Fed Guards! No leader, bureaucrat or

functionary could feel safe from their

criticisms. Far from being "juveniles",

the led Guards worn mostly students, but

their membership was limited often to

students with working class or poor

peasant backgrounds. What's more they

were supported by the Revolutionary

rebel Committees, consisting mostly of

adult workers.
The ripht-wing party bureaoats,

fearing their positions in jeopardy,

began to respond in the end of 1966

and the beginning of 1967 with even

greater violence than the Red Guards

had used. Often Fed Army leaders would

side with the local party leaders. The

fact that in May of 1965 rank had been

abolished in the Jed Army and all mili-

tary leaders, up to the Generals were
required to dress like, eat, live and

work with the lowest privates, could noi

have increased the love these officers
felt for the Mao faction.

Marxists must consider, in view-

ing the struggle in China, that the

social base for the right-wing was

enormous. First off there were the

peasants, politically uneducated, pro-

vincial and usually without the his-

torical perspective needed to fully

appreciate a "proletarian cultural

revolution." However, there is one

thing peasants can understand and that

is a threat to their narrow way of

life and to their property ! ! ! ! The

sight of the Red Guards destroying

their ikons, demanding thy relinquish

all the traits, customs and habits of

their former life must have made them e

easy prey to the right wing appeals

for an"end to the hooligans".

Then, of course ther were the rich

peasants, former landlords, formei

Kuomantang cadre, and the small number

of still existing factory owners and

petty bourgoesie. Taken together this

base undoubtedly numbers in the millions

and as Felix Greene pointed out in his

book China , these elements operated

relatively freely in Chinese society.

There is also the Chinese working

class. Disciplined, communist but not

necessai ily understanding the fine

points of Marxism, an appeal to them

for any quarters waving 1 the flag of.

Marxism and Maoism is likely to have

its effect, especially if that appeal

emanates from local and high ranking

party officials that they trust. And

it should be of no surprise to any-

one that the Red Guard appeals to

greater sacrifices would find tough

competition in the rightist appeals to

higher wages.
Finally there is the party and

governmental bureaoacy itself, Sparta-

cist should be the first to admit that

this strata would be the least likely
to support a movement that explicity
threatened their social position. The
right-wing of the paity for the most
part consisted of almost the entire
appartatus, that is those with adminis-
trative and executive functions. These
cadre could hardly be counted on to
see the need for cleansing the party
of its i ightward drift. More likely '

they would be the first to want the
party to pull back, not take chances,
not be so adventerous, to pay attention
to the problems at home!!

By January of 1967, pitched battles
were taking place between Revolutionary
lebels and Red Guards on the one hand
and peasants, workers, students and
often soldiers on the other. In ai eas
Where the Kebels had taken over func-
tions from the local party committees,
armed resistance was being waged. Fin-
ally in February, Mao was himself forced
to again conciliate with the Center or
face a possible civil war. In fact in
many provinces all the features of an
actual civil war were present! The
center element of the paity agieed to
help isolate the right wing but only at
the cost of the dissolution of the left
wing, and especially the Red Guards!!!
In Peking and Shanghai, the People's
Communes that had been established after

the model of the Paris Commune were dis-

solved. In there place Municipal Comm-
ittees consisting of representatives
of the revolutionary leaders, the Red'
Army, and the "people", were set up.

According to the San Francisco Examiner
of March 1, 1967, Chou En Lai had re-
ceived full Executive powers to stop the
"purge". The Rebel Committees in Shang-
hai had elsewhere were dissolved, some-
times by force.

Now that the left was pulling back
the center still had to concentrate on
the right wing that was still on the
offensive. Certain elements of the left
continued to hold out. During March, in
Peking, posters appeared attacking some
ministers associated with Chou En-Lai.
Keesing suggests but cannot confirm that
Lin Piao was leading these hold out left
elements. However, these elements were
isolated. A rally called for Peking
Stadium on April 4 to criticize right
leaders was cancelled. Chen-Yi, China's
foreign minister who had been subjected
to an intense attack from the Left was
criticized by the Chinese leadership,
but retained. Even with the concilia-
tion of the Left to the center, they
barely held a majority on the parties
Central Committee. A vote on a res-
olution in the Politburo to censure
Lin Shao-chi and an associate, Teng



Hsiao-Ping (Secretary-General of the
Party) , was passed with a vote of only
6 to 51

By now, however, the Party was if
the hands of its Centrist wing, and
that wing began systematically to chop
off its right and left wings. Through-
out the spring and summer military
campaigns successfully crippled the

large but dis-unlted right opposition
Had the right staged a unified, cohesive,
nationwide offensive there is indeed
some question as to whether there
would be any workers state in China to-
day I The narrow abstentlonlam of
Spartacist becomes at this point a
crucial refusal to defend the very exis-
tence of the Chinese revolution from a

right-wing offensive.
However, nothing in the aftermath

of the situation Justified the mindless
enthusiastic dribble that emanated from
Workers World at this period. The left
now isolated on the central committee
and in the country was being picked a-

way, slowly but surely. An ominous arti-

cle in the November 20, 1971 edition of

the S.Y. Times tells how it is common
knowledge amongst travellers In China
that Lin Piao is purged. Along with
Lin's name in the article are those of
Cben~Po-ta and Kang Sheng. Chen and

Rang were two of the Politburo members
that supported the cultural revolution
and voted with Mao. Lin. and Chou En+Lai
to censure Liu at the April Politburo
meeting. In fact Chen was in chare of
the Cultural Revolution in the Central
Committee of the party Even more
ominous is C.L Sulzberger's column in
1-5-72 Times which speaks of a factional
struggle within the Chinese party while
Washington and Peking were still in

secret contact. One side, which he does
not identify, urged friendship with the

USSR. However, he does Identify the

faction that won, and that faction was
the faction of Chou En-Lai; this
faction advocated frelndshlp with the US!

It is somewhat disheartening but
perhaps expected that more coherent

analysis would come out of
C.L. Sulzberger and the M.Y. Times staff
rather than the US Left! 11 It Is some-
what saddening too, that the organiza-
tions that once considered Lin Piao a

comrade in arms have not moved even one

typewrittenkey in protest over his sil-
encing. Some speculation even has hlmi
dead or imprisoned 1 1 I Whereas the left

opposition in China neither arrested
nor executed anyone (except in instances
where there was actual physical violence
in response to their movements) the
centrist leadership shows little con-

cern over the rights of dissidents.
Spartacist, which has previously in

its history defended the rights of
Cuban Posadists and Soviet writers has

so' far not said a word about the treat-
ment of the Chinese left wing. In fact,

while many articles in Spartacist dwell

on the previous purges in China (to our

knowledge and through the information

we've been able to attain, none of thost*

previously purged were ever executed or

arrested) the response of the Spartacist

representatives we in the NYRC have

spoken to with regards to actions pro-

testing the treatment of Lin Piao has

been unconcern at best.

We in the NYRC, however, are very

concerned with the whole series of

developments In China. Our experience

with WWP's anti-analysis approach has

taught us that for Marxists to refuse

to analyse or criticize when It Is

necessary leaves them completely unpre-

pared for any sudden changes in the

world scene. We in the NYRC will not be

silent while China makes deals with US

imperialism over the bodies of Vietnamese

Bengali and even Chinese brothers and

sisters.
WE DEMAnD THAT CHINA RELEASE ALL

POLITICAL PRISONERS AND EXPLAIN AT
ONCE THE SITUATION OF COMRADE LIN PIAO II
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Nixon's visits to China and the Soviet Union- Guardian and Burchett's
double standard

If one should read the "Guardian" todav, one mic?ht "learn" that
Nixon's visit to China was a treat victorv for the Chinese and Viet-
namese people and the oppressed around the world. However, Nixon's
visit to the Soviet Union--the opposite: The Soviet leadership are
roundlv criticized bv the Guardian and Burchett (by inuendo) , for
attemptinp to sell out the Vietnamese Revolution. At this late date
the opportunist Ruardian still onl" criticizes the traitorous Soviet
Bureaucracy by inuendo.

While many of the Left todav a^ree that the leadership of the
Soviet Union is a Privileged Bureaucracy, who follow domestically and
internationallv-mainlv internationally a verv conservative line of
accomodation, (Peaceful Coexistence) , with world Imperialism, while
still beinp a deformed dictatorship of the proletariat and defend It
unconditionally, (it's class base , when it resits imperialism, or aids
other workers states), onlv an infinitessimal minority of the left uses
a similarly scientific analytical method towards China.

The Chinese leadership, Mao Tse Tunc;, Lin Piao, Chou En Lai.
(depending who's on top at the time), are portraved as internationalist
revolutionaries who are doinr* all they can to aid the revolution in
South Fast Asia. The Ruardian , Burchett, and some others don't say
the Soviet Union is "Social Imperialist" vet, (as does the Chinese
leadership). They don't Say Yugoslavia is a Fascist State, (as does
the Chinese leadership). However, thev unnuestioninplv support
everything the Chinese leadership does in relation to Vietnam, with
the apparent hope of becoming the Chinese "Representatives" here, and
cloak themselves in the "infallibility" of the Chinese Revolution. .

After the Chinese invite to Nixon shocked revolutionaries all •

over the world, Burchett* s hysterical articles seemed to us like a
Soap Onera with purchett on his knees and pravinp:, (his hands clasped),
saving • "The Chinese won't sell out the Vietnamese, Please".

Let us look closer at the Guardian's double standard. Peaceful
Coexistence is bad when the Soviet leadership advocates it, but, when
the Chinese leadership advocate' it, it is somehow revolutionary. In
art interview bv F e iix Hreen of Chow Fn Lai, Chou En Lai says- "...all
disputes between the two countries (U.S. and China) should be settled
in accordance with the five principles of peaceful coexistence."
'''e know that condition number one is that U.S. leave Taiwan.
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Both the Soviet Union and Chinese leadership are for peaceful
coexistence, only their respective terms differ . Both believe that
peaceful coexistence between workers states and imperialist states
(despite the latter's economic necessity to expand or die), is possible,
Neither has done all it could to aid the Vietnamese revolution.

The Phoenix that most evervone ignores, or misinterprets

Che Guevara in his message to the Tricontinental April 16,
1967, said:

"There is a sad reality: Viet-Nam--a nation representing the aspira-
tions, the hones of a whole world of forgotten peoples is tragically
alone. This nation must endure the furious attacks of U.S. technology,
with oracticallv no possibilities of reprisals in the South and onlv
some of defense in the North—but always alone.

The solidarity of all progressives forces of the world towards the
people of Viet-Nam todav is similar to the bitter irony of the plebians
coaxing on the pladiators in the Roman arena. Tt is not a matter of
wishing success to the victim of aggression, but of sharing his fate;
one must accompany him to his death or to victory."

"U.S. imperialism is guiltv of aggression—its crimes are. enormous
and cover the whole world. We already know who, when the time came for
a definition/ hesitated to make Viet-rMam an inviolable pact of the
socialist world' running of course , the risks of a war on a global scale
—but also forcing a decision upon imperialism. And the guilt also
applies to those who maintain a war of abuse and snares -started auite
some time ago bv the representatives of the two greatest powers of the
socialist camp."

Yes at times we will quote someone (onlv to establish our creden-
tials), ha. Hong Kong, the vacation place of U.S. imperialist soldiers
and navy, is still their vacation place. Capitalist West Berlin is
allowed to exist free from significant pressures. The Soviet and Chinesi
air forces do not protect even Northern Vietnam, (part of the Socialist
camp). Against the U.S. Blockade nothinp is done.

Many, of course, say that if the Chinese and Soviets do all these
things , there would be a world war. Historv teaches us that when we
appease imperialism, we increase the threat of total war.

"Granma" the newspaper of the Cuban Communist Party, has said that
"!Peaceful Coexistence with imperialism is impossible while there exist
the oppressed and their oppressors" of course, this statement is. pure
Marxism, (Trotskyism, Engelism, Leninism). .How many at the Guardian
recognise the theory of peaceful-coexistence as an anti-Marxist revi-
sionist creation"' We are well aware that the C.P. of the Soviet Union
has put out a pamphlet which quotes Lenin as supporting peaceful
coexistence and we don't believe it.

Peaceful coexistence must not be confused with diplomatic rela-
tions between workers and capitalists countries, which is often a
necessary tactic.

The Chinese leadership, or Soviet leadership, cannot be relied upon
to maintain a consistant revolutionary line and actions, (Bangla Desh,
Indonesia, Vietnam). We have to rely on ourselves and the working
classes of the world to continue the World Socialist Revolution. We
would also like to know: Where is Lin Piao, "Mao's heir apparent"''

He' gunnort the pains made by the Soviet and Chinese Socialist
Revolutions and we defend them unconditionally against world imperialism.
We, know the workinp. classes of the Soviet Union and China have sacri-
ficed greatly to aid Cuba, Vietnam, Korea, and East Europe. We also
know that we come from the old class society and many of us reject the
belief in Rod, only to adopt a new one, (Stalin, Mao, etc.). If we
think with our knees instead of our brains, we will never make the
revolution. Remember, even great revolutionaries like Lenin, Marx,
Trotsky, and Che Ruevara, made mistakes.

Yugoslavia is not Fascist- The Soviet Union is not capitalist;
Pakistan has no nore right to Bangla Desh than India has to Kashmir.
Soviet intervention was necessary in Hungary and Czechoslovakia as
Soviet and Chinese intervention is needed in all of South East Asia.

Note:
Since this article was written, we have heard the fantastic tall

tale of how Lin Piao "Mao's heir annarent" , and Defense Minister,
attempted to lead a military coup apainst Mao and install himself in
power.- This fiction rivals that of and is reminiscent of that of
Stalin's frame un trials of his fellow members of the Bolsheviks Central
Committee Zinovien, Kamenev , Trotsky, Brikharin, etc.

The well worn charp.es against them were that they were agents of
Rerman Fascism and were plotting a coup. These lies, by the represen-
tatives of the workers' states will do preat damage to the world
communist movement, especially if we uncritically pass on as truth
these charges

.

.

We are/further asked to believe the equally incredible charge that
Lin Shao Chi and Chen Po Ta, 2 old revolutionaries, were capitalist
'roaders". Lin Shao Chi was called the "Khrushev of China" which fits
in with the. Chinese line that Khrushev restored capitalism in the
Svoiet Union "sometime after the Hungarian intervention".

Khrushev was Stalin's ripht hand man for some 20 years. Is he all
of a sudden going to give the power back to the capitalists bloodlesslv?
Where is the hereditary monor>olv capitalist class in the USSR 9 What
are their names 7, '''here is their stock market and foreign exploitative
investments? Let us think with our heads and not with our knees.

If we treat the Chinese leadership as infallible, and support every-
thing they. do or say as the line sent down from god, we will do the same
damage to the left movement today as the "Communist" Party did in the
30's and UO's.

The truth is a Communist best weapon.



AMERICAN MAOISM
3,0

SIDEWAYS INTO THE THIRD CAMP???

For revolutionary Marxists, the duty of defending the workers'
states against bourgeois attack is becoming ever more vital. As im-
perialism's internal contradictions deepen, the world bourgeoisie
will rush to repeat its ill-fated Vietnam adventure one of whose
goals was to smash the non-capitalist foundations of the Democratic
Republic of Vietnam. Despite present widespread illusions about
East-West "detente" and the accompanying expansion of trade between
imperialist nations and the Soviet Union or China, imperialism's on-
going decay points toward new, many-pronged attacks upon the workers'
states perhaps Cuba, perhaps Korea, perhaps China, perhaps the So-
viet Union.

Within the imperialist U.S., any revolutionist worth his or her
salt is obliged to remain painfully aware of the class enemy's aims
and appetites. To shirk the responsibilities of defending countries
where capitalist production has been abolished is to leave the field
wide open to our own communist-hating ruling class a ruling class
that learned nothing from its 1919 invasion of the Soviet Union and
will learn nothing from its protracted war against Vietnam's wor-
kers and peasants.

Yet, within the Left, there is an over-bountiful supply of
shirkers. In 1968, how many fakers joined the bourgeoisie in shed-
ding tears about the Red Army invasion of Czechoslovakia that pre-
vented the slimy Lubcek clique from yanking that country into the
Yankee orbit? How many, through the years, found it easier to call
for "peace in Indochina" instead of defending Vietnamese communism
against imperialist attack?

The grinding pressure of bourgeois society upon the Left's wea-
kest elements generates an ever-present temptation to say "A plague
on both your houses!" when the integrity of a workers' state is

threatened. The soldiers of the "third camp" may call themselves a-
narchists, Rosa Luxemburg is ts, Trotskyists, or Stalinists, but simi-
larities of method outweigh diversity in labels.

In this spirit, we note the entry of the so-called "independent"
Guardian into the ranks of the "third camp." Like the "International
Socialists" (IS), or the Labor Committees, or the once-Maoist Pro-
gressive Labor Party (PLP), the Guardian-ites now devoutly believe
that the Soviet Union is "capitalist"—an "imperialist" nation ruled
by "red bosses." They are joined in this loony fantasy by adherents
of such formations as the Revolutionary Union, the October League,
or the Puerto Rican Revolutionary Workers Organization.

We will remark, incidentally, that today's "Maoists" are parti-

cularly hard put to explain why Progressive Labor, which styled it-

self "Maoist" for nearly a decade, now insists that People's China
(and every other workers' state!) is "capitalist".

Decades of experience show that the CPUSa has a weak record

in defending the Soviet Union against slanders and nonsense, whe-

ther from the right or the "left"; therefore, we can be sure that

the Daily World will have nothing to say against the latest litera-

as an analysis of China's pre

affairs but there is nothing in it that has even the remotest tie

to revolution.
In the interest of public sanitation, we seek to draw an unmis-

takeable line !
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Let it be understood* that the Internationalist Newsletter harbors

no particular love for the rotten bureaucrats who govern the USSR or
the CPUSa and that our past positions regarding the Chinese workers'
state have prompted the Spartacist League and other 'Trotskyist' ten-
dencies to label us as "Maoists" or "Lin Piaoists." Yet it is pre-
cisely a more-than-elbow-rubbing acquaintance with the revolutionary
contributions of Leon Trotsky that leads us to understand why China, 's
leaders and the Chinese proletariat have concluded that "capitalists"
have ruled the Soviet Union since 1953. The manifold crimes of the
Khrushchev-Breznhev gang are unrecognisable only to boneheads of the
Gus Hall variety.

Yet the class nature of revisionism is misunderstood at one's pe-
ril. Revisionism can only be defeated if the cancer is not confused
with the patient. This is why we emphasize that China's leaders are
wrong when they conclude that Stalin's death meant the end of "so-
cialism" in the U.S.S.R. The present ruling clique and its revisio-
nist line are parasitic growths upon the Soviet Union's clearly non-
capitalist economic foundations.

Jack Smith and other "American Maoists" may say they wish to
lead you forward to revolution, but their positions on international
questions are a road to disaster. Like a typical member of Norman
Thomas' "non-communist" Socialist party, Smith advocates the forma-
tion of an international alliance that is neither "pro-U.S." nor
"pro-Soviet"

:

To reduce the role of the US and USSR, People's China urges the

formation of a broad united front of countries taking independent
positions—largely of the third world, but including any country not

under complete domination of the US and USSR—to struggle against the

two "super-powers."
Increasingly, it is projected, more countries would align with

this third force (Our emphasis!)—the united bloc of independent
countries taking orders from neither big power, "small" and "medium-

sized" individually, but powerful in unity.
"UNITE THE MANY, DLFKAT THE PLW!"

Even if this scheme has the personal endorsement of Mao Tse-

tung, Chou En-lai, and the entire Communist Party of China, it con-

tains a fatal flaw. Marxism evaluates societies not by size , but by_

modes of production . Por example, the "thin," communist-led Democra-

tic Republic of Vietnam has withstood a decade of attacks by the

"fat" capitalist United States.
Conversely, the "large" Soviet Union— (even if one could call it

"capitalist"' ) —would still be a more progressive society than Paki-

stan which is ruled b> feudal landlords and a comprador bourgeoisie

that'are boot-lickers to imperialism. Who— the Soviet Union or Paki-

stan—provides mercenaries to the sheiks of the Arab (iulf m order to

fight a trowing revolutionary movement in that region? Who is milita-

rily allied with the murderous Shah of Iran— the "capitalist" Soviet

Union or "independent" Pakistan?
A "third force" whose member-nations were chosen according to

size, rather than mode of production, could only be of a non-revolu-

tionary essence—even if the original concept came from the leader-

ship of a workers' state such as People's China.

Jack Fmlth blindly says that China itself would never seek to

"lead" this creation. Why? Because identifiable "Chinese leader-

-hip"77 may discourage some small nations from trying to "break out of

the super-power orbit." _ ^1-,
In this case, wouldn't someone else—some other set of ideals

—

take the lead?
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If we assume, for a minute, that the goal of national independence
would be the guiding ideal of China's proposed united front, new con-
tradictions arise. Many non-Marxist nationalists would agree that au-
thentic national independence is impossible if a nation's economy re-
mains semi-feudal or if imperialist investments remaim untouched. Por
this reason, governments of small nations may take "independent" po-
sitions of an episodic or temporary nature, but, in the end, the lo-
cal ruling classes must lean toward imperialism.

One such example would be Ethiopia. In 1937, its feudal ruling
class took an "independent" stand, courageously resisting Italian im-
perialism at a time when the "democracies 11 (Britain, France, U.S.)
were quite willing to let Mussolini take Ethiopia. However, when the
Italian threat vanished, Haile Selassie opened the door to Anglo-Ame-
rican capital. For the past thirty years, he has been an imperialist
puppet whose present crutch is massive military aid from the U.S. and

Israel.
But Jack Smith pretends there can be a "removal of a country from

foreign domination, including countries ruled internally by reactiona-

ry forces " (UNITE THE MANY;. Would he say this of Ethiopia, which now

seeks ""coexistence" with People's China, but will remain tightly un-

der imperialism' thumb

—

until the masses can destroy the monarchy !

Doesn't he know that the Ethiopian nobility is itself a "foreign do-

minator" of the peoples of Eritrea and western Somalia?
We are not neo-Oehlerite sectarians who pretend that national in-

dependence struggles deserve no support unless there is a conscious

socialist leadership at each stage. No, we applaud all oppressed na-

tions that fight against oppressors—large, "medium-sized," and

"small." However, respect for the ABC's of Marxism obligates us to

condemn any jackass who pretends that "countries ruled internally by

reactionary forces" can be "removed from foreign domination."

In the epoch of imperialism, "reactionary forces" are not mere

local accidents. Rather, they are spear-carriers for the international

capitalist class. Ethiopia or Iran or Pakistan will not become 'pro-

eressive" on the international arena just because their leaders seek

ihort-term friendly ties with People's China. They can become progres-

sive if and only if the masses liquidate puppets of the Haile Selassie-

Re za Pahlevi-Ali Bhutto breed.
,„„wi/i

jack Smith's nonsensical promotion of a "third force" m world

politics would just be an amusing curiosity unless one recognized

its "theoretical" foundations. What does this so-called revolutiona-

ry living in the imperialist United States tell us? That the So-

viet Union is "imperialist." .
,

We are painfully aware that the present gang of bureaucrats m
the Soviet Union is carrying out retrogressive measures that impe-

ril tnl foundations of the Soviet Union (Just one of these measures

woild be dismantling of the Warsaw Pact in exchange for "reduction"'

of NATO forces in Europe!). But even if a Breznhev can eat Baked A-

laska with Richard Nixon and babble about a "generation of peace,"

that does not mean that Breznhev and his kind have succeeded in

creating a capitalist economy. To have done so, they would have had

+r, Viave led an armed counter-revolution .

Not able tf^e a singl e statisti c that would prove his "case,

Smith draws solely upon Chinese sources and upon two so-called ' in-

SpipSrtPnt Marxists "Charles Bettelheim and Paul Sweezy. The latter,

with regarftSihe 'soviet Union, have perceived that economic deci-

sions ale made by "managers." (It is noted that S-ee,y--a sacred

cow of the American "left"-- long ago concluded that corporate exe

cutives had "replaced" private capitalists in controlling the Ame-

as
rican economy )

.

In the Soviet Union, plant managers are state functionaries
whose postp depend upon ability to uphold and implement the poli-
tical line of the CPSU. a "Maoist" plant manager would find him-
self out of work, even if his economic decisions had not contra-
dicted the party line.

Yes, Soviet managers receive higher incomes than workers due
to a long-standing system of bureaucratic privilege .. .and many of
these managers even appropriate, extra rubles from plant budgets.
But there is now no way for a manager to use his parasitically-
obtained slices of surplus value to buy permanent security fac-
tories and agricultural collectives cannot be sold to private in-
dividuals because Soviet laws prohibit what is considered "business
as usual" in capitalist countries.

While the parasitic caste of state functionaries now holds e-
normous privileges and carries out grotesque betrayals of the inter-
national proletariat, this caste can only go so far in its misdeeds .

If the Breznhevians ever tried to halt the traditional flow of eco-
nomic benefits to the Soviet masses, they would risk their own over-
throw... not unlike the unlamented Gomulka in Poland,

Because the bureaucracy's practices must consistently embody at
least a deformed reflection of the interests of the masses, Soviet
foreign policy—no matter how ruinous—cannot be evaluated by the
same criteria applied to the foreign policies of capitalist nations.
The content of present-day Soviet foreign policy is non-revolutiona -

ry , but not "imperialist"—precisely because there is no Soviet ca-
pitalist class that aspires to extract profits from other nations.

Unlike any capitalist nation, the Soviet Union provided arms to
the heroic Vietnamese. At a profit? Of course not, because the bu-
reacracy understood that liquidation of the Vietnamese workers' state
by American imperialism would menace the existence of the Soviet U-
nion and the bureaucracy itself.

Jack Smith has correctly stated support for China's border claims
in the east Siberian region and has correctly opposed the Soviet bu-
reaucracy's illegitimate military threats against People's China.
However, he makes the error of unilaterally deploring Soviet milita-
ry actions— including the 1968 intervention in Czechoslovakia. Al-
though China's leaders and the Chinese masses have valid reasons for
fearing Soviet military intervention (namely defense of their own
workers' state), no revolutionist can adopt a "unilateral" opposi-
tion to military actions by the Soviet Union. Should llubcek have been
allowed a free hand to restore capitalism in Czechoslovakia? Wouldn't
capitalist restoration in an Eastern European workers* state be ini-

mical to the class interests of both the Soviet Union and China?

By the same token, there can be no doubt as to whose side we

would take if either the Soviet Union or China undertook military ac-

tion against a capitalist state , such as Germany, Japan, or the U.S.!

While there may be intense disagrements with general policies of a

workers' state, there can be no shirking when there is an armed show-

down between a red army and a bosses' army. let where would the Guar-

dian or the Revolutionary Union or the October League stand if a war

broke out between the USSR and the imperialist U.S.?
They would stand where the CPUSa would stand if there were a war

between People's China and the imperialist U.S. that's where!

Cde. Smith asserts that China's leaders once considered realign-
ment with the USSR (was it Lin Piao's idea, maybe?), but have now

decisively chosen to "oppose both existing power blocs." If we can

take Cde. Smith at his word, then American revolutionists should op-
pose this non-Marxist line.. .even if they oppose the crimes of the

93
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Soviet bureaucracy against the world revolution.
A strategy drawn from the mistaken notion of two "imperialist

super-powers" can only lead to disaster. Broadening of a mythical
"anti-U.S., anti-Soviet" front will not strengthen revolutionary
movements. This "third force"—which, we are told, could include na-
tions "ruled internally by reactionary forces"-- would supposedly
rest upon what China's leaders term the "five principles of coexis-
tence." Such concepts as "mutual non-interference in each other's
internal affairs" preclude effective Chinese political or material
support for revolutionary movements inside nations that belong to
the proposed "united front." Unlike idealist 'Trotskyists ' we do not
condemn normalization of diplomatic relationships between China and
capitalist nations, but we do recognise the dangers that exist.

Jack Smith mentions the Bengla Desh crisis as a practical exam-
ple of correct implementation of China's "revolutionary" foreign po-
licy. He says that Chinese leaders "recognized the existence of a na-
tional question in East Pakistan (sic)." Yet criticism of Pakistan's
Yahya Khan was avoided because "China's own security could best be
served through a united Pakistan (including Bengla Desh)." We ask
Ode. Smith whether a socialist or even a militantly nationalist Ben-
gla Desh could have constituted a far better defender of China than
the pro-U-S. ruling class of Pakistan.

Among American "Maoists," the common excuse is that there was no
strong revolutionary movement in Bengla Desh, that leadership of the
secessionist movement was firmly in the hands of Mujibur Rahman's bour-
geois Awami League. These shallow fatalists argue that self-determina-
tion for the Bengalis inevitably meant seizure of Bast Bengal by the
Indian bourgeoisie, with Mujibur Rahman as its puppet.

Didn't Lenin refer to the independence struggles of oppressed na-
tions as the "bacilli of the socialist struggle"? Can any socialist, in
good conscience, tolerate perpetuation of national oppression? What
prevented China's leaders from exposing both India and Pakistan as op-
pressors of the Bengali nation, from calling upon revolutionaries and
the masses in all three nations to unite? Wouldn't such an appeal from
the world's largest workers' sTate have encouraged revolutionaries in
all parts of Asia?

It is sometimes pretended that such an appeal would have been of
no worth since China could not provide arms for revolutionaries in Pa-
kistan or in Bengla Desh. This profoundly apolitical^argument obscures
the fact that Indira Ghandi, Yahya Khan, and Mujibur Rahman are all
puppets of imperialism and oppressors of the masses. China's "non-in-
terference in Pakistan's internal affairs" has disastrously rein-
forced the ruling classes of India and Pakistan, while contributing
to retardation of the Bengali masses' movement toward a socialist na-
tional independence. By not denouncing Pakistan's rulers, China did
nothing to prevent the people of Bengla Desh from mistakenly lining
up behind Mujibur Rahman, thereby rendering the struggle of Bengali
revolutionaries a hundred times more difficult in the future.

Similarly, Jack Smith's description of China's policy on the Cey-
lonese insurrection of 1971 exposes the non-revolutionary foundations
of China's present approach to international questions. In Ceylon, an
independent Marxist formation, the JVP, launched an unsuccessful re-
bellion against the "progressive" Bandaranaike government. Even if

we accept Chinese claims that the JVP, or "Guevarists" were prone to

(continued on page J28)
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stration of society and state, and they become more conservative
in moments of great abgressiveness by international imperialism.
Nonetheless, the steps forward taken by revolutionary movements
throughout the world permit the bureaucracies to feel more se-
cure vis-a-vis imperialism, weaken somewhat their conservatism,
and incite them to some advances.
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(prone toj adventurism, China's verbal support to the Bandaranaike
regime's harsh suppression of the rebellion was still a profound er -
ror . Didn't Lenin support the "adventurist" Bela Kun in Hungary, e-
ven though his rebellion failed? Isn't the Bandaranaike government a
bourgeois government?

However, there may have been a diplomatic reward for silence,
since Jack Smith informs us that Ceylon is a potential member of Chi-
na's "third force" in world politics. He and other "American Maoists"

living in the belly of the imperialist monster— join China's lea-
ders in supporting a Bandaranaike call for transforming the Indian 0-
cean into a "zone of peace." Why not call for expelling imperialism ,

particularly American imperialism, from this part' of the world?
Yet here and elsewhere the painful dilemma emerges crystal clear.

Like even the greatest revolutionary leaders, Mao Tse-tung and Chou
Ln-lai can make mistakes . Because they are dialectically linked to
the heroic Chinese masses, because they have led the struggle to build
a workers' state in China, their mistakes can receive our understanding,
but never our support !

The leaders of "American Maoism," however, not unlike the leaders
of the CPUSa, will never be anything more than icon-worshippers who
think with their knees and not their heads. Ready to endorse even the
mistakes of their heroes, these cultists will time and time again
put the seal of good housekeeping on a Yahya Khan or a Haile Selassie
because the central committee of the CPC does so.

Beating the drum for a phony '.'united front against the super-
powers," Jack Smith and his co-thinkers will persist in diluting the
anti- imperialist struggle beyond recognition. . .and deceiving their
followers about the capability of the American bourgeoisie to launch
attacks against both China and the Soviet Union . In this way, they
can only betray three revolutions—the Russian Revolution, the Chi-
nese revolution, and the coming American Revolution.



A Partial List of Imperialist Aggressions Against Workers ' States

1918-1923 23 capitalist nations attack the young Soviet Union

1929 Japanese Chinese attacks on USSR over "Chinese Eastern
Railv;ay"

1938-1939 Japanese attacks on USSR in Manchuria & Outer Mongolia

June 22, 1941-45 German Imperialist attacks on USSR (30 million killed)

1946-1954 French Imperialist attacks on the Democratic Republic
of Vietnam

1950-1953 U.S. "United Nations" invasion of People's Republic
of Korea

1950-1960 U.S. CIA-Indian Capitalists' machinations in Tibet

1954 United States-Chiang Kai Chek occupation of Quemoy & Matsu

1955 U.S. Imperialist war of aggression against Vietnam

19 56 Attempted capitalist counter-revolution in Hungary

1959 Indian capitalist violations of China border

1960 U-2 Spy flight discovery reveals blatant violations of
territorial integrity of ALL the Workers States

1961 U.S. S puppets economic blockade of Cuba

1961 U.S. -Indian invasion of Peoples Republic of China

1961 U.S. Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba

1968 Attempted capitalist counter-revolution in Czechoslovakia

1973 U.S.-British-"Saudi" Arabian-Iranian attacks on the
Peoples Democratic Republic of South Yemen

DEDICATED TO THE SALT OF THE EARTH
THE HARD WORKING MEN AND WOMEN WHO
PRODUCE ALL OF VALUE AND SUFFER BY
EXPLOITATION AND DIE FROM ALL WARS
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The .Political Economy of Population Control in Latin America , by B. Mass — $1.00
Brazil: 1964 to the Present , by Jean Marc von der Weid $100
Imperia lism and the Israeli Economy , by Larry Lockwood $1 00
Resistance in the Middle East (periodical): now available, Nos . 6, 7 and 8)- ^50 ea.
Issues 1 and 2 of Common Ground (paper of defunct N.Y. Rev. Committee) ]l0 ea'
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